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The single-sideband high-frequency transmitter in the illustration provides two telephone channels for the New York-Paris link
and,is installed at Pontoise, France. At the left is a I-kilowatt driver and at the right is the 60-kilowatt output stage. The con•
struction of this equipment by Laboratoire Central de Telecommunications is a logical result of its many years of work in this field.
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Microwave Radio Relay Systems*
By E. LABIN
International Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc., New York, New York

ARIOUS technical problems involved
in the design of microwave radio reiay
links are surveyed. Propagation char
actenst1cs, types of modulation, signal-to-noise
conditions, and system engineering aspects are
considered. The great value and the possible
limitations of such links are pointed out.

V

.

.

.

The final goal of telecommunications often has
been defined as being the ability of communicat
ing with anyone, anywhere, any time. Ten years
ago, this was still a dream, now it seems that it
might come true. The scientific foundations for
fulfilling our goal exist already. However, it will
certainly be a long time before such a global com
munication network can be completed, and
certainly social and economic difficulties will be
at least as important as the technical factors.
The main progress that has made this dream
possible is ·the advance accomplished recently in
the extension of the radio-frequency range actu
ally available to the engineer. The existing tele
communication network is essentially composed
of wires and cables, extended by a relatively
small number of fixed and mobile radio links.
The fixed radio links were, until recently, almost
all below 30 megacycles per second. In spite of
the small density of this radio network, the
ether below 30 megacycles is terribly crowded
and there is practically no space available for
additional services. The shortage of frequencies
explains the constant efforts of all research
laboratories to extend the range of practicably
workable frequencies toward higher_,and higher
values.
The laboratories of the LT .&T. System rec
ognized the importance of this question a long
* Presented before meetings of Associazione Elettro
tecnica Italiana in Rome, I taly, on November 5, 1946,
and in Milan, Italy, on November 9, 1946. Reprinted from
Elettrotecnica, June, 194 7.

time ago, and in fact by 1932, an experimental
microwave link was tested across the English
Channel. But these experiments were isolated
and far in advance of the general state of the art ;
so much so, that in 1 938 the frequency range that
we really knew how to handle did not extend
above 500 megacycles. The accelerated develop
ments during the war have changed this picture,
and now the practical limit of usable frequencies
has been extended up to at least 30,000 mega
. cycles.
In the last ten years, it has not been possible to
explore completely this vast range of frequencies.
Much remains to be done and practically all
telecommunication laboratories are busily de
veloping new tools and various applications of
microwaves. Aerial navigation and mobile links
for communication with planes, cars, ships, and
railroads are some of them. Microwaves are also
invading a domain that wires and cables have
previously filled. Many projects have been de
scribed for using microwave links with repeaters
for long-range communication, television, teleg
raphy, and multichannel telephony. The purpose
of this paper is to present a short general survey
of the technical aspects of this last problem.
1. General

Microwave radio relay systems consist of a
series of transmitters and receivers spaced 30 to
60 miles apart in direct visibility. On flat ground,
towers are used to extend the horizon. The signal
is retransmitted at each relay or repeater station,
generally at a different frequency from the one at
which it has been received. Relay systems of this'
sort have been proposed for television transmis
sion or multichannel telephony, Essentially, it is
hoped that relay radio systems not requiring
physical connections between repeaters will be
more economical than wire or cable connections
and that the relatively greater facilities offered
by radio for wide-frequency-band operation will
open up new types of services. Most proposals
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now concern carrier frequencies between 1000
and 10,000 megacycles. There are two reasons
for choosing such high frequencies.
A. Higher frequencies have certain technical advantages.

B. Lower frequencies are indispensable for existing services.

2 . 1 FREE-SPACE FACTOR
The free-space factor Ao represents the at
tenuation that would exist in free space at a
given distance between transmitter and receiver.
It is a factor which can be calculated closely by
the principles of geometrical optics. Essentially,

It should, indeed, be clear that mobile services
cannot, generally, make use of highly concen
trated radiations. For equal directivity at the
transmitter and receiver and for equal trans
mitted power, the received power is proportional
to the square of the wavelength. In other words,
D
for the same transmitted power, the power re
I
I I
ceived for a comparable angular coverage would
----------------I
be one hundred times more at 100 megacycles TRANSMITTING
RECEIVING
/
ANTENNA
ANTENNA
/
than at 1000 megacycles. This is why mobile
I
I
services rightly request priority for lower fre
I
I
quencies.
For fixed services, the situation is technically
Fig. I-Free-space attenuation is a function of the beam
reversed, and because maximum directivity not characteristics
of the antennas. The angle in which the
only can be used but is even desirable, the useful radiation is concentrated when using dipole radiators and
parabolic reflectors is a= 1.7 (;J../D). The angle in which the
power actually increases with frequency. Fac receiving
antenna is viewed from the transmitting point is
tors which must be considered are the propaga b = D/L, where L is the distance between transmitting
tion characteristics of waves between 1000 and and receiving antennas.
10,000 megacycles, various types of modulation,
signal-to-noise ratio, and the over-all system it represents the loss resulting from the fact that
the beam is not concentrated in an infinitely
aspects of microwave relay links.
narrow angle. It is clear from Fig. 1 , that Ao is
given by (2).
2. Propagation

For fixed installations, the propagation char
acteristics can be expressed in a most useful
manner by the attenuation between the trans
mitting point and the receiving point. If P1
designates the transmitted power and P, the
received power, the attenuation A is:
( 1)
where

Ao = free-space factor,
Ai= topographical factor,

A 2 = atmospheric factor, and
Aa�absorption factor.
In (1), the attenuation has been expressed as
a product of various factors. For convenience,
these factors may be expressed in decibels, the
total attenuation then being their sum.

(2)
For sake of simplicity, axial symmetry is
assumed. The angle a is the equivalent beam
width, i.e., the width the beam would have if all
the energy were radiated uniformly into that
angle. It differs only slightly from the angle usu
ally considered between the directions of half
power points. For a given type of antenna, the
value of a can be obtained from diffraction the
ory of electromagnetic waves. If the antenna
aperture is D, it can be shown that a is propor
tional to the ratio AfD.
The exact numerical coefficient depends on the
type of radiator, type of illumination, shape of
reflectors, etc. For parabolic reflectors and
dipole radiators, the angle a is given by
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The angle b designates simply the angle under
which the receiving antenna is viewed from the
transmitting point and is essentially given by
b=

D
L

.
radians.

(4)

Transposing (3) and (4) into (2) yields
Ao=3

x2L2
--

D4

·

(5)

This simple derivation of the free-space co
efficient Ao applies, of course, only when D is
much larger than i\ and when a is larger than b;
and also assumes no fringing effects. It is inter
esting to note that a = b, which would mean no
attenuation in free space, corresponding to con
ditions which can actually be met.
In most practical cases for distances of the
order of 30 miles, Ao will result in a power ratio
of the order of 106 to 108 or of 60 to 80 decibels.
The importance of using short wavelengths, i.e.,
small values of a , appears clearly from (2) or (5) .
It is also obvious from (5) that the most import
ant single factor is the diameter D of the anten
nas used because it affects both angles a and b in
the same proportion.
It is not possible to reduce the equivalent beam
width a indefinitely. Two lower limits have to be
considered : (1) The fluctuation of the position
of the beam as a result of atmospheric conditions.
This limit is probably below half a degree or
1/100 radian ; and (2) the fluctuation of the
position of the beam because of the limited
mechanical rigidity of the antenna support. It
seems likely that values of 0.03 to 0.06 radian
would represent in most cases a good compromise
between the costs of additional radio power and
the additional costs of extremely rigid supporting
structures.
2.2 TOPOGRAPHICAL FACTOR
Actually, the transmitter and receiver are not
in free space. The presence of the earth changes
considerably the simple propagation conditions
of free space. When the transmitter is directly
visible from the receiver over a smooth spherical
earth, the coefficient A1 can be calculated and
many papers have been published dealing with
this problem. A1 in such conditions depends on
the height of the transmitters and receivers
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above ground. A well-known interference pattern
results from the reflection from the ground.
It is also well known that when the atmosphere
is supposed to be "standard," the bending of the
waves resulting from the variation of the index
of refraction with altitude can be taken into
account by using an effective radius for the
earth's surface equal to 4/3 of the true radius.
The theory of the factor A1 is important especi
ally at lower frequencies of the order of 30 to 300
megacycles. At these frequencies, it might be
difficult to find a position of the transmitter and
receiver that would make A1 close to unity and,
therefore, it is important to know what value it
might take. For higher frequencies and narrow
beam angles, it is not safe to assume that the
earth is smooth ; as soon as the link is not over
flat ground, most of the formulas do not apply,
and also the simple application of wave theories
is often misleading.
As a compensation for these theoretical diffi
culties, the practical conditions are such for this
frequency range that A1 is generally close to
unity if the height of the transmitting and receiv
ing antennas are properly chosen and, therefore,
the exact knowledge of A1 is not too important.
However, in special surroundings, such as a
narrow valley or street, the factor A1 could, of
course, be quite different from unity.
Furthermore, from the point of view of the
communication engineer, what is more import
ant than the absolute value is the variation with
time of the coefficient A1. These changes are
caused by variations of reflection coefficient of
the ground. On land, variations are small because
they result only from variations of conductivity
at the reflection points caused by changes of
humidity of the ground or presence of leaves or
snow, etc. Such variations usually do not exceed
6 decibels. The variations might be larger if the
reflecting region is over sea. It might move with
the tides, but even so, the variations of A1
would hardly be larger than 6 to 1 2 decibels,
because the minima of the interference pattern
resulting from reflection from the ground are
seldom less than 1 2 decibels below the free-space
conditions.
2.3 ATMOSPHERIC FACTOR

All that has been said before concerns standard
atmospheric conditions. A standard atmosphere
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is defined as an atmosphere in which the re duct is formed in the atmosphere, usually be
fraction index varies steadily with altitude at a tween the ground and the altitude at which the
given rate. When the atmosphere is not standard, M curve changes its slope. These altitudes may
the propagation conditions might be greatly vary from a few hundred to a few thousand feet.
'
changed and the factor A2 can reach very large The waves can be trapped in the duct and be
values. Important theoretical and experimental propagated for very long distances, but they
investigations of variations of propagation with might also never reach the desired receiving point
changes of climatic conditions in the lower atmos if that point is not located in the right position
phere have been made recently. It has been with respect to the duct. Complete trapping is
found that variations of the coefficient A2 by as rather infrequent and, therefore, complete fading
much as 30 to 40 decibels are possible depending at the receiving point is seldom encountered but,
on a great variety of factors. Usually in these as stated previously, variations up to 40 decibels
studies, the refractive state of the atmosphere is have been observed at many frequencies. It is
most conveniently described by means of a curve not obvious which frequencies are to be pre
showing the relation between the so-called excess ferred from this point of view. It is true that,
modified index of refraction M and the height generally speaking, for a given duct position no
M is given by
trapping will occur at frequencies lower than a
certain value but, the height of the duct being
M
(6) variable, this minimum frequency is also variable.
r-1
The relation between the types of M curves
where
is the actual index of refraction at and meteorologic data are complex, but it seems
height h above the ground, and r is the radius of that some very broad statements can be made.
Irregularities in the M curve generally correspond
the earth.
to temperature inversions. But not all inversions
h
will yield ducts. Often these conditions are
realized when warm dry air blows out over a
cool body of water. Similar effects can be ob
tained at night in summer over land. Generally
DUCT
speaking, when the air is strongly agitated or in
windy weather, standard propagation conditions
Mwill prevail over land. In summer, and especially
SUBSTANDARD
over sea, vagaries of propagation are more likely.

h.

=

n(h)

[n(h) +.!!_] .10e,

Fig. 2-Variations of refractive index of the atmosphere
M with height h. The regions marked "duct" are capable
of propagating waves over very long distances with little
attenuation.

Fig. 2 , taken from a report by I. Katz of the
Radiation Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, shows various possible aspects of
the M curves. Various types of M curves corre
spond to various meteorological conditions.
Only when the },[curve is standard, or when it
has a different slope but remains uniform, can
the simple ray theory be applied to determine
1he value of the coefficient A2. A slope variation
of the M curve is equivalent to a bending of the
whole interference pattern which determines the
previous coefficient A1.
When the M curve has a knee, the conditions
become much more complicated and an actual

2.4 ABSORPTION FACTOR
The coefficient A3 characterizes additional
losses caused by true absorption in the atmos
phere. For the factors previously considered,
Ao, Ai. A2, it is assumed that no absorption takes
place in the atmosphere. This assumption is
justified up to frequencies as high as 6000 mega
cycles. Fog, rain, or snow affect the propagation
of frequencies at 3000 megacycles, but the losses
encountered most of the time are negligible and
do not represent more than 0.05 decibel per mile
on the average. At wavelengths as short as 1
centimeter (30,000 megacycles), on the contrary,
absorptions of 35 decibels per mile can be ob
served for heavy rainfalls. Most of the absorption
effects result from the presence of water which
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TABLE I

A

B

Multiplexing

Modulation of Each Channel

c

Modulation of Radio-Frequency Carrier

a. Frequency Selection

a. Amplitude Modulation Single a. Amplitude Modulation
Sideband

b. Time Division

b. Frequency Modulation

b. Frequency or Phase Modulation

c. Pulse-Amplitude Modulation

c. Amplitude Keying

d. Pulse-Time Modulation

d. Frequency Keying

e. Pulse-Code Modulation

e. Modulation a or b by a Subcarrier Itself
Modulated by Methods a orb

has a strong absorption region at wavelengths

around 1.25 centimeters (24,000 megacycles) .
It is interesting to note that the factor Aa
represents a type of attenuation which varies
exponentially with distance and which is, there
fore, similar to what is encountered normally for
propagation on wires or cables. As soon as factors
of this type become important, they over
shadow all others because they increase so
rapidly with distance.
The practical conclusion concerning the vari
ous aspects of propagation conditions which
have been outlined is that, in communication
links, provisions for fading should be made
taking into account variations of received power
of the order of 30 to 40 decibels. It is possible
that, in many cases, these variations could be
considerably reduced by the use of two receivers
at different heights. This method of space diver
sity has been tested only recently and it is diffi
cult to estimate how successful it will be. Also, in
spite of the abundance of information already
available, it is still difficult to state how often
fading conditions will be present for a given link
and, therefore, what the probability of failure of
the link might be. A 30-decibel margin in power is
quite feasible and, therefore, the actual probabil
ity of failure could be relatively small, especially
in cases where space diversity provides an addi
tional protection. Some extreme cases of fading
will probably be encountered where neither
additional power nor space diversity can help.
3. Modulation

We are mainly concerned with multiplex te
lephony or telegraphy. The method of modula
tion best suited to the problem would be one
which would require minimum transmitted power

I

for a certain amount of noise present, minimum

bandwidth, and would minimize difficulties due
to the accumulation of distortions of each re
peater. It is, of course, difficult to find a single
figure of merit that would take into account all
these various factors. Efforts have been made
recently to arrive at a classification of various
modulation methods by using the Hartley law
relating the amount of intelligence transmitted,
bandwidth used, and time required to transmit
the intelligence, but even such efforts do not
take into account the type of tubes available or
the relative difficulty of avoiding distortions
which might favor one type of modulation with
respect to another. A list of the most promising
methods will be given together with some infor
mation concerning the types that have been
actually used.
Essentially three different operations have to
be performed for the transmission of multiplex
telephony :
A. Multiplexing of the various channels.
B. Transmission of the intelligence in each individual
channel.
C. Modulation of the radio-frequency carrier with the
complex signal formed by A and B above.

Each of the three operations described can be
performed in various manners and a large num
ber of systems can be obtained by combining the
methods for each operation in various ways.
Table I , which is far from complete and is
limited to the most interesting types, will give
an idea of the variety of systems possible.
In ordinary radio practice where the ether is
crowded, one of the most important factors is
economy of bandwidth. The same view certainly
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will apply to microwave operation but because
of the unavoidable instability of the carriers
used, the economical bandwidth is generally
much larger than at lower frequencies. Even
with the greatest of care, it is unlikely that the
frequencies of the transmitter and receiver in a
radio relay system could be adjusted and main
tained stable within better than 0.01 percent.
This means that at 5000 megacycles the band
width necessary to take care of instabilities
alone would be at least 1 megacycle. In other
words, the microwave equipments are inherently
relatively wide band and, therefore, it seems
reasonable to use modulation schemes which re
quire bandwidths larger than strictly necessary
for transmitting the intelligence but which make
good use of these extended bandwidths by re
ducing distortion difficulties or by improving the
signal-to-noise ratio.
Both frequency modulation and pulse-time
modulation have similar advantages from these
points of view. Although the choice between
these two systems has been discussed at length,
it seems obvious from Table I that the true
problem is not what type of modulation of the
radio frequency is to be used but rather to deter
mine the most desirable multiplexing method.
There are only two multiplexing systems : fre
quency selection where all channels are trans
mitted simultaneously and are seperated by
frequency filters ; or time division where the
channels are transmitted successively.
Frequency selection is widely used for carrier
transmission on wires and the same system should
receive first consideration for radio. The main
difficulty is that frequency selection requires
extremely linear repeaters. To reduce cross talk
below 60 decibels, the total over-all harmonic
content between terminals has to be less than
0. 1 percent. If 20 repeaters are to be put in
tandem, each repeater should contribute less
than 0.05 percent to the harmonic content over
the signal frequency spectrum! It is not too
difficult to meet such severe specification for
wire communication with negative-feedback
amplifiers. But until a similar tool is developed
f_o r radio repeaters, they will necessarily involve
modulation and demodulation processes that in
troduce nonlinearities even if the radio carrier
is frequency modulated.
One way out, which has been applied in the

equipment developed for Western Union by
Radio Corporation of America,15 is to use a sub
carrier. This system is a combination of the
types Aa, Ba, Ceb of Table I.
For a limited number of repeaters, frequency
or phase modulation is possible. It might be
feasible to increase the number of repeaters by
using a large amount of negative feedback. An
experimental 12-channel equipment19 of that type
has been developed by Laboratoire Central de
Telecommunications, for the French administra
tion. It is now in operation between Paris and
Montmorency.
Another possibility is to perform the multi
plexing operation by time division and use
pulses. For modulation of each channel, either
pulse-amplitude or pulse-time modulation or the
more complex telegraphic methods, such as pulse
code modulation, could be used. For modula
tion of the radio carrier, the choice remains
between amplitude or frequency modulation. In
any case, linearity requirements are much less
severe. For time modulation, the linearity of the
repeater is of no consequence at all for_ cross
talk. A system using time-division multiplex for
24 channels has been developed by Federal Tele
communication Laboratories. It is a combination
of the types Ab, Bd, Cc, of Table I. The main
characteristics of the system are reproduced in
the appendix. An experimental link with two
repeaters is now in operation between New York
and Trenton.
The total frequency b9-nd necessary might
appear somewhat large but it should be noted
that the system based on frequency selection
with a subcarrier finally leads to quite similar
frequency bands. Both systems take advantage
of bandwidth to overcome the inherent diffi
culties of the design of linear repeaters.
Important improvements can be expected soon
for both frequency-.:;election and time-division
methods. It is difficult to say now which one is
preferable and it seems most likely that both will
find useful fields of application.
4. Signal- to-Noise Ratio

In all communication problems, the major
question is finally: How large must the input
power be to override all noise present and to
achieve the output signal-to-noise ratio required
by the type of service desired?
15

Numbered references
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At microwaves, barring interferences, the only
appreciable sources of noise are thermal agitation
in the real part of the input impedance, the input
tubes, and in the incoming radiation itself.
These three sources of noise are essentially of
the same nature and can, therefore, all be com
bined in an equivalent noise power generator at
the receiver input of internal power N0P0 in
series with the received power Pr, i.e. , with an
internal impedance equal to the antenna imped
ance. N0 is the receiver "noise factor."
P0=1.6 10-20B

watts
where B is the effective noise bandwidth of the
receiver before limiter or demodulator, and Po
is the minimum possible noise power. The
numerical coefficient is actually 4KTwhere K is
Boltzmann's constant and the absolute tempera
ture Tis arbitrarily taken to be T=293 degrees
(20 degrees centigrade).
The required power Pr can be expressed in
terms of Po by what could be called a "system
noise factor N" given by
·

No Ni N2
Pr
-=1V=
Ns
Po
----

(7)

Equation (7) determines the power P, if the
various factors N0, Ni, N2, Ns, and the band
width B are known.
At microwave frequencies, the noise factor No
for good receivers is generally between the fol
lowing limits : 10 <No <SO.
N1 is the output signal-to-noise ratio. N1
might vary from 20 decibels for teleprinters to 60
decibels for high-class music. For telephony, 40
to SO decibels are generally considered adequate
for good commercial quality.
N2 is a factor which takes into account the
presence of a certain number of receivers in
tandem. Normally, the noise of each receiver
will be added to the total and , therefore N2 is
simply equal to the number of relays in series. N2,
resulting from accumulation of noise in repeaters,
may equal zero decibels for all practical cases
having any number of repeaters if pulse-code
modulation were used.
N3 is the improvement factor resulting from
the type of modulation, bandwidth , type of
limiters and demodulator, etc.
For frequency and pulse-time modulations,
N3 is proportional to the square of the ratio of the
transmission bandwidth to the ban,iwidth cov-
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ered by the signal at least so long as the ratio
Pr/NoPo is larger than 6 to 12 decibels to let the
limiters operate correctly. The choice of the
factor Ns will determine the bandwidth and Pr
or, inversely, the choice of the bandwidth will
determine N3 and P,.
These calculations are straightforward for
simplex systems. For multiplex systems, they
become more involved because the signal-to
noise ratio per channel alone is determined, also
because often the bandwidth is determined not
only by the desired improvement factor but also
by the amount of cross talk that can be toler
ated. In all cases, it seems theoretically advanta
geous to use effectively as wide a bandwidth as
possible without reaching a value where selective
fading and amplification difficulties cause
trouble. From this point of view, time-division
methods with amplitude keying are attractive.
Indeed, in this case, the power to be considered
for operating the limiters should be the peak
power. For a given number of channels, the peak
power can be made proportional to the band
width keeping the average power constant. In
other words, for frequency modulation, the
average power necessary increases with band
width for a given input-to-noise ratio, but in
pulse-amplitude keying, the average power nec
essary increases much more slowly. As a first
approximation, it is constant ; when the prob
ability of noise peaks overriding the limiter level
is taken into account, the average power should
increase as the logarithm of bandwidth.
It is not intended to reproduce the calculations
leading to possible optimum values of the vari
ous factors N, but only to indicate practical
limits. A typical example follows :
No=

15 decibels (average noise factor)

N =

50 decibels and B =8· 106 cycles
1.6·1020X8·106Xl05=13·10-9 watt.

Ni= 45 decibels (telephony)
N, = 10 decibels (10 repeaters)
N3 = - 20 decibels (improvement factor)

P,=

The necessary power to operate the receiver is
of the order of several millimicrowatts. Knowing
the power required at the receiver, the trans
mitted power will be determined by (1).
Ao

=60 decibels (free-space attenuation)

A

= 90 decibels
=109XP,=13 watts.

A 1 A 2 A 3 = 30 decibels (allowance for fading)

P1
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The transmitter power necessary to operate
the link is of the order of several milliwatts if no
allowance is made for fading and of the order of
several watts with such an allowance.
The figures above are, of course, only repre
sentative and each case has to be calculated
specially.
5. System Engineering

In the previous paragraphs, consideration has
been given to the most important theoretical
aspects of microwave relay links. Of practical
importance are many other aspects, such as :
type of tubes available, cost of towers, type of
power supply available, cost of ground installa
tions, roads, houses, and integration of the radio
link into the existing telephone network.
Progress during the war in microwave tubes
indicates that practically all types of tubes nec
essary for such links can be designed and some
will soon be commercially available.
The magnetron has proved to be the most
efficient microwave generator so far but it can
not be modulated easily. Probably, it will be
possible to design frequency-modulated magne
trons and it is already possible to key magnetrons
on and off as required for pulse-time modulation.
Velocity-modulated tubes of the reflex type
are easily frequency modulated but have poor
efficiency and, so far, are available at low-power
levels only. The main tool lacking is a broad
band amplifier. Very promising results have been
obtained during 1946 with models of traveling
wave amplifiers and of a broad-band velocity
modulated tube. As has been pointed out, many
problems of radio relaying would disappear if it
were possible to amplify at each relay without
changing frequency.
The towers necessary for obtaining the de
sired antenna height represent a considerable
part of the investment for radio relay links. The
height and rigidity of the tower are probably
the most important elements in determining the
technical characteristics of the link.
It is quite obvious that from a maintenance
point of view it is preferable to house all the
equipment at ground level and install the anten
nas only at the top of the tower. But such a
solution raises the difficult problem of transmis
sion between the transmitters and receivers and

the antennas. Transmission lines, either coaxial
or wave guides, introduce additional losses and
are susceptible to failure under unfavorable
climatic conditions. One very attractive solution,
possible only at the higher frequencies, is to
install the antennas also at ground level and to
use a mirror at the top of the tower.
An entirely different school of thought is
that expensive towers are justified as a perman
ent investment. Even if the equipments should
be modified or replaced by future developments,
the towers could still be used.
Actual cost estimates for the 24-channel sys
tem outlined in the appendix, Section 7.2, show
that a 100-foot steel tower designed to house all
the equipment on top costs 20 percent more than
the repeater equipment. This does not include
any allowances for purchase of grounds or for
eventual road construction.
For economic reasons, radio relay links in
many cases should operate with unattended
repeaters. It seems likely that the repeater
equipment proper could be designed to operate
without attention for several months but it is not
yet clear how to design an independent power.
generator for such a long life. When a source of
power is not available in the immediate vicinity
of the relay station, it will be necessary to set up
an independent power supply.
Power generators of 500 to 2000 watts,
guaranteed for reliable continuous operation for
several thousand hours, do not seem readily
available. Radio relays, therefore, are often in
the paradoxical position that, though they have
eliminated physical connections between relay
stations for carrying signals, it is necessary to
resort to such connections for carrying power for
operation of the equipment.
The integration of a radio relay link into an
existing communications network is not essenti
ally different from similar problems for carrier
transmission links, but radio engineers often are
not aware of the considerable amount of system
planning required to set up or to expand the
wire and cable networks.
Requirements for ·ringing, signaling, and
dropping channels might react on the design of
the radio link itself or at least on the terminals.
Links designed to operate with frequency-divi
sion multiplex are generally connected to exist-
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ing carrier terminals and the system planning is
done by wire-transmission engineers.
Links designed to operate with time-division
multiplex are generally connected to the switch
board itself and include the multiplexing termin
als. A more intimate coordination between radio
and telephone planning is, therefore, necessary..
Time division here offers attractive possibilities
such as direct-current signaling and quite simple
methods for dropping channels.
6. Conclusion
An attempt has been made to give a general

view of the various problems involved in
the engineering of radio links with repeaters.
As for most similar problems, there is no single
answer and the final design is essentially a mat
ter of compromises between conflicting require
ments. Further experiments are required before
the optimum compromises will be known.
Radio relay links definitely seem promising
both on technical and economic grounds, but
there is not enough operating experience avail
able to indicate how reliable these new com
munication systems will be when compared to
wire or cable links. The economic balance be
tween radio and wire transmission will, indeed,
depend essentially on the degree of reliability
desired.
It seems unlikely that radio relay systems
could be quite as reliable as buried cables but
they might well in the near future be able to
compete with open-wire links and they will,
also, facilitate the introduction of new, broad
band services.
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Transmitter Power: 30 Watts with Velocity-Modulated
Output Amplifier Tube
Antenna Aperture: 0.5 Square Meter (Horn-Type
Antenna)
Antenna Gain: 22 Decibels Referred to Half-Wave
Dipole
Radiation Beam Width: 6 to 7 Degrees in Both Hori
zontal and Vertical Planes
Radiation Polarization: Horizontal at 3333 Megacycles,
Vertical at 3000 Megacycles
Input Signal Bandwidth: 12 to 60 Kilocycles
Carrier-Frequency Deviat.ion: ±360 Kilocycles
Nonlinear Distortion at the Transmitter: -65 Decibels
Over-All Output Signal-to-Noise Ratio for Each Channel: 55 Decibels
Over-All Output Signal-to-Cross-Talk Ratio for Each
Channel: 65 Decibels.
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7. Appendixes

7.1 PARIS-MONTMORENCY MICROWAVE
(EXPER�MENTAL EQUIPMENT)

13 9

LINK

600
500

A. General System Characteristics
Multiplexing: Frequency Selection, 12 Channels
Channel Modulation: Single-Sideband Amplitude Mod
ulation
Carrier Modulation: Frequency Modulation with
Negative Feedback
Number of Repeaters: None
Distance Between Terminals: 24 Kilometers (15 Miles)

B. Main Technical Characteristics
Frequencies: 3333 Megacycles One Way, 3000 Mega
cycles the Other Way
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Fig. 3-Topographic paths of the three links in the
circuit between the lower tip of Manhattan in New York
City and Trenton, New Jersey.
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7.2 NEW YORK-TRENTON MICROWAVE LINK
(EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT)
A. General System Characteristics
Multiplexing: Time Division, 24 Channels
Channel Modulation: Time Modulation
Carrier Modulation: Amplitude Keying
Number of Repeaters: 2
Altitudes and Distances Between Stations:. See Fig. 3
General Map of the Links: See Fig. 4

B. J.:Iain Technical Characteristics
Frequencies: 1375 to 1425 Megacycles
Transmitted Power: 2 \Vatts Average, 20 Watts Peak
Antennas: Paraboloid 1 0-Foot Diameter with Horizontal
Dipole Radiator
Radiation Beam Width: 5 Degrees Vertically, 7 Degrees
Horizontally
Receiver Bandwith: 8 Megacycles
Signal Bandwidth: 2.4 Megacycles at Video Frequencies
Signal-to-Noise Improvement Factor: 20 Decibels
Receiver Noise Factor: 1 5 Decibels
Over-All Frequency Response per Channel: Constant
within±2 Decibels from 200 to 3400 Cycles
Over-All Distortion in Each Channel: 2 Percent Har
monic Content for±1-Microsecond Time M odulation
Over-All Signal-to-Noise Ratio in Each Channel: 45
Decibels±l-Microsecond Time Modulation
Over-All Cross-T,alk-to-Noise Ratio in Each Channel:
55 Decibels for±l-Microsecond Time Modulation.
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E RM INAL E QUIPME NT for a radio
relay system1 has already been de
scribed. This paper covers the addi
tional apparatus consisting of radio-frequency
equipment, antenna and transmission-line sys
tems, towers, power sources, and auxiliaries such
as monitoring devices. Also included are test
results on an experimental relay system incorpo
rating the apparatus described.

T

1. Radio Relay Considerations

1.1

FREQUENCY OF OPERATION

The choice of operating frequency is of primary
consideration for radio relay links irrespective
of transmission and modulation methods. From
a theoretical viewpoint, any radio frequency
consistent with bandwidth requirements may
be utilized satisfactorily ; from the practical point
of view, the range of frequencies that can ac
tually be utilized is limited.
Except for restricted applications in nonpopu

lated areas, the frequencies below 100 mega
cycles per second are unavailable because of the
congestion of other services. For frequencies
between 100 and 1000 megacycles, large trans
mitter powers must be used for a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio because of the limited size
of practical antennas and the attendant small
antenna gain. This limits the application to short
links where considerable amounts of power are
available, and makes impracticable the use of
many repeaters over long distances where the
provision of primary power sources is difficult.
Ignoring for the moment the intermediate
microwave region, the application of frequencies

above 7000 or 8000 megacycles to radio links is
again limited. For these frequencies, reasonably
sized antennas give large gains and make the
transmitter power requirements small. Unfortu
nately, economical design limits the rigidity of
a given tower used to meet the line-of-sight
requirements. This in turn sets a lower limit to
the beam angle utilized and, therefore, to the
gain achievable. Unless automatic follow-up
mechanisms are used with the antennas, practi
cal beam widths are limited to approximately 1
or 2 degrees (3-decibel points) for reasonable
tower rigidity. Otherwise, undue signal fluctu
ation may result from tower sway.
There are additional reasons for limiting the
frequency to the values given. As frequency is
increased, absorption and diffraction effects be
come more important. Power generation and
reception difficulties, although of a temporary
nature so far as future development is concerned,
increase with frequency. Then, too, frequency
stability, transmission lines, components, and
other allied system items introduce difficulties.
This brief examination of the range of fre
quencies suitable for relay operation has been
rather general but, if the items indicated are
studied in detail, it will be found that the range
from approximately 1000 to 7000 megacycles
should offer the most likely prospects for such
application, at least for the present time and
with current techniques.
1. 2 REPEATER

A second problem of major magnitude for
long radio relays is the lack of a true repeater
amplifier for the frequencies that can be used.
For long relays and especially for multiplex
operation, severe requirements are put on the
linearity of the repeaters to prevent undue dis
1 D. D. Grieg and A. M. Levine, "Pulse-Time-Modulated
tortion and cross talk. The invention of nega
Multiplex Radio Relay System-Terminal Equipment,"
tive feedback for low-frequency narrow-band
Electrical Communication, v. 23, pp. 159-178; June, 1946.
141
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amplifiers has solved the repeater problem for
that service and for cable application. A similar
solution has not been successfully applied to the
higher frequencies and hence other means of
amplification must be used.
Lacking a direct amplifier for wide-band high
frequency work, indirect amplification is utilized.
Thus, the high frequency as received is trans
posed to an intermediate frequency. All amplifi
cation takes place at this intermediate frequency,
and the amplified signal is used to remodulate a
high-frequency carrier.
Unfortunately, the mechanics of this transpo
sition inherently introduce distortion which rules
out amplitude modulation for any reasonable
number of repeaters. Even for the constant
carrier type of frequency modulation where
amplitude nonlinearities are of minor impor
tance, phase nonlinearities introduced by interme
diate-frequency amplification must be carefully
controlled.
1.3 FREQUENCY STABILITY
An important item in a radio relay is the
stability of the component transmitters and

receivers included in the system. This stability
is required not only for the conservation of fre
quency spectrum but is important because mini
mizing bandwidth also reduces the total noise
entering the system. If a direct amplifier could
be utilized, the over-all frequency stability of
the system would be determined by the terminal
transmitters and receivers. Suitable precautions,
even though necessitating relatively complex
equipment, could then be taken at these single
points. Where indirect amplification involving
change of frequency is utilized, the frequency
spectrum required for the over-all link is in
creased by the summation of the percentage
instability of the various receivers and trans
mitters comprising the link. Special precautions
must, therefore, be taken to maintain frequency
stability.

antennas on top of the towers with only a short
transmission line connectillg the units. This,
however, requires a tower structure of consider
able strength and complexity, capable of safely
supporting all this equipment. Alternatively,
the radio-frequency equipment can be located at
the base of the tower and the antenna connected
through a transmission line equal in length to
the tower height.
At the lower frequencies, a solid-dielectric
transmission line can be used with some loss of
power. With higher frequencies, however, the
loss in the solid-dielectric line becomes prohibi
tive, and either a gas-filled line or wave guide
must be used. With these two latter types,
considerable difficulties are encountered in,
among other things, maintaining airtight seals,
providing for expansion, and preventing vapor
condensation.
A partial solution to the problem is to divide
the equipment so that the video-frequency appa
ratus is at the base of the tower and only the
radio-frequency equipment required for trans
mission is installed at the tower top. The con
nection between the two units is then made by
video-frequency cable.

This method is open to serious criticism from
the maintenance point of view as it is necessary
to mount the tower to service or adjust the
radio-frequency equipment. A possible solution,
which has been partially investigated, is the use
of radio-frequency mirrors on the top of the
tower with the radio equipment located at the
base. A directive antenna concentrates the beam
on the mirror which is arranged at the proper
angle to obtain effective transmission. This
method increases the transmission path by a
negligible amount equal to the height of the
tower, but effectively eliminates the transmission
line.
1 .5 POWER FOR REPEATERS

An additional problem is that of a primary
power supply for unattended repeaters. If com
mercial electric power is available at the repeater
1 .4 TRANSMISSION LINES
site, no undue problems are encountered other
A problem of considerable importance partic than that of forestalling interruption of service.
ularly at the repeater points is the method of If, however, such a repeater is located remotely
feeding the antennas. The radio-frequency equip from available power sources, which in general
ment may, of course, be placed close to the would be the case where the system runs through
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undeveloped territory or takes advantage of
isolated high points of ground, a serious problem
is faced. Unlike cable operation where the power
can be supplied over the same medium as used
for connecting the repeaters, local power must
be provided. This dictates the use of a local fuel
dump if natural sources such as wind or water
power are not available, together with the nec
essary electricity-generating equipment. If the
repeater is relatively inaccessible, the power
source must be capable of supplying power for
considerable periods of time without attendance.
This in turn necessitates efficient and reliable
means for generating electric power and also
indicates the desirability of minimizing power
consumption.
1.6 Two-WAY OPERATION

RA D I O

R E LAY

143

1 . 7 RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
A most important item is the reliability and
maintenance requirements at the repeater. For
a long link containing many repeater elements,
the performance of the poorest repeater deter
mines the over-all operation of the entire link so
far as reliability is concerned. When it is con
sidered that a single repeater may contain as
many as twenty vacuum tubes, a long link
would have the equivalent of many hundreds or
thousands of tubes in series. Failure of any one
of these tubes may render the link inoperative
unless suitable precautions are taken.
Reasoning similarly, it is evident that the
over-all stability of the repeaters must be largely
independent of weather conditions, primary
power fluctuations, tube aging, and similar
factors. Where the repeater equipment is acces
sible, the degree of adjustment and servicing
allowable may involve daily or weekly checking
consistent with the economies of operating the
relay link. If the repeater is located remotely,
the requirements of maintenance are much more
severe and it may be necessary that the equip
ment operate for several months completely
unattended in all respects.
To meet the severe requirements of reliability,
it is necessary to operate most of the equipment
at low rating and to provide duplicate apparatus
with automatic switch-over mechanisms. A re
mote telemetering arrangement should be pro
vided to indicate at the terminals of the link the
operating condition of the various equipments.

In most cases of relay operation, particularly
for telephone service, the link must be capable of
two-way performance. This type of operation
can, of course, be achieved by installing repeater
equipment for each direction of transmission at
the common repeater sites. If continuous-wave
transmission is used, an alternation of frequencies
is necessary to prevent feedback between trans
mitter and receiver. This puts a severe require
ment on the selectivity and image characteristics
of the repeaters, particularly if the total fre
quency band is to be minimized.
It is theoretically possible to use only two
frequencies by proper alternation in each direc
tion. In practical installations, however, the 1.8 APPLICABILITY OF TIME-DIVISION MULTI
topography may be such that repeater hopping
PLEX
or by-passing of the immediately following re
The use of time-division multiplex together
peater may take place. This may be avoided by
with
pulse modulation, such as pulse-time modu
additional frequency transposi�ions. In addition,
2 solves many of the radio-frequency
lation,
two-frequency operation calls for a high discrimi
transmission problems previously mentioned.
nation ratio between the directional antennas at
An inherent characteristic of this system of
the common repeater site and this also may be modulation is that only one increment of the
impossible because of local topography. If the signal is transmitted at any one instant of time
attempt is made to combine the four antennas and that incremental signal is characterized by
required for normal two-way operation into two the relative timing of the transmitted pulse.
antennas, one for each direction of transmitting This on-off type of operation, unlike straight
and receiving, an extremely difficult design
2 E. M. Deloraine and E. Labin, " Pulse Time Modula
problem is raised unless a plurality of frequencies tion,"
Electrical Communication, v. 22, n. 2, pp. 91-98;
are used with highly selective repeaters.
1944.
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amplitude or frequency modulation, may utilize
a considerable number of methods of radio
frequency generation and hence the type of
modulation need not be considered in the choice
of operating frequency.
A most important aspect is that no matter
what distortion is produced in the amplifying
means, only a minimum of cross talk or distortion
of the modulating signal can take place if a
sufficient bandwidth is provided to prevent
carry-over from one pulse to another. Hence the
repeater problem is considerably simplified and
reduced to the design of a repeater amplifier of
the proper noise characteristics, gain, band
width, and efficiency.
Additional characteristics of pulse transmis
sion include the possibility of transmission and
reception on a common radio frequency similar
to radar operation with a consequent reduction

The largest proportion of noise in the link
originates at the receiver input. For each re
ceiver, the theoretical thermal agitation noise3• 4• 5
(Johnson noise) at the antenna must be multi
plied by the noise factor of the receiver. This
factor takes into account the increase in the
receiver noise resulting from such component
parts as the mixer, local oscillator, and first
intermediate-frequency stage. Assuming linear
addition of noise power, the over-all link noise
is the total receiver noise multiplied by the
number of link hops.
The signal power received at the terminals of
the link is determined by the output signal-to
noise ratio desired. For an amplitude-modulated
system, the required received power is simply the
total link noise multiplied by the desired signal
to-noise ratio. For systems where the signal-to
noise improvement over amplitude modulation

in bandwidth as well as a simplification in

is obtained by a specific type of transmission,

equipment requirements. Indirectly, a gain in
over-all frequency stability may be achieved also
as fewer frequency changes are necessary. A
further characteristic of importance is the ease
of drop-channel operation at branching repeaters
which allows any number of channels to be
dropped and new channels to be inserted without
necessitating the handling of large groups of
channels. Additional advantages include signal
noise improvement possibilities of the subcarrier
modulation which can be further enhanced by
the signal-noise improvement achieved by the
over-all radio-frequency transmission method.
Further, constant-level transmission allows the
output signal level to be substantially inde
pendent of propagation vagaries.

this latter power is divided by the improvement
factor. For the time-modulated relay to be
described, the improvement factor is of the order
of 1 6 decibels and thus the required power is
reduced by this amount. Knowing the trans
mission attenuation factor, which is determined
by the spacing between repeaters and the
antenna gain, the repeater gain and power can
be computed.
The repeater spacing, which is an important
consideration, is determined by economic factors
as well as technical requirements. The greater
the number of repeaters, the less gain required
of each repeater and the lower the antenna height
may be. However, an increase ·in the number of
repeaters increases the amount of apparatus
required and the cost. A study of the various

2. Radio-Frequency Equipment

2 .1

GENERAL

The design of a radio link with a specific set
of operating characteristics requires a knowledge
of several transmission factors. These factors
include over-all signal-to-noise ratio, repeater
gain and power, number of repeaters, antenna
size and beam angle, propagation variations
such as fading, and height of supporting struc
tures necessary to yield the requisite propagation
characteristics.

3 D. 0. North, "Absolute Sensitivity of Radio Re
ceivers," R. C.A . Review, v. 6, January, 1 942.
4 E. W. Herold and L. Malter, "Some Aspects of Radio
Reception at Ultra-High Frequencies," Proceedings of the
I.R.E.
·

Part I-"The Antenna and the Receiver Input Circuits,"

v. 3 1 , pp. 423-438 ; August, 1943.
Part II-"Admittances and Fluctuation Noise of Tubes
and Circuits," v. 3 1 , pp. 491-500; September, 1943.
Part III-"The Signal-to-Noise Ratio of Radio Re
ceivers," v. 3 1 , pp. 501-509; September, 1943.
Part IV-"General Superheterodyne Considerations at
Ultra-High Frequencies," v. 3 1 , pp. 567-574 ; October,
1943.
5 H. T. Friis, "Noise Figures of Radio Receivers,"
Proceedings of the I.R.E., v. 32, pp. 4 1 9-422; July, 1944.
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factors involved has indicated6 that a proper
balance is reached for spacings of the order of 20
to 30 miles unless special topographical condi
tions prevail.
As directional transmission is desired, the type
of antenna utilized concentrates the transmitted
energy in a narrow beam, and hence the required
repeater power is reduced by the factor of
antenna gain at both the receiving and trans
mitting points. As has been indicated previously,
the beam angle is limited by mechanical con
siderations of tower rigidity for the higher fre
quencies. For the particular frequencies used in
the present relay, the limit of beam angle is not
reached, but a mechanical limitation is imposed
by the size of reflector dish that can be accommo
dated on top of the tower.
The prevalence of fades and other propagation
anomalies must be provided for in the determi
nation of the transmitter power. These varia
tions, in general, will affect only the final sig
nal-to-noise ratio in the link for pulse-time
modulation rather than the level of the signal
transmitted. Where a large number of repeaters
are used, extending over a large geographical
area, it can be assumed that the fading conditions
do not affect all repeaters simultaneously and
hence the fading factor need not correspond to
the sum of the individual factors.
6 C. W. Hansell, "Radio-Relay-Systems Development
by Radio Corporation of America," Proceedings of the
I.R.E., v. 33, pp. 156-168; March, 1945.
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Where the higher frequencies are used, the
height of the antenna is determined not only by
the condition of line of sight, but must include
an additional height so that the summation of
the free-space wave and the main reflected wave
yields a wave at least equal in magnitude to that
of free-space propagation. Normally, advantage
is taken of topography to provide line-of-sight
conditions and the tower need only be tall
enough to clear local obstructions such as trees.
The radio-frequency equipment has been de
signed to operate in an experimental pulse-time
modulated- multiplex radio link having the over
all characteristics specified in reference 1. As
this equipment was designed for experimental
purposes only, it was not necessary to include all
of the factors that would be obligatory in a
commercial installation. However, provisions
were made for testing facilities to duplicate
conditions representative of commercial opera
tion. This link equipment comprises terminal
radio-frequency apparatus as well as a repeater.
The terminal equipment transposes the outgoing
time-modulated pulse series to radio frequencies,
and in addition translates the incoming radio
frequency pulses back to pulse frequencies for
application to the multiplex terminal. The re
peaters, of course, compensate for the attenua
tion along the radio path.
Fig. 1 illustrates the disposition of this equip
ment in a radio relay system. The link incorpo
rates a transmitter and receiver at each radio-

r- MULTrPLEX- -,
TERMINAL I
I
I
I
I
I
_1_.------. I

TERMINA L
MODULATOR

I 0

R

� - - - - -

I
I
I
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I TERM I NAL I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
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I
I
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l

L _ _ _ _ _ _.
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I
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I
I
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I
I
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I

TERMINA
MODULATORL

L _ _ _ _J

Fig. I-Disposition of equipment in a radio relay system. R = receiver and T = transmitter. Only one repeater is
shown ; additional repeaters may be included.
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TUNED
frequency terminal and
BAND-PASS
two receivers and trans
FILTER
mitters, one for each di
rection, at the repeater
stations. Except for mi
OUTPUT
RECEIVING
TO
nor differences in imped
PARABOLA
MODULATOR
ance termination at the
receiver output and
transmitter modulator
input, the electrical and
LOCAL
OSCILLATOR
HODE
Physical req uirement s CAT
TUNING
for the radio-frequency
Fig. 2-The receiver consists of the components indicated in this block diagram.
terminals and repeaters
are the same, and essentially identical equipment can be used for crometer-tuned coaxial cavities over-coupled to
both applications. The description can therefore produce an 8-megacycle bandwidth having an
be limited to a receiver and transmitter which attenuation of 50 decibels at the image frequency,
can be combined in the required manner to serve 60 megacycles from resonance. The crystal mixer
as either terminal or repeater equipment.
is a single tuned cavity connected to the output
of the filter. The filter output, local oscillator,
2.2 RECEIVER
and crystal detector are coupled to the cavity by
current
loops along the cavity wall. The loops
Fig. 2 shows the over-all receiver arrangement
adjusted
for proper coupling and loading
are
while Fig. 3 details the input end of the receiving
to
produce
the
required bandwidth. An addi
circuit. The band-pass filter utilized to reduce
tional
22-decibel
image-frequency attenuation is
interchannel interference consists of two miachieved by the tuned mixer, giving an over-all
receiver image-rejection ratio of 72 decibels.
LOCAL OSCILLATOR
Fig. 3 shows the crystal detector coupled to the
first intermediate-frequency stage through a
series tuned circuit made up of a tuned induct
ance and the grid-circuit capacitance to ground.
This first stage is followed by two double-tuned
stages. Each tuned circuit is shunted by resist
ance to provide the proper bandwidth. The
resultant pass band, flat-topped and steep
skirted, is 8 megacycles wide at the 3-decibel
.. points. J'he output stage is a triode cathode
follower which is ccmnected by a 70-ohm cable
to the intermediate
video-frequency chassis.
The local oscillator is
ANTENNA
similar to the trans
mitter oscillator and will
be described under that
heading. Table I con
tains the technical de
tails and specifications
for the receiver. Front
panel
metering jacks are
Fig. 3-Input end of the receiver showing local oscillator, input tuning, mixer, and first
provided for measuring
stage of intermediate-frequency preamplifier.
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RADIO-FREQUENCY TERMINAL-REPEATER

TRANSMITTER

Oscillator
Tuning range in megacycles

Power output in watts, average

Bandwidth of pulse envelope in megacycles
Frequency stability in megacycles from
- 20 to +40 degrees centigrade
Duty cycle
Oscillator tube
Oscillator circuit
Output impedance in ohms
Modulation
Pulse-time-modulation noise
Cross talk
Efficiency in percent
Modulator
Circuit
Bandwidth in kilocycles
Pulses per second
Pulse shape
Pulse width in microseconds
Pulse build-up time in microseconds
Pulse decay time in microseconds
Input impedance in ohms, adjustable
Input level in peak positive volts
Output impedance in ohms
Output level in volts
Noise contributed to channel pulses
Cross talk contributed to channel pulses
Tubes
Clipper (1)
Driver (1)
Cathode follower (2)

RECEIVER

Input Section
Frequency range in megacycles
Bandwidth in megacycles at 3-decibel
points
Noise factor in decibels, approximate
Image rejection with input filter in
decibels
Gain in decibels
Input impedance in ohms
Output impedance in ohms
Tubes
Crystal mixer (1)
1st radio-frequency amplifier (1)
2nd radio-frequency amplifier (1)
Output cathode-follower (1)
Local oscillator ( 1)
Intermediate- and Video-Frequency Ampli
fiers and Detector
Input impedance in ohms
Bandwidth in megacycles at 1-decibel
points

Noise factor in decibels
Gain in decibels
Minimum signal level in microvolts
Output volts, positive
Output impedance in ohms
Noise contributed to input signal
Cross talk contributed to channel pulses
Tubes
Intermediate-frequency amplifier (4)
Video-frequency detector (1)
Video-frequency amplifier (1)
Cathode-follower output (2)

1
1
1
1
72 X19X17
280
280
1225 to 1325
2.0
5.6
±0. 5
1: 1 3
2C43
Reflex
coaxial
cavity
50
Grid pulsed
Negligible
Negligible
12 to 15
Wide-band
amplifier
0.5 to 2800
200,000
Trapezoidal
0.5
0.15
0.15 .
70 to 1000
5
70
60
Negligible
Negligible

50

en
..J
"'
m

�

1225 to 1325
8
14

!i

70
8

6AG5
6AG5
6AG5
6J4

of 20 decibels per stage is realized for a band
width of 8 megacycles between 1-decibel peaks.
Fig. 4 shows the over-all selectivity curve of the
receiver including the selectivity of the inter
mediate-frequency amplifier and preamplifier.

z
0

1N23B
6AK5
6AG5
6J4
2C43

Less than 2
60 to 80
200
5
70
Negligible
Negligible

of triple-tuned circuits. Using 6AGS tubes, a gain

�
:::>

72
20
50
70
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the crystal-mixer current and oscillator grid
and cathode currents.
The intermediate-frequency amplifier contains
four amplifying stages, detector, pulse-frequency
amplifier, and cathode-follower output stage. A
study of the comparative gains of different inter
stage coupling networks for a wide-band interme
diate-frequency amplifier resulted in the choice

id
Q

6AC7
6AG7
807
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TABLE I-( Continued)

TABLE I

CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER

Repeater (1 way)
Transmitter
Receiver
Radio-Frequency Terminal
Transmitter
Receiver
Transmitter-Receiver
Size in inches
Weight in pounds
Power consumption in watts

0

z
...
...

40

30

20

o L-��.l-��-L�--....i:-..L..:..i���'--�...J
1215

1220

1225

1230

FREQUENCY

IN

1235

1240

1245

MEGAGYCU:S

Fig. 4-0ver-all selectivity curve of the receiver. A
bandwidth of 8 megacycles is obtained at points corre
sponding to an attenuation of less than 3 decibels. This
characteristic results from the combined selectivities of the
preamplifier and the main intermediate-frequency amplifier,
each of which has an 8-megacycle bandwidth at approxi
mately I-decibel attenuation points.
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The detector and pulse amplifier are operated
as limiters to remove noise from the top and
bottom of the pulses and to make the output
voltage essentially independent of variations in
the received signal.
Two controls are provided in the intermediate·
frequency unit, a gain control in the first stage
and a bias control in the detector. In operation,
these controls are set for optimum signal-to-noise
ratio over a normal range of received signal
strength variations.
2.3 TRANSMITTER
Fig. 5 illustrates the transmitter, consisting
of a modulator and radio-frequency oscillator.
The transmitter utilized m the repeater differs
from the terminal transmitter in that a delay
LIMITER
line is interposed between the modulator and INPUT FROM
radio-frequency oscilla- RECEIVER
tor to transmit the pulse
at a later time than it is received. This, of course,
reduces the possibility of " ringing" between the
transmitter and receiver and permits their fre
quencies to be closer together.
The modulator accommodates the proper fre
quency band as determined by the allowable
carry-over between pulses. With the present de
sign, all circuits are capable of amplifying up to
3.5 megacycles although the frequency spectrum
of the transmitted pulses is of the order of 2 . 8
megacycles. The low-frequency design was con
siderably simplified by the absence of appreciable

components below the pulse base repetition rate.
The low-frequency cutoff is of the order of 500
cycles. The various amplifier stages clip both the
top and bottom of the pulse, and the output
pulse voltage is thus independent of variations
of input level to the modulator.
Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the oscillator design.
This unit comprises a tuned coaxial grid-pulsed
oscillator with a " grid-bell" type of re-entrant
cavity utilizing the 2C43 lighthouse tube;- The
cathtide line is tuned to either U or % wave
length by a piston. The plate is an open-ended
Yz-wavelength line adjusted by a screw-feed
arrangement. The cathode resistor and its by
pass capacitor provide a cut-off bias between

DRIVER

TRANSMITTING
PARABOLA

CATHODE
FOLLOWER

DIODE MONITOR
OUTPUT
CATHODE TUNING

ECHO BOX

TUNING

RESONANCE INDICATOR
(ECHO BOX)

Fig. 5-Block diagram of transmitter. The modulation
is applied to the oscillator through the cathode-follower.
The tunable cavity resonator (echo box) and resonance
indicator are used to monitor the output radio frequency.

Fig. 6-Front view of transmitter. The echo box and its resonance-indicating meter are on the left end of the unit.
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Fig. 7-Rear view of transmitter. The tuned coaxial oscillating circuit is at the bottom. The screw-feed adjustment at
the left is for plate-circuit tuning. The cathode tuning control is at the right.
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pulses. In addition, a grid resistor supplies the
dynamic bias during oscillation.
A tunable echo box is loosely coupled to the
oscillator cavity, and a crystal detector, also
coupled to this cavity, indicates resonance. A
linear diode monitor is coupled to the output
line to provide an indication of the transmitted
radio-frequency envelope. Temperature compen
sation of the oscillator is achieved by mechanical
design, proper ventilation, and the avoidance of
mechanical discontinuities in the resonant cavi
ties. Fig. 8 shows the frequency drift of a unit
for a temperature excursion from -38 to +60
degrees centigrade. The transmitter spectrum
measured during pulse modulation is indicated
in Fig. 9.
ffi
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Fig. 8-Frequency variation of transmitting and re
ceiving oscillators during 7 hours in which the temperature
was changed from O to - 38 to +60 degrees centigrade.

Fig. 9-Frequency spectrum of transmitter during pulse
modulation.
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Figs. 10 and 1 1-Front and rear views of radio repeater rack in which both the receiver and transmitter
assemblies are mounted.
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Table I indicates a few of the technical service resulting from failure of the commercial
characteristics of the circuit. The identical type source. Several schemes may be used and choice
of oscillator, but without the echo box and depends on the degree of protection required.
monitor assembly, is used as the local oscillator Where an interruption of a few minutes can be
in the receiver. Figs, 10 and 1 1 illustrate both tolerated, an automatic engine-generator, elec
the transmitter and receiver assemblies including trically started on failure of the line power, may
power supplies and monitoring facilities mounted be used. Such a machine could carry the load
in a standard relay rack for repeater and terminal only after a warm-up period of approximately
installation.
one minute and would then be able to maintain
service for an indefinite period, determined by
3. Relay Plant
the quantity of fuel available and the operating
condition of the equipment.
3 . 1 GENERAL
If no interruption can be tolerated, it would be
Associated with the repeater elements of the

relay are the important allied apparatus and
structures which compose the " plant" of such a
system. These items include :
A. Primary power source.
B. Antenna for radiating the radio-frequency energy and
its associated transmission lines.
C. Towers for supporting the antenna at the required
height.
D. Housing to protect repeater and other equipments from
climatic conditions.
E. Miscellaneous mechanical and electrical items such as
switch-over equipment, repeater monitors, etc.

The items enumerated, of course, are not
necessarily limited to a single system of relay
transmission such as pulse-time multiplex, but
apply equally to all other types.

desirable �o operate from a storage battery with

a line-operated charger maintaining full charge.
For further reliability this would be backed up
by a gas-engine-generator automatically oper
ated if the line power fails.
If there is primary electric power available at
the repeater station, similar considerations apply.
However, the power-supply problem is likely to
be more severe at such a station for the site will
probably be remote from normal sources of
power. A significant characteristic of a repeater
site is its elevation above the surroundings and'
this makes wind power entirely feasible. Fig. 12
indicates the practicability of wind-power sources
in the United States. At a wind-powered station,
the equipment can operate from a storage battery

3.2 POWER SUPPLIES
A most important
function of the auxili
ary equipment at either
a terminal or a re
peater station is that
of furnishing power to
the radio-frequency
units. This is further
complicated by the
varying conditions of
operation.
The radio-frequency
terminal station would
normally be at a loca
tion where commercial
electric power is avail
able. In such a case, the
principle problem is to
forestall interruption of
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Fig. 12-Yearly average wind velocity in miles per hour for the United States of
America. It is evident that adequate wind velocities are available, particularly on the high
ground that would be chosen as relay sites, to make this an attractive source of power.
The few circled values are considered to be inadequate.
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of rather large capacity which is maintained
charged by a wind-driven generator under both
current and voltage regulation. To carry over
periods of calm, an automatic gas-engine-gener
ator is arranged to operate at any time the
battery drops in charge.
To obtain complete reliability, a duplicate
power source at each repeater station can be
considered ; for example, an independent power
plant for each direction of operation. In the
event of failure of one plant, the whole station
load may be carried by the remaining unit. An
experimental installation similar to that de
scribed has been set up and is illustrated in
Fig. 13 .
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Fig. 13-Power plant for unattended repeater station.

Fig. 14-Typical dipole and parabolic reflector for use
in the 1000- to 3000-megacycle region. The enclosure
around the dipole protects it from rain, snow, and sleet.

The equipment includes an automatic clock
control which operates the engine at regular
intervals daily to maintain the engine in running
condition. Such an installation is capable of
unattended operation over a period of many
weeks, or even months, as it is necessary to
service the batteries at intervals of only three to
four months. The engine generally requires
attention only after 200 or more hours of actual
running time. Of course, criticism can be directed
at the relative complexity of the installation.
Unfortunately, reliable operation can be expected
only through the use of several power sources,
each backing up the other. Attempts are being
made to simplify the problem by utilizing a heat
engine or turbine. Also, the use of an atomic
energy source is not ruled out for future applica
tion.
3 .3

ANTENNAS

To obtain satisfactory range with reasonable
power, a directional antenna is used. For fre-
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- 90•
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-20°

Fig. IS-Horizontal and vertical directivities of a 1400megacycle (21.4-centimeter) dipole in"'"a IO-foot parabolic
reflector. Relative voltage output is plotted against angle
of radiation. At the top, the directivity is measured with the
dipole horizontal, while below it is vertical. Half power
(3 decibels down) is equivalent to 0.7 relative voltage.

quencies between 1000 and 3000 megacycles,
this generally consists of an enclosed dipole
radiator with a parabolic reflector. At the higher
frequencies, a similar reflector is used with a
wave guide. Of course, other types of antennas
and reflector systems may be used.
The reflector may be of perforated sheet or
expanded metal. The expanded metal allows
somewhat less wind loading under nonicing con
ditions and slightly less weight. A typical
antenna is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. This
antenna has been designed for an operating fre
quency of 1200 to 1400 megacycles with a gain
of approximately 29 decibels over a half-wave
dipole. For a two-way repeater station, four
antennas are generally required unless special
systems are used to combine the receiving and
transmitting functions. In an actual installation,
each antenna mount is generally adjustable over
a considerable angular range, both horizontally
and vertically, to allow accurate positioning.

R A D I O

R E L A Y

vantage is taken of topographical conditions.
Under special conditions, this height may vary
considerably. At sites having adequate elevation,
the main requirement is that sufficient clearance
be maintained with respect to immediate local
obstructions such as trees and buildings.
The tower must be strong enough to withstand
any possible combination of wind and ice loading
which might occur in the area. If this condition
is met, the structure will usually be sufficiently
rigid to maintain antenna position with necessary
constancy as well as providing support for addi
tional equipment such as wind generators.
Relay towers may be constructed of steel,
wood, or concrete. The steel structure is suitable
for use most anywhere and is immune to severe
fire, such as may occur in a forested area. The
design and manufacture of a tower of this ma
terial can be controlled rather closely giving a
product of known strength. Also, it is readily
adaptable to quantity production, and mainte
nance requires little more than periodic painting
and inspection. The chief disadvantage is the
cost of transportation from factory to site.

3.4 TOWERS
For a working range of 30 miles between
stations, a compromise tower height which can
be utilized for most applications is of the order
of 100 feet. This assumes that reasonable ad-

153

Fig. 16-100-foot wooden tower at Telegraph Hill,
New Jersey.
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3.5 TRANSMISSION LINES
,As mentioned previously, the method of sup
plying radio-frequency energy to the antenna
depends to a large extent not only on the
carrier frequency, but also on the location of
the repeater apparatus with respect to the
antenna. To simplify servicing, it is preferable
that the complete repeater equipment be located
at the base of the tower with the antenna at the
top and some suitable connecting means such as
a transmission line between them. In the experi
mental relay link described, the radio-frequency
equipment was located at the top of the tower
and a transmission line about 25 feet long was
used. This short length, of course, greatly simpli
fied the transmission-line problem and allowed
the use of solid-dielectric coaxial cable.
For remote location of the radio-frequency
equipment, rigid gas-filled lines are needed. An
electrically operated compressor and dehydrator
would be required to maintain proper pressure
and keep the line dry. A more satisfactory solu
tion is the use of a mirror arrangement on top
of the tower with the antenna and radio-fre-

Fig. 17-200-foot wooden tower at Nutley, New Jersey.

Wood has some advantage in locations where
it is a natural product. However, use of local
· material introduces an unknown factor of qual
ity. Wood, of course, is also highly susceptible

to damage by fire and lightning. It . must be
protected from insect and fungus attack, but
does not require as frequent painting as steel.
It is also feasible to build a tower of concrete
using local materials. This presupposes complete
construction on the site, and hence limits the
degree of quality control obtainable. Neverthe
less, by proper safety factors, an entirely de
pendable structure can be built which is immune
to fire, insect, and fungus. Figs. 16, 1 7 , and 18
show representative towers that have been utilized in radio relays.

Fig. 18-100-foot steel tower at Laurel Hill, New Jersey.
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quency equipment located at the base. Such an
arrangement, however, is limited to the higher
frequencies where a narrow beam can be pro
jected with a reasonably sized antenna and
mirror.

modulation, experimental links incorporating the
types of equipment previously described have
been installed. Two such links have been set up ;
one having two repeaters with the terminals at
a common location, arranged in a triangle, and a
second representative of operation between two
3.6 MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
remote terminal points. As the closed-loop tri
Items which comprise part of the relay plant angular link permits a simplified testing proce
but need be mentioned only briefly are the vari dure, the majority of the measurements referred
ous housings to shelter and protect the radio-fre to have been performed on this link.
quency equipments, antennas, and power .units.
As indicated in Fig. 19, the terminals of the
In addition, there are the various control items triangular link are at Broad Street, New York
such as relay units for switch-over of both radio City, with one repeater at Telegraph Hill, New

frequency

and

power-supply equipments and

Jersey, and the second at Nutley, New Jersey.

which also incorporate the necessary signaling This arrangement includes an overwater link of
apparatus to indicate at a remote monitoring 23 miles from New York to Telegraph Hill, an
location the condition of the equipment in the overland 30-mile path from Telegraph Hill to
link. The characteristics of these items, of course, Nutley through a heavy industrialized area, and
depend on the specific type of link as well as on a comparatively short path of 10.6 miles to the
the various operating features required.
southern tip of Manhattan island where the
radio waves pass through gaps among the taller
4. Over-All Link Operation
skyscrapers. The figure also shows the profiles
4. 1 GENERAL
of each path and the tower heights.
The repeater installations utilize the wooden
To verify the performance of a radio link
utilizing time-division multiplex with pulse-time towers illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17. Two 8-footdiameter parabolas at
tower are connected
each
N. J.
by coaxial cable to the
repeater equipment in
adjacent shacks. Each
station was operated
from the local power
NEW YORK CITY
main . The parabolas
used at the Broad Street
terminal were similar to
those at the repeater
points and the respec
�
tive terminal radio-fre
quency transmitting and
receiving equipment was
located adjacently and
connected by short runs
of solid-dielectric coaxial
cable. Telephone and
l0 A
6= c:::J
pulse-time-modulated
N. J,
multiplex facilities were
arranged at the com
mon Broad Street termi
Fig. 19-Triangular relay system on which much expe�ental data we�e obtained.
The terminal is at the southerly tip of Manhattan Island m New York City. Two re
nal to provide two-way
peaters are located at Nutley and Telegraph Hill, both in New Jersey. Overland and
operation by assigning
overwater links are thus included.
NUTLEY.
GRADE ELEVATION· 260'
'
TOWER HEIGHT · 200

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - --,
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one half of the available channels for each of signal-to-noise ratio unduly. The resistance noise
the calling and answering paths. In this manner, in the oscillator was responsible for the variation
radio-frequency transmission was maintained in in starting time. Several methods were found to
one direction while at the same time allowing minimize this noise.
simulation of two-way telephone operation. Two
One method utilized the trailing edge of the
radio frequencies were employed ; 1 225 mega- received pulse to start the transmitter as the
noise on this edge is less than that on the lead
ing edge. A second method involved the in
0.4
jection
of radio-frequency power into the oscil
"'
0
lator
during
pulses to provide a " catalyzation"
:z
0
u
..."'
effect or, alternatively , a similar effect was
0 0.3
n:
obtained by maintaining a small constant plate
u
i
voltage between pulses. Fig. 20 illustrates the
�
variation in starting time as a function of the
li
__/
'--...0..J 0.2
oscillator operating conditions. The simplest
method, and the one utilized in the link equip
ment, involved increasing the oscillator excita
0.1
25
55
35
45
tion by adjustment of the grid and cathode
65
75
coupling. Under this condition, the transmitter
GRID DRIVE IN VOLTS
noise was reduced to more than 65 decibels
Fig. 20-Variation in starting time of the pulses as a
function of the grid driving voltage on the oscillator.
below the signal and thereby introducing a
The pulse width was maintained constant.
negligible amount of noise into the link. With
this
reduction in transmitter noise, it was found
cycles at the Broad Street transmitter, 1280
possible
to approach closely the theoretical
megacycles at the Telegraph Hill transmitter,
signal-to-noise
ratio for average propagation
and 1225 megacycles at the Nutley transmitter.
conditions.
They provided more than adequate frequency
separation for the transmitter and receiver at
each location.
4.4 MULTIPATH REFLECTION

\

�

4.2 SITING
Although the three antennas were nominally
within line of sight of each other, conditions
were such that alignment could not be achieved
visually. By sighting prominent New York City
skyscrapers from the Broad Street and Nutley
locations, the true azimuth angles were deter
mined and permitted approximate aiming of the
antennas. Final readjustment was made after
radio contact was established.
4.3 SIGNAL TO NOISE
For the average power of 2.0 watts supplied by
the radio-frequency equipment and for the
signal-to-noise improvement ratio of 1 6 decibels
provided by the pulse-time modulation method,
the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio for the link
was of the order of 53 decibels. Initial measure
ments indicated results to be short of the calcu
lated value. It was found that inaccuracy in
starting the transmitter oscillators reduced the

The effect of multipath reflection on the
various methods of transmission is similar. \i\Tith
frequency modulation, for example, distortion is
experienced and may give rise to cross-talk
effects if multichannel signals are transmitted.
A similar effect can be obtained with pulse
transmission where time-division multiplex is
utilized. If the secondary wave is delayed from
the primary wave by a time equal to the timing
between adjacent channels, the information cor
responding to the two channels arrives simul 
taneously and cross talk results. This effect is,
of course, reduced considerably by the directivity
of the transmitting and receiving antennas and
also if the antenna locations are suitably chosen.
Although some difficulty with this effect was
anticipated, the cross talk experienced in the
link was found to be negligible even under con
ditions where antenna locations were unfavorable
and where large reflecting objects such as build
ings and hills were located adjacent to the
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Fig. 21-Signal variations over the Nutley-Broad Street path during representative periods of a 42-day test
starting on Monday, May 27 and terminating on Sunday, July 7, 1946. Propagation loss is the r�lation between
the transmitted and received powers.
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repeater sites. The absence of cross talk can be
ascribed to the directivity of the antennas and
the interference-reducing properties of the trans
mission method. In this latter case, the use of

15

F= -�

I= ==
-f-- =I= =

10

5

severe fades of the order of 20 decibels. These
fades were particularly noticeable during hot
damp summer days when no wind was present.
This would tend to indicate a change in the
relative phase between the free-space and the
reflected vectors resulting from a change of
velocity bf the reflected wave through the water
laden air near the water surface. For the normal
fades, no dropouts were experienced although
momentary loss of signal was observed during
severe fading conditions. Although diversity re
ception was not utilized, it would be expected
that a minimization of the rapid-fading dropouts
would be obtained by this means. Negligible
effects were observed from snow, ice, and rain,
as well as seasonal variations except for the
conditions previously indicated.
4.6 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

0

110

115

120

125

130

PROPAGATION LOSS IN DECIBELS

Fig. 22-Statistical presentation of the data given in
Fig. 21.

limiters and similar circuits, together with the
noise-improvement ratio of the system, mini
mized the effects of the resulting carry-over
between pulses.
4.5 PROPAGATION VARIATIONS
To check propagation variations, continuous
24-hour-a-day records were made at the receiver
outputs along the link. Fig. 2 1 illustrates the
observed signal variations over the Nutley
Broad Street path for representative periods
during a 42-day interval. The statistical distri
bution of attenuation for the data given is
plotted in Fig. 22. These charts show a variation
of ±6 decibels from the theoretical attenuation
of 1 1 9 decibels for this path.
It should be noted that the path is essentially
an all-land route. Tests on the overwater link,
Telegraph Hill to New York, have shown more

Although the equipment was not specifically
designed for continuous operation, it was possible
to obtain essentially unattended operation at the
repeater points after initial adjustments were
accomplished. It was thus possible to operate
the radio relay in a manner similar to that of a
normal wire line. Interruption of service caused
by propagation anomalies was rather a rare
occurrence and reliable telephone service on an
experimental basis was possible.
The equipment described is in operation and
additional over-all tests are being conducted at
present. To determine the full applicability of
such relays to commercial practice, a large
amount of testing will be required. It is safe to
anticipate, however, that a time-division-multi
plex relay similar to the type described will offer
attractive possibilities as a commercial multi
channel radio relay system.
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Paris-Montmorency 3000-Megacycle Frequency
Modulation Radio Link*
By

A. G. CLAVIER

and

G. PHELIZON

Laboratoire Central de Telecommunications, Paris, France

NAUGURATION by the Minister of Posts,
Telegraphs, and Telephones of a centi
meter-wave link between Paris and Mont
morency occurred on April 19, 1946. This is the
first time that a multiplex radio link has been
inserted in the telephone network of the Paris
region. The new service permits simultaneous
transmission of twelve conversations in each
direction, with a quality of transmission com
paring favorably with the best type of telephone
cables.
The quality demanded of international tele
phone circuits corresponds to a ratio of signal to
intelligible cross talk of at least 65 decibels in
each audio-frequency channel. This is the main
technical difficulty encountered in inserting a
multiplex radio section in a high-quality tele
phone line. The cross talk originates with non
linearity in the modulation stages at the trans
mitting end, and in the demodulation stages at
the receiving end. Special circuits were designed
to achieve the desired magnitude of signal-to
cross-talk ratio.
There are many advantages in certain cases in
substituting a radio link for a section of telephone
cable. The obvious instance is where considerable
difficulties are encountered in installing and
maintaining submarine telephone cables. It is
natural that such insular countries as Great
Britain and Japan were the first to apply very
high radio frequencies to multichannel telephone
communication, to bridge bodies of water 10 to
80 kilometers wide. As a forerunner, the com
munication established in 1 933 between the
airports of Lympne, England, and Saint Ingle
vert, France, 1 is worthy of mention. A wave
length of 17 centimeters (1800 megacycles per
* Originally published in French as "Le Cable Hertzien,"
L'Onde Electrig_ue, v. 26, pp. 331-334; August-September,
1946.
1 A. G. Clavier and L. C. Gallant, "Anglo-French M icro
Ray Link Between Lympne and St. Inglevert," Electrical
Communication, v. 12, pp. 222-228; January, 1934.

second) was used, and the radiation was focussed
in a sharp beam by parabolic reflectors ; one
telephone or teleprinter circuit was operated
across the English Channel until the beginning
of the second world war.
A commercial link was put in operation in
1937 between Scotland and Ireland, with 9 tele
phone channels on a wavelength of 4 meters
(75 megacycles) . The distance is 65 kilometers
with line-of-sight transmission. This is an ampli
tude-modulation system, and the signal-to-noise
ratio is approximately 45 decibels in each channel.
Since that time, other links have been installed
utilizing amplitude modulation ; the cross-talk
performance has been improved by using inverse
feedback.
Centimeter waves are inherently suitable for
multiplex radio systems, as had been foreseen
when the Lympne-Saint Inglevert link was de
signed, and still earlier in the preliminary Calais
Dover 2 experiments of 1930. A high concentra
tion of radiated energy in a desired direction is
readily achieved with microwaves, the antennas
for which are of relatively small dimensions.
Also, wider frequency bands are easily obtained
and handled.
This latter fact makes the use of frequency
modulation attractive. The radio transmitter
may be frequency modulated with the signal
from a standard carrier cable system utilizing
frequency-division multiplexing. Frequency mod
ulation brings a number of well-known ad
vantages, such as an improvement of signal-to
noise ratio proportional (in root-mean-square
value) to the modulation index ; independence
from nonlinearity of vacuum-tube characteris
tics ; and stability over a wide range of received
signal strength through the use of amplitude
limiting devices.
2 "Micro-ray Radio," Electrical Communication, v. 10,
pp. 20-21; July, 1931.
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To achieve the required cross-talk level, how of 700 meters. A receiver on a ship made it
ever, it has been found necessary to add carefully possible to test the propagation of high-frequency
designed feedback circuits both . at the trans signals to the horizon and beyond. A number of
mitter and receiver. Inverse feedback is already experiments revealed that beyond the horizon,
two modes of propagation
were encountered ;
RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER
the normal one with a
9 CENTIMETER
fast quasi-exponential
HORIZONTALLY
POLARIZED WAVES
decrease of field strength
and, under certain at
mospheric conditions
(mostly hot and calm
JO·CENTIMETER
weather) , an anomalous
VERTICALLY
one in which the field
POLARIZED WAVES
strength passed through
several minimum and
maximum values out
Fig. 1-General arrangement of the Paris-Montmorency radio link.
to a distance of more
than 80 kilometers
well known in carrier-cable amplifiers and in beyond the horizon of the transmitter.
some amplitude-modulation radio circuits. When
Frequency-modulated waves were used and
applied to frequency-modulation equipment, it the limiter held the audio-frequency signal con
takes a particular aspect, inasmuch as it results -stant over a wide variation of high-frequency
in a compression of frequency deviation in the field strength.
intermediate-frequency circuits of the receiver.
Consideration was then given to the design of
The improvement attained through inverse a radio equipment to be inserted as a section of a
feedback is known to be limited by the degree of long-distance telephone line ; this led to the
fidelity achieved in the feedback loop. In fre Paris-Montmorency installation.
quency modulation, the feedback loop includes
G0°
90°
20°
30°
a local oscillator, the frequency of which must
vary in a very linear way with the applied volt
age. This constitutes the limiting "linear refer
ence" of the system. Fortunately, the positive
HORIZONTAL AXIS
grid oscillator used in the Calais-Dover experi
•

ments has a very linear characteristic over a

frequency range of some 50 megacycles. Used
for a frequency devia+-ion of only ±0.5 mega
cycle, it is sufficiently distortion-free to permit
the severe international cross-talk standard to be
achieved.
The design of the Paris-Montmorency equip
ment was preceded by experiments carried on
during the last months of 1941 near Toulon, on
the Mediterranean coast. The purpose of these
experiments was to test the properties of horn
type directional aerials and to study the propa
gation of 3000-megacycle waves. The trans
mitter was located north of Toulon at an altitude

Fig. 2-Polar diagram of vertically polarized radiation
from the horn in the vertical plane. The beam angle is
about 1 1 degrees at points 3 decibels below maximum
relative voltage.
90°
G0°
30°
20°
10° rr-----,----,=--r'""-�--...::---=k"'11

-Go•

-90°

Fig. 3-Vertically polarized radiation from the horn in
the horizontal plane. The beam:angle is 14 degrees
at
the
·
·
3-decibel points of relative voltage.
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ease with which it can be constructed. The
problem of coupling the transmitter output
to the radiator is also simpler and more effi
cient, as the transmission line is at the rear of
the horn, instead of being in front as in the
case of a reflector.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the shape of the radiation
patterns as experimentally determined. Different
flare angles have been adopted for the two sides
of the horn ; for . instance 25 degrees in the
vertical plane, and 30 degrees in the horizontal
plane, for vertical polarization. As the diagrams
show, lateral lobes have thus been avoided. The
sharpness of the beam is such that the 3-decibel
attenuation points occur at ±6 degrees in the
vertical, and ± 7 degrees in the horizontal
planes.

The signal to be transmitted comes from the
carrier terminal equipment and consists of 1 2
audio-frequency channels transposed i n fre
quency within a band ranging from 1 2 to 60
kilocycles. A 4-kilocycle band is allocated to
each channel.
The general arrangement of the system is
shown in Fig. 1. It can be said to be of the "4wire" type, a separate carrier frequency being
used for each direction of transmission. The
Paris-Montmorency direction operates on 3333
megacycles (9 centimeters) , and the opposite
direction utilizes a 3000-megacycle wave (10
centimeters) . As an added precaution, the two
planes of polarization are at right angles ;
horizontal from Paris to Montmorency, and
vertical for the return
direction.
The composite signal
from the 1 2-channel
telephone cable is ap
plied directly to modu
late the transmitter.
Conversely, at the re
ceiving end, the signal
from the radio receiver
is introduced d irectly
into the cable.
The directional radia
tors are of the horn type. ·
Because of the rather
high transmitter output
(30 watts) , the aperture
area need only be 0.5
square meter for satis
factory reception. This
results in a gain of
about 22 decibels for the
3000-megacycle wave, as
compared with a half
wave antenna in free
space. The gain is some
what larger for the 9-cen
timeter wave. The horn
is preferred to a parabolic reflector because of Fig. 4-Transmitting equipment. The microwave transmitting tube and radiating horn
its sturdiness and the
are mounted on the tripod for convenience in aiming.
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The small end of the straight-sided horn
terminates in a rectangular wave guide which is
coupled to the transmission line to the trans
mitter or receiver. The waves in the guide are of
the Ho,1 type, either vertically or horizontally
polarized as required. Each horn is mounted on a
tripod fitted with graduated sectors for the exact
adjustment of elevation and azimuth of the
beam axis.
2. Transmitting Equipment

Fig. 4 shows a general view of the transmitting
equipment. A velocity-modulated oscillator de
livers about 30 watts to the transmission line.
This tube, developed in 1941, is placed in a
housing mounted on one side of the smaller end
of the horn, as shown in Fig. 5. The output of
the oscillator is transmitted to the horn through
a coaxial line. An impedance-matching arrange
ment is provided and may be seen in Figs. 5 and 6.
Frequency modulation of the oscillator is ob
tained by variation of the voltage applied be
tween cathode and cavities of the tube. It is
particularly important to maintain this 5000volt supply constant, as fluctuations are an
obvious source of noise. Therefore, a fraction of
the ouput voltage is compared to the fixed volt
age of a dry battery, and the difference is applied
to the input of a direct-current amplifier. The
output circuit of the amplifer is in series with the
Fig. 6-0scillator and transmission lines to the horn with
their adjustment stubs.

AIR-COOLED
RADIATOR

power supply circuit and
thus stabilizes the out
put voltage. The resid
ual ripple is less than 1
part in 3 104 of the
applied voltage. The
stabilization ratio, de
fined as the ratio of
the percentage varia
tion of the mains volt
age to the correspond
ing percentage variation
of the regulated volt
age, is approximately
1000. With this arrange
ment, the frequency
·

Fig. 5-Arrangement of oscillator and radiator. 1 is the velocity-modulated oscillator,
2 is the transmission line which connects the oscillator to the rear section of the horn,
3 is a section of wave guide to which the horn is coupled, 4 are the tuning stubs, and 5

ie the bom ra�tw.
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stability of the transmitter is of the order of 1
part in 105•
The maximum frequency of the signal being
60 kilocycles, a modulation index of 6 has been
adopted, leading to an improvement of ap
proximately 20 decibels in signal-to-noise ratio
compared with ampli
tude modulation. The
maximum frequency
deviation is thus ±360
kilocycles, and the volt
age-frequency character
istic of the tube is suffi
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tuned to a fixed frequency of 20 kilocycles, and
provided with means of measuring 10 micro
volts accurately. Aceurate measurements of
distortion terms of the order of - 65 decibels are
thus possible. The adjustment of separate ele
ments and of the entire installation made in this

ciently linear for a range

of ±500 kilocycles.
The modulating signal .
is received at the input
Fig. 7-Schematic arrangement of e"-uipment for measuring cross talk using
two input signals.
level normally applied
to a repeater for a carrier cable. A modulation amplifier must be in manner have been confirmed by standard meas
serted, and distortion is kept very low by use of urements in the low-frequency output channels.
inverse feedback. The signal-to-distortion ratio
of the transmitter was found to be of the order 2.2 FREQUENCY-MODULATION FEEDBACK CIR
of 50 decibels. This is not sufficient, and to obtain
CUITS
the specified 65-decibel ratio, frequency-modula
Just as in the case of amplitude modulation,
tion feedback circuits were developed.
the distortion of a direct path of amplification
can be reduced by the addition of an inverse
2.1 MEASUREMENT OF DISTORTION
path. This corrects the defects of the direct path
It may be of interest to describe briefly the provided that distortion does not occur in the
method and instrument used to measure over-all return path. To achieve the desired result, the
and component distortions, so as to determine return path itself had to be fitted with an inverse
the improvement actually contributed by the fre feedback loop, and thus the total arrangement
quency-deviation-compression arrangements.
includes both a local and an over-all feedback
The block diagram of the measuring apparatus loop, as shown in Fig. 8.
is shown in Fig. 7. Two sine-wave voltages of
Frequency-modulation feedback circuits can,
frequenciesf1 and f2, which are in the modulating of course, operate only if the loop circuits are
range of 1 2 to 60 kilocycles, are produced by a sufficiently stable. The general principles are the
signal generator having the very low distortion same as those given in the fundamental works of
level of - 75 decibels. These signals are applied Black, Nyquist, and Bode dealing with ampli
with equal amplitudes to the input of the equip tude-modulation feedback circuits. The stability
ment to be checked. At the output of the equip of the amplifier is similarly evaluated by means
ment, there will then appear, in addition to the of the " Nyquist criterion. " The modulus of the
two input signals, parasitic terms originating in amplification factor around the entire loop must
fall below 1 at frequencies for which the phase
the equipment as a result of nonlinearity.
The nonlinear distortion can be evaluated by shift reaches 0 or 271", the phase shift being sub
comparing the amplitudes of the fundamental stantially equal to 71" in the useful band where
frequencies with the level of the so-called 2nd inverse feedback is utilized. To obtain a stable
degree terms, such as 2fi. 2f2, fi-f2, etc., and of the inverse-feedback amplifier, it is necessary to
3rd-degree terms, such as, 3f1, 3f2, 2fi-f2, etc. control the gain characteristic around the com
This is achieved by a special measuring receiver plete loop from the highest useful frequency to
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the asymptotic part
r-- - - of the curve, which is
determined at the higher
b
frequencies by the un
5J--..+---l
avoidable parasitic ca
a
pacitances in the tube
and circuits employed.
There is thus an optimum cutoff characteristic which should be fol
lowed as closely as is
practicable up to a fre
quency which increases
Fig. 8-Schematic arrangement of the feedback circuits in the transmitter. 1, carrier
with the inverse-feed cabl
e ; 2, a and b are modulation amplifiers and c is a phase corrector ; 3, transmitting
back ratio and with the tube ; 4, radiating horn ; 5, stabilized high-voltage supply ; 6, auxiliary feedback receiver
consisting of a mixer, b positive-grid local oscillator, c 9 ± 1-megacycle intermediate
number of amplification frequency
amplifier, d limiter-discriminator, e phase corrector, and f direct-current
stages within the loop. amplifier ; and 7, phase corrector for the over-all feedback loop.
Consequently, amplifiers
must be designed with a band width considerably feedback. Let the moduli of
and
be
larger than the useful band, and passive phase measured ; it is then possible to trace the triangle
correcting networks generally have to be added. representing the above equation and to deduce
The best way to determine the safety margins the value of the vector
The Nyquist diagram
that separate the actual characteristic from the can thus be plotted as in Fig. 9, and the degree
conditions that would cause oscillation is to of stability of the amplifier can be evaluated.
develop the Nyquist diagram ; the gain around This determination is accurate only if
is ap
the open loop is plotted as a complex vector in a proximately
the region in which a precise
system of polar coordinates. This, however, knowledge of the diagram is important.
means measuring not only the absolute value of
To obtain an improvement in signal-to-noise
gain, but also the phase shift around the entire ratio of 20 decibels over amplitude modulation
loop, which requires the use of a phase meter for a frequency band of
kilocycles with a
capable of operating at relatively h1gh fre large number of stages of amplification, the
quencies. It has been found more convenient shape of the gain characteristic had to be in
to avoid direct measurement of phase shift and vestigated up to 1 megacycle. The intermediate
operate as follows, provided the looped amplifier frequency amplifier of the auxiliary frequency
has already proved to be stable.
modulation receiver has a bandwidth of 2 mega
In Fig. 9, let a gain-measuring apparatus be cycles ; the modulation amplifier has constant
inserted in the inverse-feedback loop as shown, gain up to
megacycle. Suitably connected
and let
and be the complex values of phase-correcting circuits are introduced to obtain
amplification for the forward path, the return optimum cutoff characteristics.
path, and the over-all amplifier, respectively.
Those three complex values are related by
.

I
L_

'

AB

A/C

AB.

AB

1,

60

A, B,

1

C

A
C =l-AB
;
that is to say,
A
AB-c=1.
In the latter expression, AB represents the
complex gain around the open loop, and A/C

represents the ratio of the gain of the amplifier
before and after the introduction of inverse

A

, _ ,
-+- M ETER INSERTED HERE

Fig. 9-Simplified method of obtaining data for plotting
Nyquist diagrams. Only measurements of gain are re
quired.
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Fig. 10-Curves for determining the general frequency
compression characteristics of the transmitter.

As already mentioned and shown in Fig. 8,
there are two main feedback loops in the trans
mitter, not counting the additional amplitude
modulation-feedback loop in the modulation
amplifier. One is a so-called "local loop" which
affects the auxiliary frequency-modulation re
ceiver only ; the second one is the over-all loop,
which concerns the whole of the transmitter
from radio-frequency output back to the low
frequency input at the modulation amplifier.
The auxiliary receiver is a superheterodyne,
with a local oscillator of the positive-grid type
having a very linear relation between frequency
deviation and anode voltage. The mixer is a
special diode with short electron transit time
between cathode and anode. The frequency con
verter is followed by an intermediate-frequency
amplifier, limiter, and frequency discriminator.
The modulating signal is thus locally reproduced
and applied to the anode of the receiver local
oscillator in a direction suitable to cause a com
pression of the frequency deviation at the re
ceiver output. As a result, there is a considerable
decrease in the distortion which usually attends
demodulation. In addition, the local-feedback
loop being arranged to transmit the direct
current component, the center value of the local
oscillator frequency follows any drift of the
transmitter, and the intermediate-frequency
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signal remains within the pass band of the
receiver.
,
The auxiliary receiver described has a high
degree of fidelity and can be incorporated as the
return path in the general frequency-deviation
compression circuit of the transmitter. The out
put of this receiver is applied to the input of the
modulation amplifier in phase-opppsition to the
main signal, so that inverse feedback is obtained.
This is effected through a phase-correcting cir
cuit which adjusts the gain around the open loop
to approximately 1 7 decibels in the 12- to 60kilocycle band, and produces a cutoff character
istic above 60 kilocycles such that the stability
of the whole circuit is assured with a sufficient
margin of safety. The curves shown in Figs. 10
and 11 illustrate the results actually obtained.
The improvement in quality of transmission
resulting from frequency-modulation feedback
has been confirmed by means of the cross-modu
lation meter described previously. Accordingly,
the signal-to-distortion ratio, which is of the
order of SO decibels without frequency compres
sion, has been found to exceed 65 decibels for
full modulation of the transmitter when the
feedback arrangement is utilized.
90°

100•

1 10°

120°

-15

10

5
"'
..J
w
m

0
w
Q

0

-5
-10

1.0
Fig. 1 1-Nyquist diagram of the frequency-modulation
feedback circuit of the transmitter.
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positive-grid local oscil
lator. The intermediate
frequency signal is am
plified at 15 megacycles,
and then converted to 9
megacycles. The total
intermediate - frequency
gain is 1 20 decibels over
a 1 -megacycle band.
A limiter-discriminator
detects the frequency
modulation signal and
the low-frequency out
put is sent to the carrier
cable terminals.
Fig. 13 is the block
diagram of the receiver.
Note that it is provided
with a feedback loop
for frequency-deviation
compression. To achieve
this, the output signal
from the discriminator is
applied to the anode
of the positive-grid local
oscillator in such a di
rection as to reduce the
frequency deviation in
the receiver intermed
iate-frequency circuits.
This loop includes a
Fig. 12-9-centimeter receiver of the Paris-Montmorency radio link.
phase corrector ; stabil
ity is adjusted and
3. Receiving Equipment
checked by the method already described for
the
transmitting equipment.
At the receiving end shown in Fig. 12, the
high-frequency signal is picked up by a horn
identical to that of the transmitter. From the
rear wave-guide portion of the horn, the signal
is sent through a coaxial cable to the mixer. Use
is made of a short-transit-time diode, and a
Fig. 13-Schematic arrangement of the receiver. 1 and 2, receiving
horn and matching circuits ; 3, balanced diode mixer ; 4, positive-grid
local oscillator ; 5, 6, and 7, 15- and 9-megacycle intermediate-frequency
amplifiers ; 8, limiter-discriminator ; 9, phase corrector ; 10, low-fre
quency amplifier ; 1 1 , carrier cable ; and 12, automatic-frequency control

and,ifeedback loop.
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Fig. 14-Balanced mixer used in receiver. This entire equipment is mounted in the box at the rear
of the horn as shown in Fig. 12. ·
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The frequency deviation of the positive-grid
oscillator with variation of voltage must be very
linear in the range of frequency deviations
utilized, as this is the limiting factor in freedom
from cross talk. It has been found that when
such an osdllator is coupled directly to the re
ceiver horn, reflections back into the horn from
exterior obstacles cause irregularities in the
operation of the tube. It is, therefore, necessary
to do away with any possible radiation from the
local oscillator. To achieve this, the tube is
mounted in a shielded housing and the mixer
circuit is of the balanced type, balance being
obtained through the use of a dummy impedance
duplicating that of the mixer diode as shown in
Fig. 14. It has thus been possible to decrease the
radiation of the local oscillator by approximately
30 decibels, and under these conditions the
linearity of the tube characteristic remains
practically unimpaired.
It has been shown above that the intermediate
frequency amplifiers should be carefully ad
justed to have bandwidths of one megacycle for
the receiver, and two megacycles for the trans
mitter auxiliary receiver. Furthermore, the
discriminators must have operating bandwidths
at least as large as the bandwidths of the as
sociated intermediate-frequency amplifiers, and
their demodulation characteristics must be as
linear as possible. Adjustment of all of these
circuits is difficult and lengthy if each point
has to be plotted ; the process is greatly simplified
by projecting the whole response curve on an
oscilloscope during adjustment. To do this, a

signal generator must be obtained which can
produce a frequency-modulated signal having
constant amplitude over a range of several mega
cycles. One convenient way of doing this is to
use the beat frequency between two positive
grid oscillators, one being stabilized by a high-Q
cavity, and the other being modulated with a
low-frequency generator by variation of its
anode voltage. Fig. 15 shows oscillograms ob
tained by this method from the auxiliary receiver
of the transmitting equipment.
4. Conclusion

The entire equipment of the Montmorency
terminal is shown in Fig. 1 6. The installation has
been in traffic operation since January, 1946,
and has given very satisfactory results. This is a
first step in the insertion of radio links in high
quality multiplex telephone networks. The
number of channels will, of course, have to be
increased considerably to compete with cables.
The transmission range will also have to be ex
tended ; the Paris-Montmorency link is only 15
miles long, while the same equipment could be
used for twice that distance provided the
terminal stations were located in sight of each
other. Further extension may be provided by the
installation of relay stations. There is no doubt
that , the recent advances in centimeter-wave
technique will soon be applied to covering longer
clistances and supplying a greater number of
simultaneous channels. The installation inaugu
rated at Paris will nevertheless remain a pioneer
ing step in that direction.

Fig. 1 5-Three oscillograms obtained from the auxiliary receiver of the transmitting equipment. The first two
curves are the response-frequency characteristics of the intermediate-frequency amplifiers. The bandwidths are
2 megacycles. The discriminator response-frequency characteristic is displayed in the oscillogram at the right.
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Fig. 16-Montmorency terminal. The 9-centimeter receiving horn is at the right, and the IO-centimeter radiating
unit is in the center. The multiplexing equipment and power supplies are contained in the three cabinets.

Colonel Labat gave his valuable cooperation. It
was subsequently sponsored by the Adminis
The successful conclusion of this project was
tration of Posts, Telegraphs, and Telephones,
made possible by the cooperation of the French
under Mr. Lange, Director, and Mr. Marzin,
governmental technical services and the research Assistant Inspector General and Director of the
laboratories of private industry. It may be Research Center.
interesting to note that this work was conducted
A group of engineers and technicians of
in France during the most difficult period of Laboratoire Central de Telecommunications con
enemy occupation. Started in 1 941 , it was tributed to the success of the project. The
actively helped by the French Communications authors of the paper express their thanks to all
Coordination Committee, of which Admiral their colleagues, and particularly to Mr.
Bourrague was President, and to which the late Altovsky.
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Mobile Frequency-Modulation 30-44-Megacycle Equipment
By R. B . HOFFMAN and E. W. MARKOW
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation, Newark, New Jersey

ECENT YEARS have witnessed increas
ing interest in radio communication to
moving vehicles, particularly in the
emergency services for police and fire protection.
Its convenience for dispatching taxicabs, public
utility repair crews, and similar services has not
been overlooked. A description is given of trans
mitting and receiving equipment for mobile,
main, and remote stations. Operation is in the
30- to 44-megacycle band using frequency modu
lation. When Selecto Call is employed, up to
four mobile stations or groups of stations may
be called individually, without disturbing un
wanted mobile stations.

for ease of replacement and servicing, and
a self-contained selective calling system. This
selective calling feature, or "Selecto Call,"
permits the land station to call any of four
mobile stations or groups of stations without
alerting other mobile units in the system.
In some instances, incorporation of Selecto
Call may avoid duplication of land-station
equipments. For example, a small community
may combine its mobile communication with fire,
police, and ambulance services by using a single
headquarters station and equipping cars of the
separate departments with different Selecto Call
decoders. In this way, cars of any single depart
ment could be alerted without disturbing any
A line of equipment has been designed to other cars.
Mobile receivers are available without the
provide single-frequency two-way radio com
munication between a land 1 station and any Selecto Call decoder unit which is plugged in
if required. Similarly, the land-station equip
number of mobile stations.
The equipment operates in the band from 30 ment need not include the special signaling
to 44 megacycles per second, assigned by the devices for Selecto Call if this feature is not
Federal Communications Commission for mobile needed.
communication services, and uses frequency
1. Mobile Equip ment
modulation.
The standard mobile equipment, shown in
The complete system consists of equipment
for mobile and for both central and remote land Fig. 1 , consists of a 25- to SO-watt transmitter,
stations. It is characterized by simplicity of receiver, control box, loudspeaker, microphone,
operation, small size of
mobile equipment, im
proved ·receiver squelch
circuit, low p ower drain
for mobile equipment
during stand-by, plug-in
arrangement of units
i A "land" station is a ra
diotelephone installation in a
fixed location. The older term
of "fixed" station commonly
denotes one in point-to-point
service.

Fig. 1-The mobile receiver and trans
mitter are mounted in the cabinet and
may be placed in any convenient space
in the automobile. The microphone and
control box are usually mounted on the
instrument board.
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microphone hook, and whip antenna. Both the Such signals are too weak to be understood with
receiver and transmitter are on separate plug-in ease, therefore, no readable signal w ill b e
chassis, which are inserted in either a vertical or undetected when the receiver i s i n "carrier"
horizontal housing. The control box is normally position.
mounted 011 the instrument panel of the auto
In the "monitor" position, the squelch circuit
mobile.
is inoperative and the audio-frequency channel
The tram. mitter and
+4
receiver units predomi
nantly employ minia
0
- ......._
ture tubes. Crystal-con ...J"'
--- ......
.... "'�
trolled oscillators keep w0� - 4
r-....
1'
both receiver and trans 0 -8 / /
1"'mitter on frequency. w -12
The over-all response "'z
frequency characteristic w"'� -)6
of the system is shown I): -20
in Fig. 2. The equipment
100
500
200
1000
4000
can be tuned to operate
IN CYCLES PER SECOND
FREQUENCY
at any radio frequency
between 30 and 44 mega
Fig. 2-Response-frequency characteristic of the mobile equipment. Reference
level is the response at 1000 cycles.
cycles. Power is obtained
from the 6-volt automobile storage battery. The current drain during is not silenced. The operator hears the annoying
stand-by periods is 7.12 amperes ; while trans hissing and rushing noise characteristic of all
mitting, the current increases to 33.2 and 50.5 high-gain receivers in the absence of a quieting
amperes for the 25- and 50-watt transmitters, signal. This position is useful for the reception
respectively.
of very weak and fading signals and to check the
Operation of the mobile equipment requires operation of the receiver.
only lifting the microphone off the hook, de
In the "Selecto Call" position, a frequency
pressing the microphone switch, and speaking. selective decoding circuit renders the receiver
The receiver volume is adjusted from the control audio-frequency system operative only in re
box to suit conditions of ambient acoustical sponse to a predetermined calling signal. When
noise which varies with speed and traffic condi the microphone is lifted from its hanger, the
tions, among other things. The receiver may be receiver is switched to the "carrier" position.
operated in any one of three conditions desig It is unnecessary thereafter for the land station
nated as carrier, monitor, and Selecto Call.
to repeat the Selecto Call.
In the "carrier" position, the receiver audio
frequency channel is silenced by a squelch circuit 2. Transmitter
The mobile transmitter, a block diagram of
which maintains control until an on-frequency
carrier is received. This completely removes all which is shown in Fig. 3, consists essentially of a
annoying electrical noises, which would normally crystal-controlled master oscillator, a phase-shift
be present in the absence of a carrier. The re variable-transconductance modulator, and four
ceiver is completely operative only when there is frequency-multiplying amplifiers which drive
a transmission on the frequency to which it is the output stage. The final amplifier consists of
tuned. The squelch circuit is of high sensitivity, either one type 5516 tube or two in parallel to
turning on the audio-frequency system with provide, respectively, 25 or 50 watts of radio
signals producing only 6 decibels of noise quieting. frequency power to the antenna.
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The oscillator is of the conventional crystal
controlled type employing a 6AK5. Frequency
shift is less than ±0.01 percent over a tempera
ture range from - 30 to -f- 70 degrees centigrade
( - 22 to + 158 degrees Fahrenheit) . After mod
ulation, the signal is applied to a series of

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR
6AK5

f

f

-

-

MODULATOR 32 DOUBLER 1 6 QUADRUPLER
6AK5

-

6AK5

-

6AK5

However, the component caused by the grid-to
plate capacitance Epo remains constant, and the
resultant radio-frequency voltage across the
tuned plate circuit shifts in phase through the
angle a. Thus, instantaneous changes in the
magnitude of the audio-frequency signal cause

f

f

4

-

DOUBLER
6AK5

2

-

POWER
DOUBLER· f
AMPLIFIER
DRIVER --5516
I OR 2
2E30
TUBES

-

L

11"

TUNING NETWORK

RECEIVER

I)

AUDIO· FREQUENCY
INPUT

frequency multipliers which operate as saturated
class-C amplifiers. The output of the power
amplifier stage, also operating class C, is coupled
to the antenna through a tuned 7r network. The
transmitter may be operated at any frequency
between 30 and 44 megacycles by inserting a
crystal of the proper frequency and adjusting
the tuned circuits.
The variable-transconductance phase-shift
modulator is shown in Fig. 4. A 6AK5 is con
nected as a triode. A very high resistance at
Rk produces a large grid bias with a consequent
low tube transconductance. The master-oscillator
voltage Eu applies two voltages to the tuned
plate circuit ZP of the modulator : one through
C0p the grid-to-plate capacitance, and the other
EPum through the tube conductance. Thus the
voltage developed across the tuned plate circuit
Zp consists of two components, nearly opposite
in phase with respect to each other. With no
modulating signal Ea these two components are
equal in magnitude, and the resultant Epo is
shown in Fig. 5. \\Then an audio-frequency signal
Ea is applied from the microphone to the grid, the
instantaneous value of tube transconductance
and of Epu"' varies in accordance with the instan
taneous magnitude of the audio-frequency volt
age as shown by two arrow heads on the vector
diagram. Thus as the audio-frequency voltage
increases and decreases through its cycle, the
component across the tuned circuit ZP resulting
from tube conductance changes in magnitude.

Fig. 3-Schematic diagram of mobile transmitter.
Only one power-amplifier tube is used for the 25-watt
rating and two for 50 watts. Closing the microphone
switch operates the antenna change-over relay and
another relay in the primary circuit of the transmitter
dynamotor.

Eg

Fig. 4-Variable-transconductance phase-shift modulator.

Epc
/

I",

'

'
'

'

'

'

'
'

'

'

'

Fig. 5-Vector analysis of the operation of the circuit
of Fig. 4. E,,c and E,,am are the voltages on ZP as a result of
Ea being applied through Cup and through the conductance
of the tube, respectively. A voltage E. applied to the tube
grid, changes the magnitude of EPam without affecting
E,,c, producing a phase variation a in the resultant output
radio-frequency voltage Epo·
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corresponding excursions of the phase angle and receiver is operative without being under the
produce phase deviations of the radio-frequency control of the Selecto Call mechanism.
The Selecto Call actuating signal is a single
voltage from the phase obtained in the absence
of modulation. The frequency of the modulating low-frequency wave between 150 and 442 cycles,
signal expresses itself as the rate with which the which modulates a 7000-cycle subcarrier. This
phase of the resultant radio-frequency voltage combined signal modulates the tran.smitter
carrier. The discriminator in the receiver repro
duces this calling signal, which passes through
ANTENNA CHANGE OVER
the 7000-cycle filter when switch S2 is in position
RELAY IN TRANSMITTER
"Off." It then passes through the audio-frequency
and Selecto Call amplifiers to the decoder. I n the
0
� TO TRANSMITTER

r

RADIO
FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER
6AK5

MIXER
6BE6

10.7M EGACYCLE
AMPLIFIER

CRYSTAL
CONTROLLEO
CONVERTER

6AK5

6BE6

1.7MEGACYCLE
AMPLIFIER
6AK5

LIMITER

LIMITER

6AK5

1

�SI-

cAR;;"E;;<>-

r ---

6AK5

:
:

O

-T

r----- - - - J

I

CARRIER
SWITCH

l

._ J

2D21
'------'

OFF

Fig. 6-Schematic arrangement of the receiver. The
units connected by solid lines comprise a conventional
double-conversion superheterodyne circuit. . The broken
lines connect the Selecto Call and squelch circuits.

6AL5

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

SELECTO CALL

CRYSTAL
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

DISCRIMINATOR

6AK5

r - - - -o

S2
ON

n---

7000-CYCLE
FILTER
L - - - - - - - -- - - -

t-L �

�

SELECTO

AUDIO

changes. The highest audio-frequency modu
FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER
DECODER - - AM �� �F�ER '- lating signal used is about 3500 cycles. The maxi
6AQ6
6AK5
I
mum equivalent frequency deviation does not
1
II
I
exceed 15 kilocycles and complies with the
AUDIO
'I
FREQUENCY
'I
regulations of the Federal Communications
OUTPUT
L.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Commission. Any amplitude modulation intro
duced is eliminated by the chain of saturated
radio-frequency amplifier stages.
Plate and screen potentials are obtained from
a built-in dynamotor operated from the car
process, the 7000-cycle subcarrier is discarded
battery. For land installations, the dynamotor
is replaced by a power pack operated from the and, if the lower-frequency modulation is of the
proper frequency, the decoder operates. The
1 1 7-volt 50/60 cycle supply lines.
decoder is essentially a single-pole single-throw
switch, which is normally in the open position.
3. Receiver
When the decoder is actuated, the switch is
A block diagram of . the receiver is shown in closed and the audio-frequency system becomes
Fig. 6. The units connected by solid lines com operative.
prise a conventional double-conversion super
If switch S2 is thrown to the "On" position,
heterodyne. The components connected by the audio-frequency channel will continue opera
broken lines comprise the Selecto Call mecha tive as long as the radio-frequency carrier is
nism. When the switch S2 is in the "On" position, being received. If the carrier is removed, the
and switch S1 is in the "Carrier" position, the audio-frequency system is disabled and the
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r1
I
I
I
L_

1.66 MEGACYCLES

e+

Fig. 7-Discriminator circuit. The capacitor in the
primary of the lower transformer tuned to 1.66 megacycles
is adjusted to produce zero direct-current output for an
input signal of 1.7 megacycles.

decoding signal will be required to open the
channel again. A carrier alone, or a carrier with
any modulation other than that for which the
decoder was designed, will not operate the
receiver.
Switch S2 is shifted from the "Off" to the
"On" position by lifting the microphone from
its hook.
Decoders are available for four frequencies
which may be assigned to individual or groups
of receivers to meet the requirements of various
installations.
Modulation of the transmitter carrier with
frequencies between 150 and 442 cycles results
in very small deviations of frequency with the
phase modulator employed. The use of a sub
carrier of 7000 cycles, which is modulated in turn
by the low"frequency decoding signal, avoids this
difficulty and, by giving a full 15-kilocycle devia
tion, provides a maximum signal to the receiver.
Only the frequencies between 150 and 442 cycles
reach the decoder coil, the 7000-cycle frequency
being attenuated in a low-pass filter in the
Selecto Call amplifier.

The grid of the thyratron receives voltages
from two sources. A negative voltage is taken
from the bias resistor in the grid circuit of the
second limiter tube. The second voltage is
obtained through a · high-pass filter from the
plate of the second limiter tube. Under stand-by
conditions, the limiter is noise-saturated and the
positive peaks from the plate circuit exceed the
steady negative voltage derived from the grid
circuit. The positive noise pulses dominate and
are strong enough to fire the thyratron. Re
sistance and capacitance in the grid circuit of
the thyratron produce relatively long operating
periods. At the end of each operation, another
noise pulse triggers the thyratron and sufficient
plate current is maintained to hold the relay in
the operated position.
If a signal is received at the frequency to
which the receiver is tuned, there will be no
change in the limiter grid voltage. However, the
positive peaks of noise voltage are reduced and
cannot maintain the thyratron in operation.
The plate relay then opens and voltage is applied
to the screen of the audio-frequency output tube,
placing the output channel in operation.
If an adjacent-channel signal of sufficient
strength is present, the early radio- and inter
mediate-frequency stages tend to saturate and
reduce the noise signal on the limiter grids. With
sufficient input signal, the limiter grid bias will
drop to zero, in the absence of noise pulses from
the early stages, as will the discriminator output
voltage in the absence of noise. The discriminator
output voltage also is applied to the grid of the
thyratron through suitable isolating filters and
the thyratron bias becoming zero, the tube
remains fired. This effect protects the receiver
against adjacent-channel input signals of all sig
nal levels.

3.1 SQUELCH CIRCUIT

3.2 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
The squelch circuit employs a type 2D2 1
The first local oscillator uses a crystal which
thyratron, which conducts current in the
stand-by condition. A relay in its plate circuit oscillates directly at the third harmonic of its
is operated and disconnects the voltage supply fundamental frequency. No energy is present at
to the screen of the 6V6-GT audio-frequency the fundamental frequency. Higher output and
output tube, rendering the audio-frequency greater frequency stability are obtained than
channel inoperative.
from the conventional mode of operation.
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The over-all battery drain for the receiver in
mobile service is about 6 amperes, stand-by, and
The discriminator circuit, shown in Fig. 7 , is a
7 amperes in full operation. A power supply,
double-tuned dual-transformer type. The trans employing an OZ4A gas rectifier tu be is used for
formers are tuned to peaks 80 kilocycles apart 6-volt operation. This is replaced by a conven
( 1 . 7 megacycles ±40 kilocycles) , and the out tional full-wave rectifier using a 5Y3-GT tube
puts are phased so that the linear portion of the when in land-station service .
pass-band curve between the transformer peaks
can be utilized as a frequency-modulation dis 4. Land-Station Console
criminator. Adjusting the primary inductance of
The land-station console, shown in Fig. 8, is a
the lower-frequency transformer will vary the complete self-contained equipment which will
amplitude of the signal in the secondary winding fit on top of a standard office desk. It is designed
and permit center-frequency zero adjustment.
specifically for operation with the mobile radio
The over-all sensitivity is such that a 0.5- equipment already described, and contains the
microvolt radio-frequency signal will produce 20 special Selecto Call oscillator-modulator cir
decibels of thermal-noise quieting, when meas cuits. The equipment includes a SO-watt trans
ured in accordance with the procedure recom mitter, power supply, speech amplifier, and re
mended by the Radio Manufacturers Association. ceiver. A second receiver may be included for
The audio-frequency system utilizes a 6V6-GT monitoring. All units are of the plug-in type.
output tube driven by a 6AQ6 amplifier. A The sloping front panel minimizes glare on the
maximum output of 1.5 watts is obtained, and meter and clock windows. Chrome-plated trim
about 1 watt with not more than 10-percent and a baked gray wrinkle finish make for
attractive appearance.
harmonic distortion.
The transmitter and re
ceiver are interchangeable
with the corresponding
units of the mobile equip
ment, except that power
supplies are changed to
permit operation from
1 1 7-volt 50/60-cycle mains.
The receiver is not equipped
with the Selecto Call de
coders and will, therefore,
respond to all mobile trans
missions. Fig. 9 is a rear
view, which discloses how
these standard units are
mounted in the console.
When calling a mobile
receiver that is using Selecto
Call, the land-statiqn op
erator must first select, by
Fig. 8-Land-station console CQntaining so-watt transmitter, power supply,
depressing a push button,
speech amplifier, receiver, and monitoring receiver.
3.3 DISCRIMINATOR
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the decoder frequency to which the mobile re
ceiver will respond. To call several groups of
cars, the station operator may depress the de
sired push buttons in any order.
Operation of a lever switch automatically
transmits the Selecto Call signal for about one
second. The transmitter remains on as long as
this switch is operated. A panel light indicates
the completion of the calling signal and that the
equipment is ready for the attention tone or
speech. Depressing the attention-tone lever,
transmits an 800-cycle note.
Gripping the microphone handle permits voice
modulation if neither lever: switch is depressed.
The microphone switch also turns on the trans
mitter and permits immediate speech and rapid
back-and-forth communication with the mobile
unit. If the lever switches are depressed simul
taneously and the operator starts to speak or
transmit attention tone before the completion
of the calling signal, the calling signal will take
precedence over the other signals. Likewise,
attention tone takes precedence over speech.

supplies heater, relay, and plate power to the
transmitter. The 6-volt relay power is obtained
from a bridge-type selenium rectifier and filter.
Plate power is obtained from a conventional
full-wave rectifier circuit using a SR4-GY
vacuum tube. Heater power is taken from the
secondary winding of the filament transformer.
4.2 SPEECH AMPLIFIER
The speech amplifier includes oscillators for
four Selecto Call signals, an 800-cycle attention
tone, and a 7000-cycle subcarrier. It also con
tains a modulator, a two-stage preamplifier, and
a modulation level limiter. The Selecto Call
oscillators generate the low-frequency signal to
which the receiver decoders are responsive. The
7000-cycle oscillator provides the carrier for the
low-frequency signal ; their combination occurs
in the modulator stage. The timing of the
Selecto tone transmission is controlled by a large
capacitor in series with a relay ; the relay opens
and breaks the Selecto oscillator circuits after
an interval of about one second.

4. 1 TRANSMITTER PowER SuPPLY
The transmitter power supply operates from
the 1 1 7-volt alternating-current mains and

Fig.

4.3 PREAMPLIFIER
The preamplifier provides gain for the crystal
microphone and consists of one stage of audiofrequency amplification ,
one limiter stage, and one
power output stage, em
ploying 6SL7-GT, 6ALS,
and 6V6-GT tubes, re
spectively. A conventional
resistance-coupled circuit is
used.
The function of the lim
iter is to provide constant
amplifier output to keep
the transmitter frequency
deviations within the re
quired limits of ± 15 kilo
cycles. The circuit is ar
ranged so that one-half of
the 6ALS limits the posi
tive peaks of modulating
voltage and the other half
controls the negative
peaks. The limiter is
of maintaining
capable
9-Rear view of land-station console showing how the
output variations to withcomponent_ units are mounted.
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12-Rear view of 250-watt remotely controlled
equipment, with door open.

Fig. 10--,Remotely controlled land-station 250-watt trans
mitter and receivertfront door open.

Fig.

10 decibels for a 40-decibel variation of
input signal. This provides constant output for
all normal microphone uses. The level at which
limiting -begins, as well as the output of the
amplifier, may be adjusted by potentiometers at
the rear of the console.

6SN7-GT, both dual triodes, is used for each
oscillator. Components have been chosen to
provide optimum frequency and amplitude
stability. The subcarrier and attention tone are
also generated by similar Wien bridge oscillators.

4.4 SELECTO CALL OSCILLATORS
Each Selecto Call oscillator 1s a two-tube
Wien bridge. One section of a 6SL7-GT and of a

The modulator stage consists of a dual-triode
6SN7-GT connected as a conventional Heising
amplitude modulator. The modulator is very

m
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Fig. 1 1-Method of operating remote transmitter and
receiver over a single telephone pair.
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simple and produces practically 100-percent
modulation of the 7000-cycle subcarrier by the
low-frequency Selecto signal. A tank circuit
resonant at 7000 cycles is shunted across the
output to pass the subcarriers but not the low
frequency signals.
5. Remote-Station Equipment

It is not always possible for a single land
station of reasonable power to cover completely
the area which must be protected by an emer
gency service. Consequently, remotely located
transmitters and receivers are necessary in some
installations where the area to be covered is
extensive or where highly industrialized regions
cause abnormal attenuation of radio waves and
high noise levels, both radio and acoustic.
The equipment, shown in Fig. 10, includes a
SO-watt transmitter, one or two receivers, a line
terminating unit, and a transmitter power supply.
The transmitter and receiver units are the same
as those used in mobile service. This apparatus
may be remotely controlled over a telephone line.
It operates from a 1 1 7-volt, 50/60-cycle source.
The control console is similar in appearance
and manner of operation to the main-station
console. It provides all the controls and facilities
required for operating the remote transmitting
and receiving station from a location as far as
20 miles from the main station, and includes a
speech amplifier and remote-control unit.
The speech amplifier is identical to the unit

The transmitter-receiver cabinet i s arranged
to permit receivers tuned to different frequencies
to be used over the same telephone line so one
operator may monitor several stations. The
circuit is arranged so that in the event of simul
taneous reception through both receivers, the
guard or monitor receiver is automatically
silenced.
6. Higher-Power Transmitter

A remotely controlled land station of higher
power is shown in Fig. 12. It employs a 250-watt
power amplifier and a higher-voltage plate
supply. The 25-watt transmitter functions as an
exciter for the power amplifier, which employs a
4-250 vacuum tube in a single-ended stage.
Tuning is accomplished from the front panel. A
current overload relay removes plate voltage to
avoid damage to tubes and components in the
event of any failure. A blower, thermostatically
controlled, provides positive ventilation. The
cabinets for both remote stations have individu
ally locked doors, the rear door being electrically
interlocked to avoid danger from high voltages.
7. 1 52-1 62-Megacycle Equip m ent

In addition to the 30-44-megacycle equipment
described above, there has been developed simi
lar apparatus for operation in the 152-162megacycle band. The equipments differ only in
circuit details ; over-all sizes, methods of opera
tions, and available equipments are identical.

in the main-station console ; the audio-frequency

The 30-44-megacycle equipments have their

output is connected to a 600-ohm telephone line.
The signals received over the telephone line
from the remote receiver pass through the
amplifier. The Selecto Call, attention tone, and
other circuits operate as previously described.
The remote-control relay unit includes power
level controls for the telephone line, microphone
and loudspeaker, and control relays, as well as
matching networks necessary to permit remote
operation of the transmitter and receiver units.
Both audio-frequency and control signals are
transmitted over a single line as shown in Fig. 1 1 .

major application in rural services where large
relatively noise-free areas are to be covered. The
152-162-megacycle equipments, although not
providing quite as great a distance range, are
more suitable for congested urban areas where
ambient noise may be high. Measurements have
shown that static and man-made radio noise is
much less at the higher frequencies as compared
with 30-44 megacycles, so that coverage will
probably be better using 152-162 megacycles in
such noisy areas because of the improved signal
to-noise ratio.
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Medium-Power Triode for 600 Megacycles *
By S. FRANKEL, J. J. GLAUBER,
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc., New York, New York

and J. P.

WALLENSTEIN

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation, Newark, New Jersey

T

HE air-cooled triode, L600E, was de
veloped to produce a peak pulse power
of 25 kilowatts at 600 megacycles for

radar operation. The water-cooled

6C22 was then

developed to provide higher efficiency in con
tinuous-wave operation at that frequency. The
construction and characteristics of these tubes
are described. In an experimental crystal-con
trolled transmitter, the 6C22 has delivered 500
watts at 600 megacycles.
The large peak power required by pulse radar
systems demands vacuum tubes capable of de
livering high peak emission currents at high
voltages. The tubes are usually employed as
oscillators and the modulation, in the form of the
pulses, is applied to the anode. The pulse is, thus,
the envelope of several radio-frequency cycles.
The radio frequency is determined by the oscil
lator circuit constants.
The high instantaneous voltages that exist
during operation . make it desirable to avoid
spacing insulators between tube electrodes and
to lengthen the external glass paths as much as
possible. At the same time, rigidity of the elec
trode structure must be attained.
Interchangeability of tubes in any equipment
is necessary and applies not only to the electrical
characteristics, but to the physical mounting of
the tube in the circuit as well.
In addition, the tubes must maintain their
original characteristics and the available thermi
onic emission must not decay appreciably over
long periods of operation. Satisfactory life re
quirements have been met in pulse radar tubes
employing either thoriated-tungsten filaments or
indirectly heated oxide-coated unipotential cath
odes.

1 . L600E

As radar development proceeded, it was evi
dent that higher frequencies and powers had
much to offer in increasing accuracy and range.
Consequently, the development of a tube capable
of delivering peak pulse powers of 25 kilowatts
at 600 megacycles was undertaken in the latter
part of 1941 . After several designs had been made
and tested, a developmental tube known as the
L600E proved most promising. Technical infor
mation on this tube is given in Table I.
TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS

OF

L600E

Filament
Filament volts
Filament amperes
Amplification factor
Mutual conductance (ma/volt, lb = 2a,
Ee = -lOOv)
Maximum anode volts (pulse)
Maximum anode dissipation (kilowatts)
Capacitance (µµf) Cop
c.,

Cpt

Thoriated
Tungsten
6
13.5
20
10
25,000
0.3
4
5
0.25

The L600E consists of a bifilar thoriated
tungsten-filament emitter with its electrical
center brought out to a pin terminal, a squirrel
cage-type grid, and a re-entrant copper anode
with a bayonet ring at its lower end to provide a
simple means for securing and positioning the
tube in the socket.
With anode modulation in a concentric-line
type oscillator circuit, 25 kilowatts of peak power
output could be produced at 600 megacycles by
a single tube. In one application using grid
modulation, 7200 anode volts, and 1.62 pulses
per second, each of 200 microseconds duration,
* Reprinted from Proceedings of the I.R.E. and Waves
and Electrons, v. 34, pp. 986-991 ; December, 1946. Pre
7 .3 kilowatts of peak power were developed at
sented at the Institute of Radio Engineers Winter Techni
600
megacycles and 33 percent efficiency.
cal Meeting, New York, New York, January 24, 1946.
1 79
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2. 6C22

.While the L600E performed well as a pulse
tube, it was unsatisfactory for continuous-wave
operation. Employed as a continuous-wave oscil
lator in a concentric-line grid-separation circuit
with 1000 anode volts, the efficiency at 600
megacycles was only 10 percent, although at 300
megacycles the efficiency was 40 percent. Conse
quently, a design formerly known as the L600N,
now designated as the 6C22 , was developed.
2 . 1 CONSTRUCTION
With the exception of the filament terminals
and screw-type water jacket on the anode, the
6C22 is similar in outward appearance to the
L600E. It is shown with the jacket in Fig. 1 and
Fig. l-6C22.
a sectional view appears in Fig. 2.
Internally, it differs dimensionally from the
In high-frequency tubes, transit-time effects L600E. The filament-wire diameter is 25 percent
must be seriously considered. By decreasing greater and the number of turns has been in
interelectrode clearances, the deleterious effects creased by approximately 35 percent. The grid
of the long time of electron travel compared with filament and grid-anode clearances were reduced
the period of the applied potentials are reduced. by approximately 60 percent.
Transit-time effects are also decreased when high
anode voltages are employed. Thus, a tube that
may operate at a given high frequency with good
efficiency under pulse conditions where high
voltages are employed, may exhibit very low
efficiency in continuous-wave operation at the
same frequency because lower anode voltages
must be employed.
One result of transit-time effects is that not all
electrons emitted by the filament or cathode
when the grid is positive reach the anode. Many
emitted electrons return to the cathode space FILAMENT
charge region. This causes a decrease in anode
current and power output. To increase the anode
current, the filament or cathode must supply a
larger quantity of electrons to compensate for
those electrons which do not reach the anode.
It is obvious that the emission capabilities of the
filament or cathode must be much greater in
high-frequency applications than in low-fre
quency applications. The emission required may
be several times as great as in low-frequency
WATER J A C K E T
applications where transit-time effects are neg 81 A N O D E CONN.
ligible�
·Fig. 2-Cross-sectional view of 6C22.
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Fig. 3-Re-entrant anode and grid ring of 6C22.

The result of this reduction in clearances and
increased filament surface area was a much higher

perveance and a lower amplification factor. The
additional surface area increased the available
thermionic emission.
2.2 FILAMENT

The helical bifilar thoriated-tungsten filament
is made of 0.025-inch-diameter wire and has an
active emissive surface area of 3 square centi
meters. The filament ends and center lead are
terminated in monel-kovar cup assemblies sealed
to a molded glass flare. This construction has
the advantage of great mechanical strength and
resistance to impact at the seals.
A shadowgraph comparator with a magnifica
tion of 10 times is used to inspect the filament
for alignment of the turns to minimize unequal
grid heating.

F 0 R

60 0

M EG A CY C L ES

washer 2i inches in outside diameter, 1 inch in
inside diameter, and 136 inch thick. Under 250
tons pressure it assumes the shape shown in
Fig. 3. The stubs are then trimmed so that they
are /6 inch square, and the feather edges are
formed from these stubs. The re-entrant anode
is coined from 1 156 -inch-diameter bar stock 2
inches long under 300 tons pressure to the shape
shown in Fig. 3 and is then slotted on the water
jacket end. The feather edge is formed in the
same manner as that of the grid ring in a con
ventional machine lathe especially adapted for
the purpose. The feather edges are carefully
inspected for dimensions and flaws, after which
the parts are cleaned and then glassed.
2.5 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
The present bifilar filament is mounted on the
tungsten leads of the molded flare, as shown in
Fig. 4, and carburized. This assembly has the
prebeaded grid ring sealed to it. Special fixtures

2.3 GRID
The grid is of the squirrel-cage type, consisting
of 32 wires, 0.008 inch in diameter, spot welded
to and supported by a low-inductance cone.
After completion, the grid is cold stretched on
the welding mandrel and then hot stretc4ed in
vacuum on a special fixture to relieve all stresses
and equalize < the tension in the cage wires. In
addition, this procedure assures equal heating
and expansion of the grid in operation. The grid
is inspected on the shadowgraph comparator for
wire straightness.
2.4 GRID RING AND ANODE
The grid ring and the anode are made of
oxygen-free high-conductivity copper and lend
themselves to fabrication by coining because of
their unusual shape. The ring is coined from a

181

Fig. 4-Filament mounted on molded glass flare.
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are employed during this operation to assure
axial and radial alignment of this ring with
respect to the filament.
The grid is next assembled to its ring by means
of a copper clamp ring and four flat-head screws.
Before these screws are tightened, the grid is
carefully aligned with the filament by again
employing the shadowgraph. The resultant as
sembly is shown in Fig. 5.
The anode, with glass of proper length and
shape already sealed to its feather edge, is now
joined to the glass skirt on the grid connecting
ring after careful alignment with respect to each
other. This operation is shown in Fig. 6.
During all sealing operations, an atmosphere
of nitrogen gas is employed to prevent oxidation
of the tube parts.
2.6 CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 5-Grid and filament assembly. The grid connecting
ring and cone support may be clearly seen.

As _a result of the care used in making and
assembling the electrodes, the electrical char-

Fig. 6-The glass-mounted anode, held by the jaws of the lathe chuck, and the filament-grid
assembly are joined at the two glass surfaces.
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Thoriated
Tungsten
6.5
18

Filament volts
Filament amperes
Amplification factor
Mutual conductance (ma/volt, h = 3a,

9

E.= - lOOv)

13
3000
2
25
6
7
0.4

Maximum anode volts
Maximum anode dissipation (kilowatts)
Maximum grid dissipation (watts)
Capacitance (µµf) c,,,

c.,
c,,,
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3. Tests and Results

Typical operating conditions for oscillator and
amplifier are shown in Table III.
Most of the recent studies of this tube have
been made at 600 megacycles with continuous
wave operation. At this frequency, it has been
studied as an oscillator and as a neutralized
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amplifier in a grid-separation circuit. It has also
been operated successfully as a doubler from 240
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TABLE III
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TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL OPERATION OF 6C22
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acteristics are very uniform. They are given in
Table II.
Constant-current curves are shown in Fig. 7.
A typical curve of grid watts and primary grid
current is shown in Fig. 8. A curve of current
division between anode and grid for the same
applied volta:ge on both electrodes is shown in
Fig. 9. The average ratio of anode-to-grid current
is 2.5 to 1 .
A flow of water of 0 . 5 to 1 gallon per minute is
necessary and sufficient to cool the tube in
operation.

0
>
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TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF 6C22
Filament

600

Oscillator
- 20 0

- 4 00

-600

- BOO
0

1000

2000

3000

ANOOE VOLTS

4000

Frequency (megacycles)
Anode direct volts
Anode direct current (amperes)
Anode power input (watts)
Grid direct current (amperes)
Power output (watts)
Driving power (watts)
Power gain
Anode dissipation (watts)
Efficiency (percent)

Fig. 7-Constant-current curves of the 6C22.
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600
1200
0.6
0.050
250
470
35

Neutralized
Inverted
Amplifier

600
1600
0.65
1040
500
190
2.6
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Fig. 10-Test oscillator using an L600 NR, air-cooled
version of the 6C22.
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to 480 megacycles and as a tripler
600 megacycles. The performance

from 200 to
data under
these conditions are given in Table IV.
In all cases, the circuits used are of the coaxial
type to assure uniform current distribution and
thereby reduce losses to a minimum. This is

FILAMENT TUNING

D R I VING

G R I D BELL

� APPROX.

GRID ----i::::-
ANODE ---+--

Fig. 1 1-Experimental setup of test oscillator with
calorimeter load.

Fig. 12-Neutralization arrangement.
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desirable in any case, but
is particularly necessary
to protect the grid seal
from over-heating caused
by high current concentration.
A diagrammatic view
of a test oscillator using
an air-cooled develop
mental version of the 6C22
known as the L600NR is
shown in Fig. 10. A view
of the experimental set-up
with calorimeter load is
shown in Fig. 1 1 . Anode
voltage and grid bias volt
age are brought in through
quarter-wave chokes. The
cathode circuit is piston
tuned, while the anode is
adjusted for " half-wave
length" open-line opera
tion. Radio-frequency
output is coupled to the
load by means of a capaci
tive pickup and matching
section.
A hollow brass cylinder,
connected at one end to
the grid ring, open at the
other end, and commonly
termed a " grid bell," is
adjustable in length, and
serves to determine the
amount and phase of feed
back from output to input
Fig. 13-Laboratory model of crystal-controlled transmitter delivering 500 watts
circuits.
at 600 megacycles. The exciter operates a 6C22 tripler at the left which drives the
Cooling air is brought final 6C22 amplifier at the right.
to the anode through a
dielectric pipe which extends into the inner region 6C22, which is liquid cooled, two dielectric pipes
of the anode-line cylinder. In the case of the of small diameter are used.
When operated as a neutralized grounded-grid
TABLE IV
amplifier, results are obtained as given in Table
TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR 6C22
I II. Neutralization may be considered to have a
twofold purpose. The first purpose is to reduce
Frequency Frequency Frequency
Doubler
Doubler
Tripler
regeneration to prevent oscillation or to eliminate
240
200
240
Input frequency (megacycles)
eedback through the tube entirely. The second
f
480
480
600
Output frequency (megacycles)
1700
1500
1 100
Anode direct volts
purpose is to reduce interaction between the
0.640
0.540
0.275
Anode direct current (amperes)
1080
810
Anode power input (watts)
amplifier output circuit and its driving circuit to
-430
-400
-430
Grid direct volts
0.025
0.020
0.025
Grid direct current (amperes)
a minimum.
360
100
285
Power output (watts)
150
Driving power (watts)
At lower frequencies these conditions can be
33
33
35
Efficiency (percent)
satisfied simultaneously by the adjustment of a
-

-

-
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single parameter because the output terminals of
the driver and the input terminals to the active
elements of the grid-cathode structure can be
considered electrically identical. At ultra-high
frequencies, where the impedance in the tube
leads prevents access to the active tube elec
trodes, this simplification is no longer valid.
Consequently, in general, two separate adjust
ments are required.
When these requirements, together with the
desirability of coaxial-type structures, are taken
into consideration, neutralization arrangements
such as the example shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 1 2 result. Here C,. is a comparatively large
capacitance which permits a small amount of
additional coupling between the input and output
structures. Simultaneously, the length of the
grid bell is adjusted so that the resulting feedback
voltage is zero as determined by a null reading
in

a

detector inserted in the driving line. In this

807 doubler (25 megacycles)
807 doubler (50 megacycles)
HK54 doubler (100 megacycles)
6C22 doubler (200 megacycles)
This exciter drives the 6C22 tripler shown on
the rack at the left to deliver driving power to
the 6C22 final amplifier (on rack at right) at
600 megacycles.
A neutralized water-cooled amplifier using a
6C22 has been grid-modulated satisfactorily in a
television transmitter with video-frequency com
ponents up to 10 megacycles at a carrier fre
quency of approximately 500 megacycles. The
synchronizing peak power output was 1 kilowatt.
Satisfactory life tests have been conducted on
the 6C22 as a continuous-wave oscillator at 535
megacycles with 725 watts input, 35 percent
efficiency, for 500 hours.

manner, the two requirements for neutralization
Vibration tests in both the horizontal and
are satisfied.
vertical mounting positions show no failures up
The amplifier can deliver approximately 500 to 1 1 g, with 1 20 watts of filament and 20 watts
watts at 600 megacycles when driven either from of grid power applied during the test.
a doubler or a tripler, or from another amplifier
using the same type of tube. Fig. 13 shows a
laboratory crystal-controlled transmitter deliver 4. Acknowledgment
ing 500 watts at 600 megacycles. The cabinet on
Acknowledgment is made of the contributions
the left is an exciter with the following tube to this development by P. G. Chevigny, who
complement :
originated the design of the tubes, and to G.
807 crystal oscillator and tripler (to 12.5 mega Lehmann for theoretical analysis of the tubes
cycles)
and circuits.

Standard Telephones and Cables Issues Second Edition
of Reference Data for Radio Engineers

In 1942, Standard Telephones and Cables,
The compilers of these two volumes, working
Ltd., London, produced a small handbook, independently, but within the common frame
"Reference Data for Radio Engineers," catering work of the I.T.&T. System, have of course been
primarily for the needs of British engineers. In able to take advantage of each other's work, and
1943, Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation while each volume has an individuality in style
produced a companion volume under the same
and arrangement corresponding to its country of
title, but primarily intended to meet American
requirements. Both books were so well received origin, both volumes also bear the System stamp
that second, and considerably enlarged, editions in respect of the breadth and technical treatment
of the fields with which they deal.
were published in both countries in 1 946.
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Triodes for 3m and IO-Kilowatt Fre quency-Modulated
Transmitters
By P. I . CORBELL, JR.

and

H. R. JACOBUS

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation, Newark, New Jersey

RANSM ITTING TRIODES, 7C26 and The 7C26 and the 7C27 �ere designed for the
7C27, designed for low and medium output stages of 3- and 10-kilowatt transmitters,
power in the new frequency-modulation respectively.
broadcasting band are described. They permit
The smaller tube, type 7C26, will give a power
from 1 to 10 kilowatts of output power to be output of 1.5 kilowatts and is designed for use
generated with a minimum number of triode in a grounded-filament circuit, as neutralization
amplifier stages. Mechanical and electrical design at low power is not difficult. It is of conventional
features are discussed.
design with the concomitant advantages of low
cost and ease of production.
At the next higher power level, neutralization
Assignment of the frequency band from 88 to becomes more difficult because of the higher
108 megacycles per second by the Federal Com voltages and capacitances encountered. There
munications Commission to frequency-modula fore, the design of the 7C27 was based on its use
tion broadcasting resulted in a need for a com in grounded-grid circuits, which do not require
pletely new line of power transmitting tubes. neutralization: A pair of 7C2 7's will easily deliver
.

.

.

Fig. l -7C26, air-cooled
triode capable of giving 1.5
kilowatts of power at 150
megacycles. The overall
length is 41 inches, and
the diameter is approxi
mately 2! inches.

187
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kilowatts of output power when driven by a
pair of 7C26's.
The operating frequencies impose certain de
sign limitations and introduce problems not
encountered in low-frequency work. At these
frequencies, tuned circuits are resonant lines
because the required small values of inductance
and capacitance are impractical in lumped
constant form. The tube interelectrode capaci
tances that shunt these lines are an appreciable
portion of the total circuit capacitances. Simi
larly, the inductance of the tube electrodes and
leads contributes substantially to the total
circuit inductance. It is evident that those
distributed impedances affect over-all circuit
performance and must be minimized to attain
satisfactory operation.
The physical length of the two tubes has been
reduced to the minimum, consistent with such
other design considerations as voltage stress on
the glass and heat dissipation. The grid-support
structures are cylindrical or cone shaped, have
low inductance, and provide good shielding
between filament and anode.
Kovar-to-glass seals have been utilized wher
ever possible because they provide a strong
mechanical structure at low production cost.
Forced-air-cooling has been provided by using
an adequate and convenient radiator consisting
of radial copper fins silver soldered between two
copper shells.
At 100 megacycles, electron transit time must
be considered. The time taken by an electron
to traverse the grid-filament space may approach
the period of one radio-frequency cycle if the
grid-filament spacing is large. This effects a phase
shift in the output current and voltage, and
reduces efficiency. Some electrons, accelerated
late in the cycle, may be returned to the filament
with a resulting loss of radio-frequency output
power. It has been found experimentally that
tube operating efficiency will not be adversely
affected by a total transit time of the order of
one-tenth the period of the applied signal.
Close electrode spacings serve to aggravate
the grid-emission problem, and it is desirable to
choose the maximum spacing dictated by the
transit-time limitation. Even with the maximum
allowable spacing, primary grid emission was a
very serious problem, and exhaustive tests had

----- 1.75 -----

10

_ ,., ..

:J

Fig. 2-Plan drawing of the 7C26. There are six base
pins, three of which are connected by short leads to the
grid structure. The other three are for the thoriated
tungsten filament and its center tap. The radiator is not
shown.

PLATE KILOVOLTS

Fig. 3-Average plate characteristics of the 7C26.
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to be made on various grid materials. After less heating power than pure tungsten for a
selecting a satisfactory material, it was necessary given thermionic emission. The general char
to develop suitable methods of processing with acteristics of the tubes are given in Table I , and
particular emphasis on minimizing grid contami Table I I shows maximum ratings and typical
nation during exhaust. The resulting grid struc operating conditions.
tures are practicable to build and possess elec
trical characteristics that represent a good com
promise between extremely high perveance and 1. Type 7C26
negligible emission. In addition, these grids have
Type 7C26, shown in Fig. 1 , is of conventional
been made extremely rigid so that uniformity construction. I ts short structure reduces induc
of characteristics may be maintained.
tance to a value where grid-ring construction is
Both tubes have thoriated-tungsten filaments unwarranted in view of accompanying increased
which operate at a lower temperature and require production costs. Instead, three leads are brought
from the grid cone to terminal pins at the top of
TABLE I
the envelope, permitting symmetry in external
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 7C26 AND 7C27
connections. This multiple connection, shown in
General Characteristics
7C26
7C27
Fig. 2, is essentially a low-inductance arrange
ment, and permits a balanced distribution of
ELECTRICAL
Thoriated
Thoriated
Filament
radio-frequency currents to the grid structure.
Tungsten
Tungsten
The leads are threaded and connection to the
16.0
Volts
9.0
Amperes
28.0
28.5
grid cone is by means of nut-and-washer assem
Amplification Factor
19 .
30
blies. This method allows accurate grid-to-fila
Direct lnterelectrode Capacitances (micromicrofarads)
ment
alignment ,without demanding subassem
10.0
Grid-Plate
14.0
blies of unusually close tolerances.
1 1 .0
Grid-Filament
14.0
1.0

0.4

Forced Air

Forced Air

Plate-Filament

MECHANICAL

,

Type of Cooling
Minimum Flow (cubic feet
per minute)
Maximum Over-All Dimen
sions (inches)
Length
Diameter
Mounting Position
Direction of Air Flow

75

175

4.375
2.55

8.031
3.532

Vertical,
Vertical,
Anode Down Anode Down
Up
Up

TABLE II

MAXIMUM RATINGS AND TYPICAL OPERATION
OF 7C26 AND 7C27
Class-C Radio-Frequency Power Amplifier and Oscillator
without Amplitude Modulation
Typical
Operation

Maximum
Rating

Characteristic
7C26

3000
Plate, direct volts
0.75
Plate Current (amperes)
- 800
Grid, direct volts
0. 100
Grid Current (amperes)
2250
Plate Input (watts)
680
Plate Dissipation (watts)
1570
Power Output (watts)
Maximum Frequency (m�ga108
cycles)

7C27*

7C26

7C27

-- -- ---

4000 3000
1.5
1.0
- 600 - 800
0.200 0.125
6000 3000
2350 1000
5 1 50
108

150

4000
2.0
- 1000
0.200
8000
3000
-

1 10

* In push-pull grounded-grid amplifier with 3-kilowatt
driver. All values for one tube.

Fig. 4-7C27 air-cooled triode capable of giving 5 kilo
watts of power at 110 megacycles.
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The filament is a double helix with a center-tap .
supporting member ; external connections are
symmetrically located with respect to the grid
terminals as may be seen in Fig. 2.
The location of these terminals at the top of
the tube envelope permits use of a molded glass
dish with filament and grid leads fixed in position
by kovar sealing cups.
The anode is grooved, as may be noted in
Fig. 2. The reduced wall thickness of this section
----- 3.37 ----5

1 r

5
0.37

s!!
,.

Fig. 6-Filament assembly of the 7C27. The filament
leads are strapped to the heavy center-tap rod for rigidity.
Small ceramic insulators are used under the straps.

Fig. 5-Plan drawing of the 7C27. The radiator is not
shown.

oscillator circuit at 280 megacycles at approxi
mately half ratings and have oscillated at 340
megacycles with lower outputs. At these fre
quencies, however, the transit-time effects, in
addition to decreasing the power output, may
seriously affect filament life because of electron
back-bombardment.

offers resistance to heat flow toward the anode
seal area. The main anode body below the groove
may be operated during exhaust at a uniformly 2. Type 7C27
high temperature while the seal area, subjected
Type 7C27, a ph�tograph of which is repro
to an air blast, remains cool. This permits very duced in Fig. 4, will provide 5 kilowatts of output
thorough anode degassing. An air flow of 75 power at 1 10 megacycles. As the tube design
cubic feet per minute through the radiator allows includes a grid ring and a conical grid support,
operation at full ratings. The plate characteristics good filament-plate shielding is obtained, and
are shown in Fig. 3.
the tube is very satisfactory in grounded-grid
These tubes have been operated in a push-pull circuits. As may be seen in the general assembly
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Fig. 7-Average plate characteristics of the 7C27.

drawing, Fig. 5 , the tube has a slightly reentrant
anode. This serves two purposes. It increases
the length of the glass bulb between grid and
anode without increasing the over-all tube length,
and it eliminates sharp glass contours between
these electrodes by providing a large diameter
for the anode sealing edge. All glass-to-metal
seals are of the kovar rounded-edge type. The
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grid support consists of a copper cone fused
directly to a molybdenum band, using a special
radio-frequency brazing technique. This combi
nation of materials aids in simplifying the prob
lem of degassing the grid structure and minimizes
radio-frequency losses.
The filament-supporting structure, Fig. 6, is
short and simple. Rigidity is improved by me
chanically strapping the two leads to the center
support rod below the spiral filament. A small
ceramic spacer insulates the straps. The center
tap provides a connection to the external
circuits.
The plate characteristic curves are shown in
Fig. 7.
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Insertion Loss and Effective Phase Shift in Composite
Filters at Cut-Off Frequencies
By VITOLD BELEVITCH
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company, Antwerp, Belgium

T

HE USUAL METHODS of estimating
m1 = m corresponding to the terminal
the insertion loss of a nondissipative
m-derived image impedances ; mt
filter as a sum of several terms (reflec
= 1 if image impedances are of the
tion and interaction losses) fail at the theoretical
constant-k type.
cut-off frequencies because the reflection losses
µ = ratio of the image impedances at
are infinite, whereas the interaction loss is nega
zero frequency to the terminating
tively infinite. By direct calculation, however,
resistances, if the image impedances
very simple formulas for the total loss are
are of the mid-series type ; inverse
obtained, at least in the most practical case of
ratio, if the image-impedances are
filters having equal or inverse image impedances
of the mid-shunt type.
A c = insertion loss in decibels at cut-off
at both ends. These formulas are also of practical
value for dissipative filters, although the usual
frequency.
B c = effective phase shift in radians at
method could then be applied, because the
supplementary dissipative loss is generally small
cut-off frequency.
compared to the loss in a nondissipative filter.
All the preceding considerations hold good for We then have the formulas
the calculation of effective phase shift at cut-off
(2)
frequencies.
In the first part of this paper, formulas and
1
_ m� 1
(3)
notations are listed. In the second part, proofs
Bc _
- n7r - tan 1 - - +- + . . . . ,
µ
mi
m2
are developed for the main cases.
where n is the total number of entire sections of
which the filter is composed ; the principal value
of tan-1 between 0 and 7r/2 must be considered.
I . Low-Pass-Filter Formulas
These formulas are easily applied to sym
Let us first consider the case of a low-pass metrical low-pass filters having no coincident
filter having equal image impedances and work frequencies of infinite attenuation. The number
ing between equal ohmic resistances at both ends. of terms in the sum appearing in (2) and (3) is
The image impedances may be of the constant-k then equal to the total number of entire sections
or m-derived type, either mid-series or mid composing the filter. If there is any multiple
shunt. The following usual notations are em frequency of infinite attenuation, it must be
ployed :
considered with its order : for instance, if a filter
be composed of two entire sections with m = 0.5,
fc = cut-off frequency.
and
one entire section with m = 1, the sum
,
f2,
.
.
.
.
=
frequencies
of
infinite
image
atten
f1
1/m 1 + l/m 2 + 1/m 3 is 2/0.5 + 1/1 = 5.
uation.
In lattice filters, frequencies of infinite atten
m 1 , m2 , . . . . = corresponding parameters of Zobel, uation may be imaginary or may occur in conju
defined by
gate complex pairs. It will be seen from the
(f� -f�)!
(1) subsequent proof that (2) and (3) still hold m
those cases.
f;
192
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Consider now filters having inverse image
impedances at both ends. More precisely, if the
terminating resistances and the image-imped
ances are denoted by
the condition

R1, R2, Z1, Z2,

(4)

C0MP0SITE

FILTERS
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A _c, A c = insertion loss at frequencies f-ci fc·
B-c, B < = effective phase shift at frequencies
f-c, fc•

The formulas are :

[ 1 + )p2 (m1 +m2+ .. . . )2J ,
[i+�p ( 1-+_!__ + . . . . ) 2] ,

10

(7)
A_c = log 10
will be assumed, thus producing the equality of
the reflection losses at both ends. As in the
symmetrical case, both
and
are supposed
A c = 10 log1 0
(8 )
µ
m 1 m2
to be either of the constant-k or of the m-derived
type. Formulas (2) and (3) are still valid, but
it must be observed that the filter now neces
sarily contains a half section of the constant-k
1 1
1
type. This must appear as a term
in the
B _ B'-c - tan
.... ,
µ
m
m
sum l/m
/m + . . . . and must also be taken
into account in the value of n.
where B'_c and B� are the image phase constants
By frequency transformation, (2) and (3) are at the cut-off frequencies.
easily extended to high-pass filters and to band
pass filters having a symmetrical characteristic
3. Derivation of Formulas
on a logarithmic frequency scale.
It is known that a symmetrical filter, having
an
image transfer constant and image imped
2. Band-Pass Formulas
ances W, is equivalent to a lattice structure
For band-pass filters having different atten composed of impedances
uation characteristics on either side of the trans
W cotanh / 2 ,
mitted band, new formulas must be developed,
as the insertion loss and effective phase shift The insertion loss of a lattice network between
will be different at either cut-off frequency. resistances is given by the formula
Consider only the case of a symmetrical filter
having a constant-k impedance at both ends
and working between pure equal resistances.
The following notations apply :
As both
and
are purely reactive, the
absolute
value
can
be
calculated. Using the
f-c, fc = cut-off frequencies U-c <fc) .
notation
f1 , f2 , . . . . = frequencies of infinite attenuation.
m 1 , m2, . . . . = corresponding parameters defined
= W/R ,
q = cotanh / 2 ,
. byl
the insertion loss becomes

Z1

1+1 2

Z2

1/2

c

_1 -p ( -+1 2+ )

-

(10)

0

Z1=

0

R

Z1

Z2

(5 )

(6)

µ = ratio of the image impedances at
the frequency U-cfc)! to the termi
nating resistances, if the image
impedances are of the mid-series
type ; inverse ratio if they are of
the mid-shunt type.
i This is not the usual definition of m introduced by
Zobel, but differs from it by a constant factor so chosen
as to give inverse m for attenuation poles symmetrically
located with respect to the midband frequency.

A = lO log10

( 13)

w

0

[ 1+ ( jq 1 --qw22 ) 2] , (14)
wl

a j factor having b een artificially added to the
a real
terms enclosed in brackets to make
quantity.
The transfer constant 0 of a symmetrical low
pass filter may be considered to be the sum
of the transfer constants of partial
filters, each having a single attenuation peak.
By (13),

jq/w

01+02+

. . . .

o _q+l

e -q-1 ,
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trary term k1r. The exact value can only be
determined by a continuous frequency variation
q + 1 _ q 1 + 1 x q2 + 1 x
_ e 9,e 92 . . . . , or -e9 (15) starting from the zero frequency, where both B
- -- -- . . . .
q - 1 qi - 1 q 2 - 1
and B' are known to be zero. As B' is monotoni
Each partial q function is obtained by multi cally increasing and the factor involving w in
plying the qo function of a constant-k section by (2 1 ) is always larger than 1 , the following
the m parameter corresponding to the attenua inequalities hold in the transmitted band :
tion peak, i.e. , by the formula
B'+ � > B > B', if h <B' < (k + !) 7r,
and we may write

Q .
q i = m;qo = m, 2 - t ,
l)
(Q

(16)

where Q stands for the ratio fife Solving ( 1 5) ,
·
we have

where the M's are the fundamental symmetrical
functions of the m;: Mo = l ; Mi = m 1 +m2+ . . . . ;
M2 = m1m2+m1ms+m2ms+ .... ; Mn = m 1m 2. . . . mn.
As the insertion losses of inverse networks are
equal, the m-derived image impedance may be
assumed to be of the mid-series type.

At the cut-off frequency, Q = 1 , all quantities
become zero or infinite because of the factor
( 1 - Q2) }. The principal value of q is
Mn/Mn-1(fl2 - 1 ) -! ,

Mn

-

+

1

m1 m2

+

····

which may be transformed into
1 +w2

q

1 +w2

(22)

k standing for any integer. The determination
of Be given in (3) is deduced from the preceding
inequalities taking into account the known value
n11" of B' at cut off.
A similar derivation is possible in the case of
filters having inverse image impedances, if (4)
is satisfied. It may be shown that (14) still
holds if q is replaced by
q I = cotanh

( 2±i4 ) .
e

(2 3 )

.

1!"

For band-pass filters, similar results are ob
tained by using the decomposition (15) with
the partial functions
q

(19)

By replacing q and w in (14) by these values,
(2) is obtained.
The effective phase shift of a lattice structure
is given by the formula

tan B = . - X -- = -- tan B' '
l + q2
JW
2w

if (k - !) 7r <B' < h,

_

;-

m

( fc

)

J2 -f'!_c !

; f�c X f2-f�

'

(24)

where m; is given by (5). The mid-series constant
k image impedance is

and that of w is jµm t-2(Q2 - 1 )}.
Mn-1 _ 1

B' > B > B ' - '!!..
2'

}

(2 1 )

where B' stands for the imaginary part of e, i.e. ,
the image phase constant. Formula (3) is then
easily derived but it contains implicitly an arbi-

W

µ [ (j2 -f!_c) CJ� -J2) J!
f(fe -f-e)

(25)
•

To overcome the indetermination arising in the
phase expressions, they have been written as
differences from the image phase constants.
The general validity of the formulas, even for
filters with complex m's, proceeds from the
decomposition formula (15), which was first
proved by H. W. Bode2 for band-pass filters
and generalized by W. Cauer3 who introduced
the notations q and q' used in this paper.
2 H. W. Bode, "A General Theory of Electric Wave
Filters," Journal of Mathematics and Physics, v. X I I I , pp.
275-362 ; November, 1934.
3 W. Cauer, "Theorie der linearen Wechselstromschalt
ungen," Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft Becker & Erler,
Leipzig, 194 1 ; p. 244.
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Portable Direct-Reading Traffic Recorder
By AUGUST F. JONES
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation, Newark, New Jersey

STIMATES of the amount of equipment
required for a telephone central office are
based on the average number of calls and
their duration for the busiest hour in the day.

E

The portable direct-reading traffic recorder de

scribed in this paper will indicate the average
occupancy of each of four groups of 50 traffic
paths from which the traffic in 100- or 1 20-second
calls is directly evident.
1 . General Concept of Telephone Traffic

2. Measurement of Telephone Traffic

As the number of paths to be provided, an<l
hence the cost of the exchange equipment, de
pend on the " busy-hour traffic," it is of first
importance to be able to measure traffic accu
rately and conveniently. A common method of
measuring the number of calls is by use of
" message registers," or meters, one connected to
each path in such a way as to be operated each
time the path is seized. The total number of
calls during the busy hour is obtained by totaling
the meter readings, and the average holding
time is estimated by making observations with
a stop wa:tch, or by other means.
The equipment to be described in this article
is designed to avoid any calculation or estimation
of holding time and to give a direct reading of
the traffic carried by a group or groups of circuit
paths in 100-second (or 1 20-second) calls. It is
based on the fact that the total traffic carried by
a group of circuit paths during the busy hour is
directly related to the average of the number of
paths in use at any instant, or more specifically
that the average occupancy of a group of paths,
multiplied by 36, will give the number of equiva
lent 100-second calls carried by that group during the hour to which the average applies. For
example, if during the busy hour an average of
5 of a group of 10 circuit paths is simultaneously
engaged, the equivalent traffic carried by that
group during the busy hour is 5 X 36 = 180
100-second calls.

The amount of switching equipment required
in a telephone exchange depends not only on the
number of subscribers' lines served but also on
the amount of traffic passing through the ex
change in a given time. The traffic varies during
the day and from day to day, but estimates of
the amount of equipment needed are usually
based on the " busy-hour traffic," that is, the
average load during the busiest hour of a normal
day. The number of calls that can be handled
by a group of circuit paths during the busy hour
is affected by the length of time each call
occupies a path, or the " holding time." Thus
traffic intensity involves both " calling rate" and
" holding time."
Traffic is usually measured by an equivalent
number of calls of a - fixed holding time, two
popular standards being the 100-second call and
the 1 20-second call. The maximum capacity of
a group of 10 paths during one hour is 360
100-second calls, or 36 100-second calls for each
path. This assumes, however, that calls arrive
at precisely timed intervals, and there is np time 3. Performance of the Traffic Recorder
during which any path is idle. This is a false
The traffic recorder illustrated can measure
assumption, as indicated by the prediction of the
average occupancy of several groups of circuit
the
formulas of probability that a group of 10 paths
and give a direct reading in 100-second calls
paths,
can handle 149 100-second calls occurring at
traffic handled by each group. Instead of
the
of
random intervals during an hour (with a loss
making periodic checks during the busy hour of
probability of 0.01).
195
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the number of paths of a group simultaneously
occupied, it accomplishes the same result by
going through rapidly repeated cycles of testing
each path of a group for occupancy, one at a
time, adding the total number of occupancies
shown by these tests, and dividing by the number
of test cycles performed to obtain the average
occupancy of the group. This average occupancy
is multiplied by 36 to give the traffic in 100second calls. The machine accomplishes this
computation by making exactly 360 test cycles.
Each time. a path is found busy, a message
register assigned to the group of paths under
observation is operated , and its complete reading
shows the total number of occupancies encoun
tered. Division of this number by 360 and
multiplication by 36 are indicated by neglecting
the last digit of the message register reading.
The recorder can measure directly the traffic
on groups of as many as SO paths. The tests for
occupancy are made through five ratchet-driven
selector switches connected in cascade. The mes
sage register is connected through the brush of
the first switch successively to each of 10 contacts
in the arc of the switch, then through the 1 1 th
contact to the brush of the 2nd switch, which
steps successively over 10 contacts in its arc and
then stops on its 1 1th contact to extend the
connection to the brush of the 3rd switch, etc.
The stepping is accomplished by means of
periodic impulses generated in the recorder. The
effect of the five 1 1-point switches operating in
cascade is that of one large switch with an arc
of SO contacts, each contact connected to a
separate circuit path. The five separate switches,
however, give flexibility and permit traffic meas
urements of five separate groups of 10 paths
each by the use of a separate message register
connected to the brush of each switch.
Each of the above-mentioned switches has,
besides control levels, 4 levels or rows of termi
nals to which can be connected circuit paths on
which traffic is to be measured. Each level has
its own brush and associated message register.
Thus, · in addition to the group of SO paths
observed as described above, 3 additional groups
of SO, or lS groups of 10, or any intermediate
combination, can be observed. Traffic on a group
of more than SO paths can be observed by
dividing the group into subgroups of SO paths
or less and adding together the readings of the

subgroups. The number of paths in the groups
being observed need not be in multiples of 10.
If some of the arc contacts of the selector
switches are not connected to circuit paths, tests
in these positions will of course never cause an
operation of the message register, and the traffic
recorded will be that on the paths connected
through terminals of the recorder to the selector
arcs.
The impulse generator is calibrated to give an
impulse every 200 milliseconds, and therefore
effect a complete cycle of SO steps every 10
seconds, or the series of 360 cycles in 1 hour.
The impulse frequency does not affect the accu
racy of the traffic-recorder readings, however,
because these are based on average occupancy
during the observation period. The only effect
of changing the impulse frequency is to change
the length of time over which the results of the
360 test cycles are averaged.
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4 . Construction

The illustration shows a front view of the
portable traffic recorder. It is 38 inches high,
weighs about 75 pounds, and is equipped with
handles for convenience of transportation. At
the top is the terminal strip to which connections
are made from the paths to be observed. The
capacity of the recorder is 200 paths, in groups
not exceeding 50 each. The required connections
of the message registers within the recorder are
also made on this terminal strip. The 20 message
registers provide for the maximum number of
groups that can be observed at one time, i.e.,
one for each of the four brushes of each switch.
The 5 selector switches used for the occupancy
tests are shown at the top of the equipment just
under the terminal strip. Below these are two
additional selector switches arranged . to count
the cycles and to stop the test after 360 cycles of
50 steps each. By changing a strap, the test can
be stopped after 300 cycles and the readings will
then be in 1 20-second calls. The 2 1st message
register is used to record the number of cycles
completed .
A relay and a toggle switch are associated
with each message register. The relay controls

TRAFFI C
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the operating circuit of the message register, and
the switch connects positive or negative potential
to the winding of the relay, depending on which
potential appears on the particular circuit path
being observed to indicate a busy condition, or
occupancy.
The impulsing circuit consists of relays, ca
pacitors, and a variable resistor. The time con
stant of the circuit, and hence the frequency of
impulsing, can be adjusted by the variable re
sistor, the knob of which is shown to the right
of the toggle switches.
Operation of the starting switch causes all
selector switches to return to normal position if
not already there, and starts the impulsing
·
circuit. The switches step automatically until
the required number of cycles has been com
pleted, after which the recorder shuts itself off.
5. Acknowledgment

This instrument was originally conceived by
Mr. C. F. J. Boehlen, then a member of the
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation engi
neering staff. The recorder was designed and
built under his direction and is now in regular
use in an important !elephone operating com
pany in the U.S.A.
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Comite Consultatif International Telephonique
B y P. E. ERIKSON
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., London, England

HE Comite Consultatif International
Telephonique resumed its activities by
holding a plenary meeting in London
on October 29 and 30, 1 945, at which 24 countries
were represented. It was preceded by a meeting
of technical and operating experts from various
telephone administrations and private operating
companies.
One of the most important problems con
cerned the restoration of international telephone
service. The general consensus was that it should
be done as quickly as possible so as to speed the
solution of the problem of feeding the European
population and aid in the reconstruction of de
stroyed property and equipment.
The plenary meeting unanimously recom
mended that : (A) a certain number of circuits,
indispensable for the resumption of European
service, should be established at once ; (B) the
use of radio circuits for overland traffic should be
confined to cases where it is manifestly impossible
to use wires ; and (C) the latent, but heavy, de
mand for future facilities should be met by
establishing a general program of international
circuits designed to insure a rapid service of good
quality.
The last-mentioned objective, it was pointed
out, should be attained by the most modern
methods developed for transmission and switch
ing techniques. A special commission was ap
pointed to study this problem.
The commission; known as the Mixed Com
mission on the European Toll Switching Plan, is
composed of operating and technical experts
from the various European telephone adminis
trations. It held four meetings and submitted its

T

report to the plenary meeting m Montreux,
Switzerland, on October 26 to 30, 1946. The
approved plan is to use high-speed multichannel
carrier telephone circuits which, as far as possi
ble, are to be carried in cables and laid so as to
form a traffic ring around Germany. From the
ring there will be traffic spurs radiating outward
and inward to toll switching centers not located
on the ring. Manual switching is visualized at
the start, but rapid operating methods will be
applied, one feature of which will be the use of a
single toll ticket made out in the country where
the call originates. It is also contemplated that
it will be possible to route traffic over the ring in
both directions in the event of a breakdown in
any part of the ring.
The Mixed Commission prepared extensive
intercountry circuit tables compiled from data
supplied by the various administrations as their
best estimates of the traffic to be handled in 1 952,
three years after the ring is expected to be put in
service. On the basis of these data, there will be
a considerable number of circuits in the ring. For
example, it is estimated that, in 1952, there will
be 300 circuits passing through Belgium and
France.
The eight regular commissions of Rapporteurs
and their subcommissions have resumed the
study of questions which were pending since
1 939, and have undertaken consideration of new
questions that have arisen in connection with
the European toll switching plan. It may, there
fore, be said that the Comite Consultatif Inter
nation Telephonique is now operating on a.
pre-war basis with the same organization as.
before.
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Investigation of Errors in Spaced-Collector
Direction-Finder Systems
By T. H. CLARK
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, New Jersey

RINCIPAL sources of errors in design and
In the examples to be cited below, a direction
installation of direction-finder equipment find�r designed for the nominal frequency range
using spaced vertical collector systems are of 1.5 to 30 megacycles per second is used. The
considered. Errors attributable to the site are complete direction finder consists of four arrays,
enumerated. The calculable errors arising from each designed for maximum sensitivity and
the design of one directional pair are investi lowest errors in its particular frequency range.
gated mathematically for particular arrays. This design proved to be very conservative, and
General conclusions are applicable as specific an actual frequency coverage much greater than
design principles.
that originally specified was secured. In Table I ,
The errors from combining two orthogonally the nominal and the extended frequency ranges
placed directional pairs are investigated generally for each array are shown.
and quantitatively as are errors resulting from
The sources of errors may be divided con
the use of long cables connecting the antennas veniently into several groups :
to the goniometer. Errors stemming from me
A. Site
chanical misalignment are investigated.
B. One directional pair
C. Combination of two directional pairs
The purpose of these studies is to determine
D. Goniometer.
the principal sources of error in design and in
These will be investigated mathematically as
stallation of direction-finding equipment using
well
as practically, and general conclusions will
spaced vertical collector systems.
be
drawn
as applicable.
The collector system for direction finders of
this type usually consists of five vertical antennas
placed at the corners and the center of a square. 1. Site Errors
The errors of the site may be classified as the
The antennas at diagonally opposed corners are
connected so that their outputs are opposed. results of three general effects :
This results in a figure-of-eight reception dia A. Nonhomogeneous ground conductivity
gram for this pair. Such a pair of antennas B. Reflections from nearby conductors
shown in Fig. 1 will be called a directional pair. C. Absorption obstacles in the path of the waves.
Each directional pair is a receiving system in
The above sources of errors have been in
itself ; however, its directional properties are not
vestigated
to a certain extent by various writers,
useful for direction finding unless a second direc
tional pair is similarly placed on the other di
TABLE I
agonal of the same square. The two directional
DIRECTION-FINDER SYSTEM USING 4 ARRAYS
pairs are to be considered as two separate re
ceiving systems. The fifth antenna at the center
Frequency Range in Megacycles
Array
of the square is a third independent receiving
Extended
Nominal
system, having omnidirectional characteristics,
1.25- 5
1 . 5- 3.3
1
and is used for the determination of sense. When
2 . 5 -10
3.3- 7.5
2
it is combined with either or both of the direc
-20
5
7.5-15
3
10 -40
1 5 -30
4
tional pairs, a cardioid diagram of reception
plotted against direction will result.

P
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B

c

as well as by the direction-finder group in these
Laboratories.1 Further investigation is very de
sirable since many of the problems are not yet
clearly understood. The investigation of site
errors is a complete study in itself, and will not
be considered further in this paper as it is largely
beyond the control of the equipment designer.
2. One Directional Pair

Fig. 1-A two-element array or directional pair equally
applicable, from the standpoint of field pattern, to the
transmitting or receiving cases.

�l<il�---· s'----1

Fig. 2-Factors involved in calculating the rece1vmg
pattern of the two-element array (Fig. 1). O = angle of re
ception to plane of array. S' = spacing angle = 360 S /X,
where S = actual spacing. f S' cos O.
=

The errors which can be postulated in the
design and construction of one directional pair
will be investigated by a method which has been
used previously to determine the field-strength
diagrams of two-element transmitting arrays.2
Only those errors which result when the wave
is arriving in the horizontal plane, i.e. , when the
vertical angle is zero, will be considered. The
errors resulting from vertical angles of incidence
other than zero are . complicated by the hori
zontal-vertical reception ratio of the pair, and
lead into another aspect of the subject which
deserves special detailed treatment. For this
study, therefore, consideration will be given only
to the horizontally propagated field which the
designer and installation crew can create for
test purposes with a local source of emission
such as a target transmitter placed on the ground
at a distance of several wavelengths from the
directional pair or array.
2 . 1 DI RECTIVITY OF
Two-ELEMENT ARRAy
The relative field
strength at a given angle
8 (Fig. 2) from the plane
of such a two-element
transmitting array 1s
given by :
Ee = l + k X
(cos a+j sin a). (1 )
In other word s , the
relative field strength at

180

150

120

90

60

90

120

Fig. 3-Graph showing the relationship of .;,, S', and o.
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i H. Busignies, "Evaluation
of Night Errors in Aircraft
Direction Finding, 150-1500
Kilocycles, " Electrical Communication, v. 23, pp. 42-62 ;
March, 1946.
z E . A. Laporte,
" Direc
tional Antenna Design, " Elec
tronics, v. 9, pp. 22-25, 48;
April, 1936.
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any angle B is equal to 1 plus a constant k at an
angle a. This formula serves equally well for
reception if the symbols are properly redefined.
Let k equal the ratio of the effective heights of
the two elements. (To be discussed in more de
tail later.)
Let angle a be determined by the combination
of the relative phases of the outputs from the
two receiving elements at the point of cross
connection ; defined mathematically as .
a = if,+ <f>,

where </> is equal to the relative electrical phase
from the two elements, A and B, at the terminal
point C of the connecting transmission line (Fig.
1) when a wave arrives simultaneously on the
two elements, i.e., when B = 90 degrees.
Angle if; is determined by the angle of arrival
of the incoming wave, and is equal to S' cos B,
where B, as stated above, is the angle of arrival
of the incoming wave, and S' is the phase dif
ference in electrical degrees between the voltages
induced in the two elements for a wave arriving
in the plane of the elements.
Distance S' in electrical degrees is equal to
360 S/)I.. Here, S is the element spacing, and )..
is the wavelength, both measured in the same
units.
In the determination of the response pattern
(or for the solution of (1) above) for a two
element antenna array, one may make use of
short-cut graphical methods to determine the
angle and resultant response E9.
1

2.1.1

Determination of if; and

-

F I N D E R

In Fig. 3 we have plotted about a central
point a number of circles having radii equal to
S' in degrees. From this same center are laid off
a number of radii whose angles, with respect to

2.1.2

Determination of

Ee

The magnitude of E e can be determined
graphically by the means shown in Fig. 4. On
polar-coordinate paper, a distance of one unit
. at an angle of 180 degrees has been laid off from
the center. This represents the unit 1 in (1).
Now, lay off from the center the distance k at
the angle a. The length of the line joining the
two terminal points is Ee.
The cases of most interest in direction finding
occur when </> is very close to 180 degrees, and
when k is equal to 1. A plot of Ee for k = 1 as a
function of a in degrees is shown in Fig. 5 . In
2.0
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Fig. 4-Graphical solution of Ee, where a and k are known.
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the horizontal axis, correspond to B the angle of
arrival of the waves. To determine if; for any
electrical separation S' and any angle of arrival
8, it is only necessary to determine the intersec
tion of the circle corresponding to S' with the
radius B. The horizontal component of this point
of intersection is equal to if; in degrees. This will
be evident from the mathematical treatment
above. It is now necessary only to add the phase
angle </> to the previously determined if; to
obtain a.

:i::

a

SY ST E M S

Fig. 5-Variation of Ee with
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Fig. 6 are plotted several field patterns which
will be obtained for the conditions shown. Note
that when ¢ differs by only a few degrees from
180 degrees, the nulls are quite visibly displaced.
This case will be treated further below.
2.2 VECTOR REPRESENTATION
In Fig. 7 , vector addition has been performed
at the crossover point. This point is represented
by C in Fig. 1. The following discussion refers
only to one directional pair.
Referring to Fig. 1 , let the output from an
tennas A and B be E 1 and E2, respectively. When
a wave arrives in the null direction, E 1 and E2
are in phase and, being connected in opposition, ·
the resultant ER is zero, if E 1 is equal to E2
(i.e. , k 1). This is shown vectorially in Fig. 7A .
In Fig. 7B we have shown the resultal).t ER
for an angle of wave arrival (} which causes E1 to
lead E2. Note that ER is at right angles to the
=

�dd

-

d d d � '.3

+

30°

- +
so•

positions occupied by Ei and E2 in Fig. 7A . This
condition is obtained when k is equal to 1 and (}
is neither 90 nor 270 degrees.
At 7 C is shown a condition similar to that at
7B with the exception that Ei does not equal E2.
The resultant ER is no longer at right angles to
the previous positions of E 1 and E2 as shown in
7A .

At 7D is shown the resultant of the same
conditions as 7 C, except that the transmitter
is now located at a position where 6 90 degrees.
As E1 is larger than E2, ER is now in the direc
tion of E 1 , and therefore its phase has changed
by 90 degrees from the phase shown in 7B . Note
that even though the transmitter is in the de
sired null direction, there is still a resultant
voltage. This is the common condition of blurred
nulls.
In 7E, we have shown the condition resulting
from equal Ei and E2 voltages, but when ¢ does
=

-

+

90°

- +
120•

SPACI NG ANGLE S'

Fig. 6-Variation of field pattern with </> and with S'. Note the relatively large dissymmetry occurring
when </> differs even slightly from 180 degrees.
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at 7A and also at 7B. If
there is a resultant volt
age, either phase or am
B
plitude unbalance is
present.
It is quite difficult to
measure the phase of the
resultant voltage as
shown in 7 C and 7D.
The equipment designer,
c
however, can include
provisions for comparing
H
the amplitudes from the
two antennas of one pair.
It is also possible to
D
move the transmitter
about the null position,
and if no position is
found for which a good
null can be secured, we
may assume that there
is amplitude unbalance.
If it is possible to find a
position where the null
E,
is good, but not at right
E,'Ez� 81 f8,
2
I
angles to the array, it is
well to investigate the
null on the opposite side
of the array. If these
nulls are both displaced
Fig. 7-Field pattern and vector diagrams illustrating various effects of the voltage
and phase relationships in a directional pair array. A, B, G-correct figure-of-eight
in the same direction, it
pattern. C, D, H-Pattern showing effect of amplitude inequality which results in
is certain that there is
blurred nulls. E, F, /-phase unbalance, causing shifted null in pattern.
phase unbalance in the
not equal 180 degrees. In this case the two angles, array, i.e., that <P does not equal 180 degrees.
which were shown in 7B and 7 C by 0/2 , are not
The amount of phase unbalance can be de
equal and have, therefore, been designated as termined by reference to the development above,
(Ji and (h The resultant ER is no longer at right which shows that a shift in phase of n degrees
angles to the position of E1 and E2 as shown in (where n is small) results in a shift of the nulls
7 A , although its length is not greatly modified.
by an equal number of degrees. If n is more
In Fig. 7 F, the same condition as 7E has been than a few degrees, the amount of null shift is
shown except that the transmitter is at right greatly dependent on S'. This case is hardly
angles to the array, i.e. , at the null point. Note worth consideration because n should always be
that ER does not equal zero, and that it is not at zero. If it �s more than a few degrees, the re
right angles to the phases of E1 and E2•
sultant array will be so inaccurate as to be
A study of the entire Fig. 7 enables an ex useless.
An example of this might be an antenna array
perimental determination of whether amplitude
or phase unbalance exists in a directional pair. in which poor nulls were observed at right angles
First, if a transmitter located at right angles to to one pair. First, obtain the best amplitude
the array produces a zero resultant voltage, it is balance possible. In current designs, the con
certain that there is no amplitude or phase un trol unit is equipped with voltage dividers for
balance in the array. This is the condition shown varying the gain of the coupling units on the
E,

G

' '·$14
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separate antennas ; it is possible by this means to
obtain amplitude balance. The target transmitter
is, therefore, set up at right angles to the array
and the quality of the null is measured. Then, by
adjusting the voltage dividers of the two coupling
units, an attempt is made to better the quality
of the null. This operation balances amplitude
only. After the best null has been obtained, the
target transmitter is moved slightly to one side
of its former position (say, toward antenna B) ,
and the null is rechecked. If results are worse, a
position in the opposite direction, toward an
tenna A , should be tried. The best position
might, for instance, be found at 87 degrees, i.e. ,
3 degrees from its correct position.
The transmitter is then taken to the 270 de
grees position, i.e. , on the opposite side 0£ the
array. If it is found that the null, as previously,
is moved toward the zero point by the same
amount (3 degrees, or to 2 73 degrees, instead of
270 degrees) , it is certain that the transmission
lines connecting the pair do not cause the same
· phase shift. The amount of phase difference in
the above example is approximately 3 degrees.
In actual practice, the phase difference can be
made 1 degree or less.
The polar diagrams that will be obtained for
the conditions shown in Figs. 7A and 7B are
shown in 7G. This is the perfect figure-of-eight
pattern. At 7H, is illustrated the polar diagram
which results from an inequality of amplitude.
This is the condition of blurred nulls, and is
illustrated vectorially at 7C and 7D. At 7J, is
shown the polar diagram that would be obtained
for the unbalance of phase illustrated vectorially
at 7E and 7 F. This is the shifted-null pattern.
These conditions show in a general way the
results which are to be obtained from a direc
tional pair such as is used in the spaced vertical
monopole array, as used for direction finding.
(Compare with Fig. 6.)
2.3 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
From the studies above, the following general
conclusions may be drawn :
Unless k is equal to 1 , Ee can never be 0. An
inequality of effective heights of antennas there
fore results in blurred minima or rounded nulls.
The pattern is always symmetrical about a
line formed by the intersection of the plane of
the antennas with the horizontal plane.

The mimma of reception occur at {) = <P - 90
degrees and {) = 90 cf> degrees. (A change in
position of the terminal transmission line by n
degrees results in a shift of the minima of n de. grees, if n is small. In a current model of direction
finder, the antennas of one pair are connected
by an air-insulated transmission line. The char
acteristics of this line are such that the velocity
of propagation is substantially equal to the speed
of light. It may be said with considerable ac
curacy that the phase shift along the cable is
0. 1 inch per degree per meter of wavelength.
Thus, 0. 1 inch is 1 degree at 1 meter, 1 inch is 1
degree at 10 meters, 10 inches are 1 degree at
100 meters, etc.)
The minimum occurs when k equals 1 and
a = 180 degrees. The equation for (J under these
conditions is
-

180 - cf>
fJ = cos-1 � ·

The two lobes of the figure-of-eight pattern
are symmetrical about the minima only when cf>
is equal to 180 degrees ; i.e. , when the minima
occur at 90 and 270 degrees.
3. Combination of Two Directional Pairs

Two identical directional pairs are combined
at right angles to form the antenna array. The
outputs from the two pairs connect separately to
the orthogonal stator windings of a goniometer.
It is quite evident that one stator will receive a
signal proportional to the sine of (J (the angle of
arrival) , while the other stator receives a signal
proportional to the cosine of {}, The addition of
these two signal amplitudes in space quadrature
creates a resultant field in the goniometer which is
proportional in strength to the received signal,
and which is at an angle 0. Aside from the errors
of each directional pair, which were investigated
in paragraph 2 above, only two sources of error
resulting from distortion of the field patterns of
the directional pairs are evident in the combin
ing goniometer. The treatment following assumes
that k = l and ¢ = 180 degrees (paragraph 3).
3.1 QuADRANTAL ERROR

When one stator receives a stronger maximum
signal from its directional pair than the other,
the error is zero in the plane of either directional
pair. The greatest error occurs at the 45-degree
points. Therefore such errors are investigated
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This permits a determination of the maxi
mum spacing error to be:expected in a particular
equipment at the frequencies for which the equip
ment was designed. These results for four arrays,
covering the frequency range of 1 .5 to 30 mega
cycles, are plotted in Fig. 9, where for each band
the maximum spacing error to be expected is
plotted against frequency. The maximum errors
are given in Table II.
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wavelength when this ratio lies between 0 and

I

II

SYST E M S

3.3 RANDOM-PATTERN DISTORTION

0.5

0.6

0.7

RATIO=SPACING/WAVELENGTH

Fig. 8-Error incurred as the spacing S between elements
becomes an 'appreciable portion of a wavelength.

experimentally by determining the error for all
frequencies at the 45-degree points of the array.
This is the common quadrantal error.

In Fig. 10A , are shown the resultant vectors,
and B, which result from a signal being re
ceived at an angle () to an array of two orthogonal
pairs of spaced collectors. The diagram for each
of the pairs is considered to be a perfect "figure-

A

TABLE I I
SPACING ERROR FOR FOUR ARRAYS BETWEEN
1.5 AND 30 Mc.

Error in Degrees

Range

3.2 OCTANTAL ERROR

Band 1

Band 2

---

Band 3

---

Band 4

----

A second error occurs when the spacing S is an Nominal
2.1
3.5
1.3
1
appreciable fraction of a wavelength. This error Extended
7
2.8
4
2.8
might have been treated under paragraph 2 as
an error of the directional pair, but it is in
14
cluded here because its
I
I
experimental determina
I
I
12
tion becomes very simple
/
/
I
when the array is studied !/)
as a whole. This error a:ww 10
I
//
I
/
I
is greatest on the 22.5- �
I
degree points. It is the ;!!;
v
I
/
0::
common spacing or oc a:0 B
7
,,v
a:
v
tantal error, and has been w
v
,,,.
J
I BAND I
I
completely and rigor
6
,
,
/
V BAND 2
ously covered by various
I
/
,
/
BAND 3
authors. Note that this
I
,,
I
/
4
'
,
error is zero at the 45•' BAND 4
,,
,,,
I
I
,
degree points, rand that
,
,,
,
,,
- ,,,,,, ....
,
:
the value of the error is
,
2
.
.......
/"
�--:
sinusoidal between its
--�
maximum (22.5-degree)
....-:: -- ._.. --- - - �0
40
and its minimum (4536
32
28
24
20
16
12
B
4
0
degree) points.
FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES
In Fig. 8 the maximum
Fig. 9-Maximum spacing error in arrays covering 1.5 to 30 megacycles in fo� b li;11d�.
spacing error in degrees
The heavy solid line indicates the nominal range for each band, the dotted line indi
has been plotted against cates the extended range, and the light solid line shows errors which occur outside
the ratio of spacing to the range of each band.
,

.•

·'

,•
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The equation for {3 is :
of-eight." Therefore these two vectors, combined
in the orthogonal stator windings of_ the goni
{3 = tan -1
- 0.
(2 )
ometer, will produce a resultant at an angle (}
without error.
At 10B, the same signal is shown being re
In Figs. 1 1A and B are plotted values of {3
ceived at the same angle on a collector system for various ratios of Y/X and (} in increments
which does not give perfect figure-of-eight re from 10 to 80 degrees. Note that this is a per
ception and, therefore, the result is vectors A ' fectly general analysis of this error. The results
and B ' whose relationship to the correct vectors may be applied graphically to any system of
collectors, provided their field pattern is known.
A and B is given by :
By this graphic method, it is possible to postulate
A ' = XA
the error for any field configuration of either pair.

( �� )

B' = YB.

In 10C is shown the resultant of the vectors
A ' and B' as obtained in the goniometer. This
resultant is at an angle {3 to the correct resultant.
{3 is therefore the correction that must be applied
to the indicated bearing.

3.4 PHASE ERRORS
Phase errors occur in a system of two pairs
when the signals do not arrive at the goniometer
'in the same phase relationship as the voltages
which have been induced by the incoming wave
in the corresponding array elements.
This condition will always occur when the
velocities of propagation or the lengths of the
cables between the two directional pairs of the
array and the corresponding goniometer stators
are not equal.
This results in a maximum error at the 45degree points, and in blurred minima for signals
in this direction. The error in the planes of the
array pairs is zero and good minima are observed
here ; the maximum error is at the 45-degree
points, and blurred minima or rounded nulls are
observed simultaneously with the error.
In a properly designed and installed direction
finder, this error is never observed, and the study
will not be carried further in this paper.
4. Goniometer

-Y

c

A

Fig. 10-A perfect set of figure-of-eight patterns are
shown in A. In B the patterns are not symmetrical. The
vectors in C illustrate the correction fJ which must be
applied to the indicated bearing to obtain the correct bearing.

An indicator system used in conjunction with
the goniometer may consist simply of a pointer
and dial arrangement attached to the shaft of
the goniometer for finding an aural null or, more
elaborately, of a continuously rotating goni
ometer together with a cathode-ray indicating
device. The screen of the cathode-ray tube usu
ally has an azimuth scale associated with it. The
instantaneous position of the goniometer must
then correspond exactly with the instantaneous
angular deflection of the cathode-ray-tube beam.
The indicator usually contains in order : the
goniometer, a motor drive, and a device for con
troling the circular deflection of the cathode
ray-tube beam. The shafts of these three units
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Fig. 1 1-Correction term (3 as a function of the angle of reception IJ for different ratios of relative amplitude be
tween reception from X and Y figure-of-eight patterns (Fig. IOB). At the left, for angles up to 45 degrees, the error
increases, after which it again decreases as at the right.

must lie on the same straight line. Mechanical
considerations and provision for maintenance
usually require that the units be separable. Since
it is almost impossible to keep the shafts aligned,
some flexibility is provided. Initial alignment and
realignment after demounting for maintenance
are important considerations in maintaining the
over-all accuracy of the system.
Goniometers are usually carefully designed for
very small errors in the operating range. Many
production goniometers have been thoroughly
tested by several independent methods, and the
maximum error recorded has always been less
than 2 degrees.
TABLE III
ERRORS RESULTING FROM MISALIGNMENT
IN GONIOMETER
Pattern Bend (2a)
Misalignment a
in Inches

0.001
0.005
0.010

The over-all equipment, however, may give
errors larger than this if the goniometer is not
carefully aligned both mechanically and elec
trically with the indicating means. The indicator
used for illustration has been previously de
scribed.3
There are two universal joints in the indicator
which might cause a bending of the pattern. The
joints are between the motor and the goniometer,
and between the motor and the indicator shaft . .
Misalignment at either of these points will cause
errors. The coupling between the motor and the
indicator has a fixed arm length of 1.625 inches.
That between the motor and the goniometer has
a fixed arm length of 0.625 inch.
If the misalignment in inches is a, and the
fixed arm length is d, then the total pattern
bend 2a will be given by
1
a sin (J
(3)
a = tand - a cos (J
The maximum value of (3) to be expected in
the indicator described is shown in Table III.
---

Fwnt-Coupling Error
in Minutes

Rear-Coupling Error
in Minutes

4
21
42

10
56
1 10

a Giltner Twist, "Army Radio D-F Networks, " Elec
tronics, v. 1 7, pp. 1 18-124; November, 1944.
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Tangier Radio Relay Station
ITH THE ADVENT of technical
improvements, which make practi
cable for radiotelegraph circuits the
use of mechanical terminal equipment such as
printing apparatus, automatic or semiautomatic
operation of circuits in tandem becomes possible.
By automatic is meant the direct relay of signals
by regenerating them and removing distortions
that occur during propagation. By semiauto
matic is meant the reperforating of messages on
paper tape and the use of this tape for retrans
m1ss10n.
Many radio transmission paths, such as the
routes between New York and Moscow, and
New York and Bombay, traverse areas near the
magnetic poles of the earth. S�ch radio circuits
either are subject to poor propagation conditions,
or are so long as to offer only a limited number of
hours of daily use, in addition to which they are
very seriously affected by such solar disturb
ances as magnetic storms, aurora, and sunspots.

Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company over
came these difficulties in the Atlantic area first
by establishing relay operations through its
wartime station at Algiers, North Aftica, in
1944. In 1945, a permanent relay station was
inaugurated in the International Zone of Tangier,
North Africa. This station provides a through
teletype service between New York and Moscow
and furnishes twenty-four hour service from New
York to other distant points such as Bombay,
India ; Kabul, Afghanistan ; Sofia, Bulgaria ;
Bucharest, Rumania ; and Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
The path between New York and Tangier is
sufficiently distant from the north magnetic pole
so that ionospheric disturbances affect it only to
a minor extent. The paths between Tangier and
points in Europe, Asia, and Africa are still more
remote from the pole and, therefore, quite
immune from such effects. The reliability of
these relayed circuits is consequently of a high
order.
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Mackay Radio and Tele�raph C ompany radiotelegraph circuits showing the new radio relay links operated from
_ to Moscow, Bombay, Kabul, Sofia, Bucharest, and Addis Ababa.
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Carrier-Frequency Submarine Cable and
Equipment for U. S. S.R.
By

r:ss

E. S. McLARN

and

G. H. GRAY

International Standard Electric Corporation, New York, New York

than eight months after placement of
the order, a submarine cable to connect
two terminals 240 kilometers apart,
terminal equipment, and one repeater were con
structed, tested, packed, and readied for ship
ment to the U.S.S.R. Design and constructional
details of the cable and terminal equipment are
given.
During the last quarter of 1942, an inquiry was
received from the Purchasing Commission of the
U.S.S.R., through the U.S. Treasury Depart
ment, for an urgently needed submarine cable
and all accessory equipment to provide four
two-way telephone channels and four two-way
telegraph channels between two points about
240 kilometers ( 150 miles) apart. An island 40
kilometers (25 miles) from one end of the cable
was available for the installation of a repeater
if this was considered necessary.
The proposed location of the cable was not
given, but it was stated that the following con�
ditions existed :
A. Maximum depth of water was 1300 feet (near center of
longer section).
B. Static conditions very bad.
C. Salt content of the water less than that of the ocean.
D. \Vater at shore ends of both sections mixed with free
oil, sulphur, and hydrogen.
E. Sea bottom generally smooth, but slightly stony near
shore ends.
F. No currents strong enough to cause motion of cable.

Although the installation presented many new
problems among which may be mentioned the
great length, the number of channels required,
and the fact that, because of war conditions,
neither gutta percha nor paragutta were avail
able, International Standard Electric Corpora
tion agreed to assume the responsibility as prime
contractor for the entire project up to and in
cluding the safe loading of the cable and equip
ment on board ship at a port in the U.S.A.
The U.S.S.R. was responsible for the safe
delivery of the material to its destination as well
as for the laying and subsequent testing of the
cable, the installing and testing of the equipment,
and putting the circuits in service.
Urgent military necessity required that the
cable system be engineered and manufactured in
the U.S.A., and arrangements were made
through the Western Electric Company to have
the Bell Telephone Laboratories undertake the
over-all design of the system and the detailed
design and manufacture of the terminal and re
peater equipment. The Simplex Wire and Cable
Company accepted the order to design and
manufacture the cable under the general super
vision of Bell Telephone Laboratories from the
standpoints of performance and testing.
Although it was not a part of the original
contract, International Standard Electric Cor
poration also undertook to furnish a considerable
amount of information relating to cable-laying
equipment and methods and to the testing of the
cable after laying.
1 . Design of Cable

A study was undertaken of possible substitutes
· for gutta percha and paragutta, and it was de
H. No power lines within 1 kilometer (5/8 mile) of proposed cided that deproteinized (anhydrex) rubber
offered the best chance of success.
cable site.
209
G. Depth of water increases very gradually being less than
3 meters (10 feet) up to 200 meters (656 feet) from shore.
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-Accordingly, some 30 samples of variously
constructed cables were made by Simplex Wire
and Cable Company and, from tests on these
samples by Bell Telephone Laboratories, the
best construction was chosen. This was of the
concentric type with a stranded center con
ductor of 10 small tinned copper wires, 0.0414
inch in diameter, laid spirally in parallel over a
heavy central conductor 0.0987 inch in dia
meter. The total weight of the copper core was
SOO pounds per nautical mile (122 kilograms per
kilometer) . This conductor was insulated with
1/4-inch thickness of deproteinized rubber.
Over this was laid a noncorrosive rubber-filled
tape which provided the base for the return
conductor. This latter consisted of 48 tinned
copper wires each 0.037 inch in diameter laid in
parallel and applied spirally.
To protect against possible harmful effects
from the crude oil in the water near the shore,
about 2 kilometers of each shore end was covered
by a plastic seal, S/64 inch thick, extruded over
the cable core. Two different weights of armoring
were used : a light armor for the deep-sea sections
and a heavier armor for the shore ends. The
latter was provided both with and without the
plastic seal, necessitating the manufacture of
three different types of cable. The cores of all
three types were identical up to the plastic seal.
Layers of jute yarn and filled tape were placed
throughout the cable as required. About 60
kilometers of cable, mostly of the heavily
armored plastic-seal type, were provided as
spare. Fig. 1 shows the layups of the three differ
ent types of cable.
The completed cable had the approximate
over-all weights and outside diameters given in
Table I.
Before making the approximately SOO-kilo
meter journey from the point of manufacture to
the port of loading, the cable was spliced in
sections varying in length from 10 to SO kilo

·

By June, 1943, less than 6 months from the .
date the order was placed, the entire cable had
been manufactured, tested, and shipped to the
steamer.
At a temperature of 24 degrees centigrade
(7S degrees Fahrenheit) , the direct-current
resistance of the central conductor averaged
1.214 ohms and that · of the return conductor
O.S32 ohm per kilometer.
The characteristic impedance over the range
used for the telephone channels, about 3.2 kilo
cycles to slightly under 30 kilocycles, was fairly
constant at about S4 ohms. Over the telegraph
range from 300 to 3000 cycles the impedance was
somewhat higher.
To determine the attenuation of a section of
the cable, one end was terminated in its image
impedance and a frequency of 40 kilocycles
applied at the other end. The currents at the two
ends were determined by thermocouples. With
the 40-kilocycle frequency replaced by direct
current and the cable by a calibrated resistance
box, the input voltage and the resistance box
were adjusted until the two thermocouples gave
the same indications as before. The attenuation
was then computed from the value of the box
resistance and the image resistance of the cable.
The attenuation at 40 kilocycles and S2 de
grees centigrade (126 degrees Fahrenheit) as
measured under water in tanks at the factory
varied from 1.00 to 1 .04 decibels per nautical
mile and averaged about 1 .02 decibels per nauti
cal mile or 0.SS decibel per kilometer. The
guaranteed maximum value of attenuation was
1 . 13 decibels per nautical mile.
TABLE I
PHYSCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CABLE
Weight

Type of Cable

meters. Lengths too great for one flat-car were

coiled on several cars, with a loop of cable be
tween cars to prevent cable injury. For the
SO-kilometer lengths, S cars were required.

Outside
Diameter

KiloPounds
grams
per
Milliper
Inches
Nautimeters
Kilocal Mile
meter

-- -- -- --

Light Armor, No Oil Seal
Heavy Armor, No Oil Seal
Heavy Armor, Oil Seal
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15,200 3750 1.55
22,000 5400 1 .84
25,750 6310 2.01

40.25
46.75
5 1 .05
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I t is interesting to note that the cable not only
met the specification requirements in every
respect but its over-all transmission capabilities
proved to be approximately 10 percent better
than were specified.
2. Carrier Equipment-General

As four two-way telephone and four two�way
telegraph channels were required, carrier offered
the only means of furnishing these circuits over
one cable. It was decided that an intermediate
repeater would be necessary on the island pre
viously mentioned. In addition to the commer
cial channels, a telegraph order wire was pro
vided from each terminal to the repeater station.
This could be used for through telegraph com
munication (terminal to terminal) by connecting
the direct-current extension circuits of the order
wires at the repeater station. Teletypewriter
equipment was installed for use on the order
wire.
For convenience, the terminal at the end of
the 200-kilometer section of cable is hereafter
referred to as A , that at the end of the 40-kilo
meter section as C, and the repeater at the
junction of the two as B.
To meet the quick delivery required, it was
decided to use standard panels, or parts of
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panels, to as great an extent as possible, even
though this did not result in quite as satisfactory
an arrangement as could have been obtained
from an entirely · new design. One result of this
decision was that the equipment made use of a
larger number of different types of vacuum tubes
than would ordinarily have been necessary.
The frequency arrangement selected is shown
in Table II.
TABLE I I
Frequency i n Cycles per Second
Direction
of Transmission

Circuit
Numher

B-A
C-A
C-A
C-A
C-A
C-B
A-C
A-C
A-C
A-C
A-B
B-C

-

Order
Wire

Telegraph
Channels

Telephone Channels
Carrier

Pass Band

--- --- ---- ------

1
2
3
4

-

4
3
2
1

-

255

-

5 ,900
8,850
1 1 ,800
14,750

3,200- 5 ,600
6 , 1 50- 8,550
9, 100-1 1 ,500
1 2,050-14,450

1615
1 785
1955
2 125

17,700
20,650
23,600
26,550

18,000-20,400
20,950-23,350
23,900-26,300
26,850-29,250

-

-

-

-

-

2295
2465

-

425
595
765
935

-

1 105

-

-

-

-

-

-

32,450 (Group Modulator and Demodulator)

·
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Fig. I-Thr e e t yp e s o f
cable were used and differed
in the weight of armoring and
in the application of an oil
seal for the shallow-water
sections. All have identical
center conductors, 1/4-inch
wall of anhydrex insulation,
0.012-inch layer of noncorro
sive rubber-filled tape, coax
ial conductor of 48 strands of
round wire, and a 0.012-inch
noncorrosive rubber-filled
tape. The top cable has a
5/64-inch Plastex oil seal and
another 0.012-inch rubber
filled tape. The two lower
cables do not have an oil seal.
All three then have a serving
of 200-pound cutched jute
yarn, galvanized steel armor
wires, and two serves of
impregnated jute yarn. The
outside diameters in inches
are 2.01, 1.84, and 1 .545, re
spectively.
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Fig. 2-Schematic arrangement of the carrier telephone and telegraph equipment ; Terminal A equipment.
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It will be noted that each telephone channel
transmitted a band extending from about 300
cycles to 2700 cycles. Single-sideband transmis
sion was used with suppressed carrier. The tele
graph system transmitted the carrier and both
sidebands.
Separate terminal and repeater equipment was
used for the telephone and telegraph circuits,
the separation being made by low-pass and high
pass line filters. A common power supply was,
however, used for all equipment at each location.
To obtain the proper impedance match, a 600to 54-ohm repeating coil was installed at each
end of each cable section.
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 show over-all application
schematics of both terminals and the repeater
station. The general arrangement is clear from
these figures but the following comments are
made as to details.
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A . Copper-oxide modulators and demodulators were used.
B. The intermediate and transmitting amplifiers shown in

the "high group" transmitting path of terminal A are
capable of furnishing a gain of 53 decibels each.
C. The amplifiei; in the "high group" transmitting path at
the repeater B is capable of a gain of 66 decibels.
D. The receiving amplifier provides a fixed gain of 50
decibels.

E. Lower gains are, of course, satisfactory for transmitting
in the reverse, C-A direction, as the line losses are smaller.
F. 1000 cycles, interrupted at a 20-cycle rate, is used for
ringing.

G. It is expected that each channel will operate at an over
aJl loss of about 9 decibels.

H. The sending circuit of each telegraph channel includes

�

means for interrupting the carrier in accordance with the

= )e sent.

signals to

Fig. 5-Telephone and telegraph bays for terminal A with doors removed. From left to right are the following
bays : telephone high group, telephone low group and channel, signaling, test and order wire, and telegraph.
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and Fig. 6 is a similar view of the repeater
equipment. Terminal C is very much like ter
minal A but has slightly less equipment.
3. Power Supply

Fig. 6-Telephone (left) and telegraph bays of the
repeater equipment with doors removed.

I. The telegraph terminals were designed for use with
different types of direct-current extension circuits or
"loops," such as:

Neutral to Positive Battery-Half and Full Duplex
Neutral to Negative Battery-Half and Full Duplex
Polar Full Duplex.
J. Teletypewriters may be connected directly to the tele
graph terminal or through telegraph switchboards or re
peaters.

Both terminals were designed to operate
normally from 1 10-125-volt, 50/60-cycle mains.
For emergency use, a gas-engine-driven alter
nator was provided. At the repeater station, two
gas-engine sets were furnished as there was no
commercial supply. Regulated tube rectifiers,
operating from the alternating-current mains, or
from the alternators, were used to provide the
direct voltages, the following being required at
each terminal : + 150, + 130, - 130 and - 24. At
the repeater point, direct voltages of + 150,
+65, - 65 and - 24 were provided.
Each regular direct-voltage supply consisted
of a full-wave rectifier with an associated battery
to act as a filter, take care of peak loads, and
provide a short reserve in case of a power failure.
Suitable alarms provided indications of high
and low-voltage conditions or of failure of any
source of power.
Static ringing generators converted the input
of 105-125 volts at 50 or 60 cycles to 75-100
volts at 1 6i or 20 cycles which were used for th�
normal 20-cycle signaling supply. On failure of
the alternating-current source, transfer was
automatically provided to a 24-volt battery
driven generator.
The general arrangement of the power equip
ment at the A or C terminal is shown by Fig. 7.
The power equipment for the repeater is shown
in Fig. 8.
4. Testing Facilities

For testing purposes, oscillators, transmission
measuring sets, current-flow test sets, voltohm
meters, relay test sets, and vacuum-tube test
sets were provided.

K.

5. Mounting Arrangements

Fig. 5 gives a general idea of the arrangement
of the equipment in the cabinets of terminal A ,

The equipment was mounted in steel cabinets
approximately 7 feet by 22i inches by 1 7 inches,
with the exception of those for the 24-volt
·
power equipment which were 4 inches wider.

The jacks at B were so arranged that teletypewriter
communication could be carried on with both terminals
simultaneously or with either terminal separately.
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Fig. 7-Power supply equipments for the A or C terminals. From left to right are bays for + uo volts,
- I30 volts, + I30-volt and - 130-volt spare rectifiers, power service panel with cover removed and - 24- and
+ 150-volt_spare rectifiers, + ISO volts, and - 24 volts. This is a front view with doors removed.

Fig. 8-Front view with doors removed of the repeater power-supply equipment. Erom the left are bays for
±6S volts, ±6S-volt spare rectifier, power service panel with cover removed and -24-volt and + ISO-volt spare
rectifier, + ISO volts, and - 24 volts.
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Fig. 9-Possible floor plan of the terminals and of the repeater.

All cabinets had full-length front and rear doors,
each containing ventilating louvres.
A telephone handset was mounted in the tele
phone channel cabinet at each terminal.
Fig. 9 shows a suggested floor plan for the
terminal and repeater stations and gives an idea
of the amount of space required.
.6.

Over-All Test

On completion of the equipment, it was set up
in the Bell Telephone Laboratories and artificial
cables of the proper constants were connected
between each terminal and the repeater equip
ment. A complete series of talking, telegraphing,

and signaling tests was run. Careful measure
ments indicated that the desired transmission
levels could very easily be obtained, that the
necessary cross-talk and telegraph-interference
limits had been met, and that all the signaling
equipment functioned properly. It was even
found possible to operate a 0-decibel circuit over
the four telephone channels connected in tandem
although under this condition the margin was
very small. With a 9-decibel circuit loss and all
four channels in tandem, a very satisfactory
circuit was obtained.
The equipment was packed and ready for
shipment about
. August 1 , 1943, less than eight
months from the date the order was placed.
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Survey of Radio Navigational Aids
By ROBERT I. COLIN
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc., Nutley, New Jersey

Editor's Note: The. fi:e!d of radio ai�s to air naviftation has become increasingly complex, particularly
as a result of. wa.r activities . T_hose actively engaged in specialized aspects within the field, as well as new
comers, find it difficult to obtain a broad and up-to-date view of even the major developments and proposals.
A 1�umbe.r of co-workers suggested to the. author .tha� he prepare a compact survey of the field; the reception
which this timely paper met prompted its publication in Electrical Communication.
II. Air Navigational Applications

1. Introduction
1 . 1 Dead Reckoning Versus Radio Methods

7. General Navigational Requirements

I. Basic Types of Radio Navigational Systems

7 . 1 Types of I nformation
7.2 Reliability

2. Type A : Directional Receiving Systems

7.3 Accuracy

2 . 1 General Principle

7.4 Presentation

2.2 Airborne Direction Finding

7.5 Independence

2.3 Ground Direction Finding
2.4 Direction Finding Versus Range or Track Systems

8. Short-Range Applications

3. Type B: Absolute-Distance Systems

8. 1 Radio Altimeters (TCI)

3 . 1 General Principle

8.2 Landing-System Requirements

3.2 Pulse Method (Shoran, Oboe)

8.3 Instrument Landing Systems (ILS)

3.3 Timing Principles

8.4 Ground-Controlled Approach (GCA)

3.4 Responder-Beacons (IFF)
3.5 Phase- and Frequency-Modulation Methods

8.5 Radio M ileposts (Marker Beacons)

3.6 Radar Principle (PPI Display)

9. Medium-Range Applications
9 . 1 General Requirements

4. Type C: Differential-Distance Systems

9.2 Distance Indicators ( D M E )

4 . 1 General Principle
4.2 Pulse Method (Loran, Gee)

9.3 Radar for Navigation and Anticollision

4.3 Phase Method (Decca, Raydist)

9.4 Rotating-Beacon Principle (Orfordness Range)
9.5 Navar Principle

5. Type D : Directional Transmitting Systems

9 .6 Automatic Position Plotting (APP)

5 . 1 General Principle

9 . 7 Relayed Radar (Teleran, Navascope)

5.2 Limited-Coverage Ranges (A-N Range, Landing
Beam)

10. Long-Range Applications

5.3 Intermediate-Coverage Ranges (Consol, Sonne)

1 0 . 1 General Requirements

5.4 Omnidirectional Ranges (Navaglobe, CAA Omni

10.2 Distance Requirements
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pos1t10n, such as the latitude-longitude meter
sketched in Fig. 1 ; or a mechanism that moves a
stylus or spot of light to pinpoint the observer's
position on a map ; or a combination radio beam
and automatic pilot that guides the airplane as
unerringly along a prescribed path as the flanged
wheels of a railway car. Such devices would be a
great convenience, and with the rapidly increas
ing density, range, and speed of traffic, they
become urgently desirable for aircraft use.

IRPLANE NAVIGATORS dream of a
day of no sextant, no compass, no
Greenwich time, no lines of position, no
pressure-pattern or assorted other charts and
computers, no mathematics, and no time out at
the plotting board. Commerical airline operators
dream of a day of no navigators.
They await the perfection of some sort of
completely automatic direct-reading indicator of
219
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Many promising and glamorous radio aids for and air-speed readings, since compass variations,
navigation have been developed or proposed for wind speed, wind direction, and other trouble
short- or medium-distance applications ; radar some factors must be both determined and taken
techniques are often employed. The very long into account.
Besides, for reliability, it is fundamentally
distance or transoceanic air navigational prob
lem appears to be a knottier one. Appreciating desirable that a navigational system should
the technical difficulties, if not sheer impossibil place no dependence on unbroken continuity of
ity, such an instrument as pictured in Fig. 1 can
now be called only an "artist's conception," a
fantasy. But men have dreamed before, as of
talking over wires, flying through the air, and
using atomic energy.
\Vith the relaxation of wartime restrictions, a
number of new types of navigational aids have
been disclosed, their principles no longer dis
simulated by the military code names under
which they masqueraded. The time is, therefore,
opportune for making a general survey and classi
fication of radio aids to navigation to see what
they might contribute toward the "impossible,"
yet eagerly awaited, ideal system.
Fig. 1 -An ideal indicator for navigation.

1 . 1 D EAD RECKONING VERSUS RADIO METHODS
Devices like the so-called air-position indica
tors (API) or ground-position indicators (GPI)
should be mentioned at the outset. They are in
various stages of development ; their indicators
in fact resemble that of Fig. 1 quite closely.
These are essentially dead-reckoning devices
which attempt to indicate present position by
computing the net direction and distance made
good from some known past position of the craft.
They are analogues of the "dead-reckoning
tracers" sometimes used on surface ships, in
which the track of the ship is mechanically
plotted on a map by taking continuous account
of the direction of the ship's heading as indicated
by a compass, and the distance or speed of
travel as indicated by the revolutions of the
propeller.
The basic difficulty with such methods is that
a ship or airplane is moving through a medium
the sea or the atmosphere-which is itself moving
with respect to the earth� That movement of
ocean current or wind drift is erratic in speed and
direction, and its measurement by an observer
immersed in the very medium is quite a feat.
Inherently difficult problems arise in the accurate
and continuous determination of true direction
and distance from compass, time, acceleration,

all past readings, even if all the factors were ca
pable of being measured accurately. One should
rather be able .to make an independent or fresh
position determination at any time instantane
ously, or nearly so, "starting from scratch" so
to speak. Indeed, reliability, independence, and
capability of covering all traveled areas at all
times are basic requirements for an ideal naviga
tional .system, for which mere convenience should
be sacrificed, if necessary.
Radio waves travel great distances almost
instantly ; the idea of using radio for giving
navigational guidance quickly and freshly oc
curred to people only shortly after radio proved
useful for communication purposes. Many and
various, even confusing, are the radio naviga
tional schemes and their names. To evaluate
them intelligently, one should have in mind a
clear classification of their principles and their
inherent capabilities and drawhacks ; very often
the differences between systems are merely in
details that may be changed. Fundamental
principles and characteristics are emphasized in
the following description of the four basic types
into which all radio navigational aids may be
classified, even those whose fanciful noms de
guerre may still only be whispered.
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The classification used in this survey and the
order of presentation are to a certain extent
arbitrary for there are various ways of classifying
radio navigational aids, such as by navigational
techniques, electronic techniques, radio-fre-
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quency bands, modulation, etc. No compart
mentation can be absolutely clean-cut. The
simple one used, however, is quite logical and
illuminating, and is a convenient framework for
the survey.

I. Basic Types of Radio Navigational Systems
2. Type A: Directional Receiving Systems

2 . 1 GENERAL PRINCIPLE

A great advantage is that the system always
(in principle at least, neglecting errors) indicates
the direction of the radio waves regardless of the
type of transmitter. Its frequency, modulation,
directivity, etc. , is practically of no consequence ;
no special transmitting stations need be erected.
A craft equipped with a simple direction finder
can take bearings of any radiotelegraph, radio
telephone, or radio-range station within its
distance and tuning range. Unfortunately, no
direction finder is a completely independent or
self-sufficient navigational aid, as next explained.

These are the oldest radio navigational aids
and probably will always be useful to some ex
tent. Their principle is based on the fact that
certain types of antennas, loops in the simplest
case, receive radio energy strongly or weakly
depending on how they are oriented with respect
to the incoming direction of the radio waves.
Thus, by turning the antenna and observing how
the received signal strength varies, the direction
from which a radio ray from a distant transmitter
2.2 AIRBORNE DIRECTION FINDING
strikes the antenna may be determined.
Many aircraft and most surface craft carry
Fig. 2 illustrates how a direction-finder reading
direction finders (DF) working on this principle, observed on an airplane reveals the direction of
such as simple radio
compasses, aural-null
direction finders, or
TRUE NORTH
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the incoming waves only with respect to the
airplane's fore-and-aft axis, a rather vague
reference except for homing purposes.
Homing makes use of the fact that the radio
ray follows the most direct or shortest path be
tween the transmitter and receiver. This path is
actually the arc of a great circle on the earth ; for
short distances it is practically a straight line.
Thus the direction finder may be said to "point
toward the transmitting station." A homing
flight, however, making use of this property
alone for guidance, will in general not result in
the airplane actually following such a direct
path. Just as in the case of courses steered by
reference to magnetic compass directions or
bearings, cross winds alter the actual track of the
airplane into something other than a direct
path.1• 2
To determine the true bearing of the radio ray,
that is, its direction with respect to the local
meridian or true north line, the navigator would
have to read, in addition, a magnetic compass
(and correct it for variation and deviation) .
This additional step i s necessary to establish
the observer's latitude-longitude position by
direction-finding methods. Homing ability is
only one item in navigation ; ability to make a
complete "fix" at any time is the basic naviga
tional requirement.
Whether observations are aural, visual, celes
tial, or radio type, a fix is always established by
measurements of distances, directions, or both,
of the observer from other objects whose geo
graphical positions are known. As a surface has
length and breadth, any single observation lo
cates one only partially on it. Knowledge of the
distance from a known landmark means only
that one is somewhere on a circle of that radius
centered about the landmark. Knowledge of the
direction from a known landmark means only
that one is somewhere on a: straight line, or great
circle, drawn at that bearing from the landmark.
A line of these or other shapes, along which an
observer must be definitely located as a result of
a single navigational observation, is called a line
of position (LOP). For a complete location or
fix, one must know the position of a landmark or
1 "Practical Air Navigation, ' ' CAA Bulletin 24, 1945
Edition ; p. 229.
2 Stewart and Pierce, " Marine and Air Navigation,"
Ginn and Company, New York (1944) ; p. 237.

two, make two observations, and draw two lines
of position. The observer's position, or fix, is
then definitely at the intersection (or at one of
the intersections) of the two lines of position.
For short distances, say up to 200 miles or so
where the earth's surface may be considered
plane, this process is. fairly straightforward
using an airborne direction finder and a compass.
Fig. 2 illustrates how one line of position may be
drawn. Note that the direction finder and com
pass combination gives the direction of the trans
mitter as "seen" from the airplane, position
unknown. A direction from an unknown point is
rather vague information. To draw a line of
position, the direction of the airplane from the
position of the transmitter must be known. It is
obvious that if a person on an airplane were to
sight (by eye or by radio) along a straight line to
the transmitting station, then a person at the
transmitter would have to sight exactly back
wards along the same straight line to see the
airplane. And, as assumed in Fig. 2 , if north
(from which bearing angles are measured) at the
receiver is parallel to north at the transmitter,
then the desired line of position bearing is the
exact reverse or reciprocal of the observed bear
ing. By reciprocal angle is meant the original
angle plus 180 degrees.
At longer distances, however, there are com
plications in using airborne direction finders.
The curved shape of the earth must be considered
and some thought given to the precise meaning
of "direction. " Directions or bearings from a
given point are usually specified by the angle
measured, generally clockwise, from the meridian
or true north line at that point. This is because
north (or south) , as determined roughly by a
compass, ultimately by celestial observations, is
the only natural reference direction available
independently everywhere on the earth. Unfor
tunately, as Fig. 3 attempts to show, true north
is not a constant reference direction always
parallel to meridians or north lines at other
places on the earth. Geographical north is a
horizontal direction line on the earth's surface,
and these lines converge toward the poles of the
earth. Especially at high latitudes, the north line
of an observer distant in longitude from a
transmitter, is not parallel to the north line at
the transmitter. The convergence, or amount of
deviation from parallelism of the two meridians,
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could be calculated and allowed for-provided
one knew the precise location of both places. But
in a navigational problem, by definition, the
observer is ignorant of his own position ; that is
just what he wishes to find out.
The direction-finding observer is thus in this
peculiar position : He has measured the arriving
direction, with respect to his own compass north,
of the radio ray that reached him after travel
ing from the transmitter along a direct path, but
that knowledge alone does not tell him the
departing direction, relative to the transmitter's
compass north, at which that same radio ray
left the transmitter. The transmitter emits radio

rays in all possible directions at once ; to plot a
line of position, the observer must be able to
identify that one of them which reached him at
the observed direction-finding angle.
One partial way out is open to the navigator
if he knows his position approximately, as by
dead reckoning. Then by visual estimation or
calculation or by reference to special tables
compiled for just that purpose, he can find out
the convergence between the two meridians in
question. The departing direction of the ray at
the transmitter is then equal to the reciprocal of
the direction-finder bearing of the same ray on
arriving at the airplane, plus now the appropriate
meridian convergence correction. This ray could
then be plotted as a great circle bearing on a
suitable map.
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Apart, however, from the fact that plotting a
great circle on a map is not always easy, there is
an additional complication. The great-circle path
of the radio ray from transmitter to receiver is not
itself the radio line of position corresponding to
the airborne direction-finder observation. Fig. 3
illustrates how a number of radio rays may leave
a transmitter at different bearings, each one
traveling along a different great-circle path, and
yet arrive at a number of different points at the
identical incoming or direction-finding angle.
The curved, non-great-circular line drawn so as
to join these points smoothly is the line of posi
tion that is characteristic of a direction-finding
bearing measured on an airplane. To draw it ac

curately is a complicated process, involving also
knowledge of the geometric properties of the
particular map projection being used.2• 3
At short or medium distances, where airborne
direction finding is chiefly used, the various com
plications may be neglected partially or com
pletely without serious error. Since this survey is
concerned with navigation at all distances, at
least the existence of the complications must be
mentioned. If full understanding is still lacking,
that fact may illustrate the point that navigation
by direction-finding methods is only deceptively
simple, at least at long distances. In any discus
sion of long-range navigational aids, one cannot
escape the three-dimensional problems caused
a

P. 233 of reference

1.

NORTH
I

Fig. 3-Direction-finding complications at long distances. TB,
degrees + meridian convergence correction.

=
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by the sphericity of the earth. One may hope that
four-dimensional space ships and navigational
methods are never invented.
2.3 GROUND DIRECTION FINDING
The situation is improved in some respects if
the airplane transmits to two suitably located
ground receiving stations. In this case, the true
direction of the airplane, as "seen" from each of
two known positions, is measured directly. That
direction, laid out from the meridian at each
ground station, is the radio line of position of the
airplane. It is a great-circle arc and may be
drawn as a straight line on a suitable map, viz. :
on any projection for short distances, on a Lam
bert projection up to moderately long distances,
and on a Gnomonic projection in the general
case. The fix, as created by the intersection of
two great-circle lines of position, might also be
determined without graphical plotting by spher
ical trigonometry or by special devices.
Ground direction finding is frequently used for
locating surface ships by reference to coastal
receiving stations ; it is sometimes, especially in
emergencies, used for locating airplanes. For
military purposes of spotting enemy ships, sub
marines, or airplanes, this method is fine since it
requires no cooperation from the craft other than
the emission of any type of radio signal. The
"Huff-Duff," or high-frequency automatic di
rection finder, developed by Federal, is an ex
ample of this application, bearings being readable
even on the shortest "squirts" of radio energy to
which transmission was purposely limited to
confound conventional, slow-reading direction

ously, compare notes, plot the fix, and then radio
the answer back to the airplane, which by this
time may have moved. This procedure not only
takes time, which is more serious with aircraft
than with ships, but it also forces the navigator
of the craft to depend on second and third
parties, located at other places and less vitally
concerned than is the navigator. This sort of
thing is fundamentally objectionable in any
navigational aid. Also, another return radio link
is involved. Finally, ground direction finding is
extremely "saturable" ; that is, only one airplane
at a time can use the ground stations' facilities.
In summary, direction finding of the airborne or
ground type is not a self-sufficient or independent
navigational aid ; it requires either compass
indications or relaying of information from the
ground.
2.4 DIRECTION FINDING VERSUS RANGE OR
TRACK SYSTEMS

Although

suitably supplemented direction

finding is ultimately capable of giving a fix, that
ability is not the only item in navigation, or the
one wanted most of the time. Especially on long
overseas flights, the pilot is concerned not so
much with where he may be exactly, as with the
constant problem of how. to steer so as to reach
his destination most directly. Steering by only a
compass or radio direction finder leads to trouble
some off-course wanderings caused by variable
wind effects, which mount up on long flights.
The pilot would like a radio navigational aid
which gives him continuous track guidance or a
sort of invisible radio beam to follow. He would
like a single instrument to tell him continuously

finding devices. But this is for special military
purposes ; it is applicable to ground observation
of air traffic, a function important in itself but
not, stric tly speaking, a navigational aid. For
intentional navigational use by the craft itself,
ground direction finding and related methods
(such as ground-based radar) suffer from certain
fundamental drawbacks.
First, the distance range is more limited than
in airborne direction finding because an airplane

if he is on the prescribed flight path, and if not,
whether he should steer left or right to return to
that flight path. Such an instrument could also
be arranged to guide the airplane along the flight
path automatically, in conjunction with an
automatic pilot. The essential thing is that each
radio indication, entirely by itself, should cor
respond to a fixed line of position on the earth.
Such systems, in contrast to directional receiving

cannot carry a very powerful transmitter.

systems, are commonly referred to as radio range

Second, the airplane must first get in radio con
tact with a ground station to request its help ;
this and another suitably located ground station
must take bearings on the airplane simultane-

systems.
There may be some confusion in thetuse of this
term, for one common meaning of range is dis
tance, as in gunnery and radar. It is. true that
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some radio navigational systems are of the pure
The three remammg basic types of radio
distance type, giving circular lines of position, navigational systems are each capable of giving
but, in most radio ranges, the term is used by way range-type service or track guidance ; each has a
of analogy with the marine range principle, by characteristic shape of line of position. Questions
which a pilot can guide his ship along the fixed of omnidirectional service and other features of
straight-line path established by the visual align convenience depend on specific system details.
ment of two distant landmarks. In fact, in such
radio ranges, the line of position is in effect 3. Type B: Absolute-Distance Systems
. delineated by two or more landmarks-antennas 3 . 1 GENERAL PRINCIPLE
in this case-suitably aligned, the "sighting"
The principle is that the distance between an
being done by one of a variety of radio means.
airplane and a remote point is determined by
measuring the time it takes a radio wave to
make a round trip between the two points, one
of them being at a known position on the earth.

ORIGINAL
RADIO RAYS
CIRCULAR LINE OF POSITION
FOR 160- MICROSECOND DELAY
Fig. 4-Absolute-distance principle used in Shoran
system.

Perhaps the most familiar and widespread
example of a radio range or track guidance sys
tem is the four-course aural-type A-N installa
tions operated all over the U.S.A. by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration. A variety of other
radio range schemes exist and give differently
shaped lines of position. An ideal range sytem
should not be limited toaspecificnumberofbeams,4
but rather give omnidirectional service ; that is,
the pilot should have track guidance available
completely around a ground station. Then at all
points he could use intersecting beams or lines
of position from two stations to get a fix when
ever desired. Furthermore, the shape of the
beams should be such as to offer convenient and
direct flight paths between air terminals.
4 In radio range systems, the term "beam" is perhaps
misleading but it is common; it really stands for the
expression "observable radio line of position."

3.2 PULSE METHOD (SHORAN, OBOE)
In Fig. 4, an airplane emits a brief pulse of
radio energy in all directions. Some of this radi
ation hits the known object and causes many re
flected rays to be emitted in all directions from
that point. One of these reflected rays travels
back to the airplane, where it is received. This
all takes a very short, but measurable, time. If
the reflected pulse arrives back, say, 1 60 micro
seconds after th_e original pulse went out, the
one-way passage must have taken 80 micro
seconds. Since radio waves travel at very nearly
186,000 miles per second, or 0. 186 mile per micro
second, by simple arithmetic the distance be
tween the airplane and the reflecting object must
be close to 15 miles.
From this single observation only distance, not
direction, is revealed. Therefore the airplane
must be on a line of position which is a circle 15
miles in radius centered about the plotted posi
tion of the reflecting object. The procedure for
drawing a circular line of position on a map would
depend on the projection used ; special charts
could be drawn up in advance showing numerous
lines of position corresponding to various time
observations. By flying so as to keep a steady
time-delay indication, the pilot could accurately
fly along any desired circular flight path. This
radio beam is a distance type of range, analogous
to piloting by means of an optical (parallax
method) or acoustic (echo method) range or
distance finder on board a surface ship. To get a
fix, the navigator would observe the time delay
from a second reflecting object and note where
the two circular lines of position intersect.
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Shoran, developed by the Radio Corporation
of America, and various types of distance-meas
uring equipments (DME) work essentially on
the principles just described.
Alternatively, the primary transmissions and
the time measurement could take place at a
ground station, the airplane itself, or a responder
beacon on it, serving as the reflecting object.
This is the principle of the British Oboe system.
There enters the problem of relaying the distance
or fix information, determined on the ground,
back to the airplane via another radio link.
Lines of position are still circles centered on the
ground station. Service radius is still limited by
the requirement of reflections (or aided responses)
from the airplane. It might also be noted that
circular flight paths are not especially useful,
except for "orbiting" or "holding" maneuvers
around airports, preparatory to landing. These
methods, however, have proved very useful for
military and other applications demanding great
accuracy in pin-pointing a fix as there are very
accurate timing methods available.
3.3 TIMING PRINCIPLES

Measurement of the microscopic time inter
vals involved is done by special electronic means,
generally in conjunction with a cathode-ray
tube whose screen performs the function of the
dial of a watch. An electric current is caused to
make an electron beam behave like the sweep
second hand of a watch. The position of the
electronic hand or beam can be made visible on
the cathode-ray-tube screen. The hand starts
moving from zero each time the basic pulse
("main bang") goes out, and sweeps along the
time graduations at a uniform rate. Some time
during this sweep, the echo pulse arrives and
illuminates the hand at that instant by causing
a "pip" of light ; the position of this pip against
the scale of uniform time graduations indicates
the time interval, as when using a watch. In
some cases, the electronic watch hand sweeps
around in a circle continuously like an ordinary
watch hand (circular time-base sweep) ; in most
cases the electronic hand moves laterally or
radially outward in a straight line, and at the
end must be very quickly reset to zero as when

one rapidly double-clicks a stop watch to start
the process over again (linear sawtooth time
base sweep) . In each case, the hand must travel
'
at a uniform�speed, �and care must be taken to

ECHO
PULSE

Fig. 5-Principles of two common ways of displaying on
a cathode-ray tube the time interval between pulses.
Graduations may indicate time in microseconds or the
corresponding distance in miles.

have it start from zero each time the main pulse
goes out. The electronic hand moves too rapidly
to allow one to follow its motion directly, there
fore it is kept dark and its momentary position
is made visible only when pulses occur. Each
single pip or visible pulse is too brief to notice,
as in the case of a single frame of a moving
picture film ; and as in moving pictures, repeti
tion, together with persistence of vision, solves
this problem. Two ways of indicating such time
intervals are shown in Fig. 5.
In some cases, controls are provided to move
the echo pip into apparent coincidence with the
main pulse pip, and the time is given by the posi
tion of the control. In certain applications, such
as radio altimeters and distance indicators, the
electronic circuits may be arranged to produce a
direct-reading mechanical meter-type indication,
generally not so accurate. In all cases, the ulti
mate or theoretical limit of accuracy with which
the exact time of occurrence of a pulse can be
determined depends on how short the pulse can
be made. As the minimum length of a pulse is
inherently limited by the bandwidth of the radio
channel, increases in ultimate timing accuracy
for radio distance measurements require wide
channels which are practically available only in
the higher-frequency region of the radio spec
trum.
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3.4 RESPONDER-BEACONS (IFF)

code names, often of a fanciful character, have

ing the range, as natural echoes from airplanes

are quite weak, and for identification purposes.
Identification-of-friend-or-foe (IFF) systems,
used in wartime to identify airplanes spotted as
pips on radar displays, worked on these prin
ciples ; friendly airplanes were provided with
responders which coded their answering pulses
in a prearranged manner.
A single responder-beacon may provide auto
matic answering service for a number of different
interrogators at the same time, but there is a
limit. One factor determining the saturability of
the system is the power capability of the trans
mitter portion of the responder ; if the energy
per response pulse (which affects the range) is
not to fall off, the total number of pulses per
second that the transmitter may radiate is limited
by its rated (average) power output. A second
factor holds true also for systems using natural
echoes ; there is a limit to the number of different
sets of interrogation or response signals that can
exist on a given radio channel without likelihood
of interference, even though each set may be
composed of brief and widely separated pulses.
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3.5 PHASE AND FREQUENCY-MODULATION
METHODS

There must be some provision for distinguish
ing those echoes that are produced by the desired
reflecting object at the known location from the
mass of echoes that are produced by reflecting
objects located at various other points in the
path of the primary. radiation. Where airplane
interrogators are used, the problem may be
solved by installing responder-beacons at the
desired ground locations. These beacons consist
of a receiver-transmitter combination and are
also called transponders and racons. Military
been applied to them. Reception of each inter
rogation signal or pulse automatically triggers
the transmitter into radiating an answering
signal. This answering signal (active response
or artificial echo) is stronger than a passive or
natural echo, so that the range of service is
increased. For positive identification of the dif
ferent responder-beacons, the answering signals
may be coded distinctively or may occur on
different radio channels.
In systems where the primary transmitter or
challenger is located on the ground, responder
beacons on the airplane are valuable for increas

A I D S
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Absolute distance may be determined in other
ways than by using brief pulses ; but in all cases
transmitted and reflected energy must be used
and the observation is fundamentally, if not
directly, a measurement of time.
The transmitter may emit continuous-wave
radio energy. In this case, the difference between
the instantaneous phase of the departing wave
and the phase of the wave arriving back after re
flection is measured. This phase difference de
pends on the total number of wavelengths and
fractions thereof included in the total round-trip
distance ; this in turn depends on the total dis
tance and the known wavelength or frequency of
the radio signals. In all cases of wave motion, the
instantaneous phase changes uniformly by 360
degrees per wavelength as one travels along the
path of the wave. The phase at any one point
also varies with time, according to the radio
frequency rate ; but at all times the difference in
phase between any two points is constant, de
pending only on the distance between the points
in terms of wavelength. Thus measurement of
phase differences may be a convenient and sensi
tive way of determining distance. This principle
is used in one form of the Raydist system.
A related method is to vary the radio frequency
of the outgoing radio waves, usually at a saw
tooth rate, and to compare the instantaneous
difference in frequency between outgoing waves
and reflected incoming waves. This difference
depends on the time of travel of the waves and
is measured by some type of differential fre
quency meter. This principle is used in some
forms of radio altimeters or terrain-clearance in
dicators (TCI).
3.6 RADAR PRINCIPLE (PPI DISPLAY)

Radar is a combination of types but is logi·
cally mentioned
· at this point because one part of
it is always an absolute-distance system, gener
ally of the pulse type. In radar, defined as a
system for "radio direction and ranging," a
complete fix is obtainable by simultaneous deter
mination of a circular line of position from the
absolute-distance system and a radial straight
line of position from the directional system, both
based on the same landmark.
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The principle is illustrated in Fig. 6. The bear
ing or directional line of position is obtained by
the use of directional antennas for receiving or
for transmitting. Actually, most radar systems
use the same antenna for both emitting the
original radio waves and receiving the reflected
, waves. Brief pulses are transmitted along a
sharply defined narrow beam5 instead of in all
directions. The direction of this beam is gradu
ally changed by physical rotation of the antenna,
which is therefore said to scan in all directions.
The echos are displayed pictorially as spots of
light on a cathode-ray-tube screen. Radial dis
tance of the spot of light corresponds to the time
delay or actual distance of the reflecting object.
The direction at which the spot appears corre
sponds to the actual bearing of the antenna at the
instant of echo reception. All distances and direc
tions are with respect to the position of the
antenna installation, which corresponds to the
center of the display. This type of display is a
polar-coordinate plot and is referred to as a
plan-position indicator (PPI).
If the radar set is on the airplane, bearings are
relative to the axis of the airplane and require a
compass correction for absolute or true orienta
tion. On a ground radar installation, the true
bearing of the airplane from the landmark is
indicated directly. This is satisfactory for ground
observation or traffic-control purposes, but if the
ground radar is to constitute a navigational aid,
both the distance and the directional information
must be relayed back to the airplane via another
radio link.
Radar antennas, directional and capable of
rotation, add considerable weight and drag to
airplanes. In any case, they require the use of
rather high-frequency radio waves to avoid ex
treme size. This, in turn, limits the service range
approximately to line-of-sight or horizon dis
tances, even for ground radar. Thus, while
absolute distance and radar systems are spectacu
larly useful for military purposes and appear
promising for ground control of air traffic, as
navigational aids they seem to be restricted to
short- and medium-distance applications.
For military applications, normal (primary
or unassisted) radar is particularly effective be5 In this case, the word "beam" for radio line of position
is used with justification.

cause no cooperation from the airplane is neces
sary. For civil purposes, the performance of
ground radar, in respect to clarity of presentation
and range of service, can be improved by install-

RADIAL LINE OF
POSITION FROM
DIRECTIONAL
SYSTEM

NORTH

l
I

�

'

'

/

ROTATING DIRECTIONAL
ANTENNA FOR
TRANSMITTING AND
RECEIVING
__ ,,,

Fig. 6-Radar principle using plan-position type of
indication.

ing responder-beacons in aircraft. The artificial
responses are stronger than natural echoes and,
if they are on a different radio channel, the radar
receiver can reject all natural echoes and ground
clutter to produce a clear display. The response,
being artificially produced on the airplane, can be
coded to convey information such as the altitude
of the airplane a:nd its identification. Thus,
beacon (secondary or assisted) radar will doubt
less find extensive use in civil air-traffic-control
systems.
4. Type C: Differential-Distance Systems

4. 1 GENERAL PRINCIPLE
In this type of system the difference in distance
between an airplane and two different ground
stations is determined, but again making use of
the known speed of travel of radio waves.
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4.2 PULSE METHOD (LORAN, GEE)
Other basic characteristics include the follow
ing:
Simple nondirectional antennas are used.
Fig. 7 illustrates . the essential principle. Two
Stations
A and B must be separated by a con
ground transmitters, A and B, each emit brief
pulses of radio energy at exactly the same time. siderable distance, up to several hundred miles
To reach an airplane located at X, the signals or the time differences become too small t�
travel along different paths. If the lengths of the measure accurately. Station B must constantly
two paths are different, one pulse is received receive signals from station A for control pur
later than that from the other ground station. poses for the times of emission of signals from
This time difference or delay is a measure of the both stations must be accurately synchronized.
To cover a given area with one family of lines of
difference in path length, or BX minus AX.
In Fig. 7, the 300-microsecond delay observed position, two suitably related ground stations
at the airplane reveals only that distance BX are required and an airplane must be within
minus AX, or distance B Y minus A Y, and so on, reception distance of both stations.
A fix is established by observing the time delay
equals about SS miles. Many different points may
with
respect to another pair of ground stations
correspond to that same time or distance differ
range and noting the intersection of the
within
ence. The exact line of position depends on the
hyperbolic
lines of position. The two pairs
two
time difference and on the location of the two trans
of
stations
may
have one station in common.
mitters, bu t in any case is one of a family of hyper
Special
charts
are
required to facilitate the
bolas (by the geometric definition of such curves)
interpretation
of
time
delays into Jines of position
on a plane surface. The line of position of no
on
a
map.
These
charts
have ordinary latitude
time difference, or of equal path length, to express
and
longitude
lines
plus
the hyperbolic lines
it more generally, is clearly the perpendicular
corresponding
to
various
time delays from a
bisector of the line joining the twoground stations.
number
of
pairs
of
stations
in the area, with al
This is the essential principle of Loran, de
veloped by the Radiation Laboratories at lowance for the curvature of the earth and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technqlogy ; Gee, properties of the map projection all figured in
developed in Britain ; and a number of related advance.
systems, all sometimes
referred to as hyperbolic
systems. Organizations
that have built or are
building Loran equip
ment in the U.S.A. in
clude RC.A., General
Electric, Sperry, Fed
HYPERBOLIC LINE
eral, and others. One
OF POSITION FOR
great advantage of
300 - MICROSECOND TIME
DIFFERENCE
differential- over abso
lute-distance systems
is that there is no
LINE OF POSITION FOR
ZERO TIME DIFFERENCE
SYNCHRONIZING
need for a return signal
SIGNAL
from the airplane. This
increases the practical
service range. More
�
.
B 0'::i:....
over, the system is not
"SLAVE "
'
TRANSMITT
saturable for any num
ber of airplanes can
use the signals simul
taneously. The observations are made di
Fig. 7-Differential-distance principle utilized in Loran system. The transmission
times in microseconds are given for each of the four radio paths shown.
rectly on the airplane.

1
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Although Loran requires no rotating or di
rectional antennas and is thus not restricted to
very-high-frequency line-of-sight applications,
the fact that brief pulses are used places some
restrictions on the operating wavelength and
bandwidth. The wavelengths at which Loran is
usually operated allow service up to about 700
miles by day and about 1400 miles by night,
but, unfortunately, the transmissions are subject
to the ionospheric disturbances that plague all
high-frequency radio signals.
By flying so as to keep a constant time delay,
the pilot can guide his airplane accurately along
any line of position as a track. Hyperbolic lines,
however, are not generally suitable as direct
flight paths. The central or zero-delay line of
position is an exception, being a straight line or
great-circle path. But for this line to pass
through a given air terminal requires siting
ground stations at two additional locations. This
may not always be practicable in remote regions
or at islands in midocean ; and, in any case, none
of the other lines of position "lead home."
Indication of time delay is not automatic but
requires skillful and time-consuming observations
and manipulations of cathode-ray-tube devices.
This, however, is an engineering detail which may
no doubt be improved ; it has certain advantages
in fact in that it provides a visual indication of
the quality of the signals for monitoring purposes.
With all these drawbacks, differential-distance
systems have been put to extensive use for short
and medium-long ranges, especially in military
applications, because of their great accuracy and
reliability up to a certain variable limiting range.
Whether reliable world-wide coverage can be
obtained, either by improving the dependable
distance range or by finding sufficient pairs of
suitable land sites, is a question that has not yet
been answered.

stations emit pure continuous-wave radiations
accurately synchronized in radio-frequency phase.
At any distant point, the diff'erence in phase be
tween the two waves received on an airplane
depends on the difference between the number of
wavelengths, and fractions thereof, in each path.
The lines of position are still hyperbolas and the
system has most of the other basic characteris
tics of Loran, except of course that there are no
inherent limitations on the operating frequency
or bandwidth. Other practical complications do
arise. These involve the question of ambiguities
and the special relations between the radio
channels of a pair of stations.
Differential-distance systems of either the
pulse or the phase type may alternatively work
on the principle of having two separate ground
stations receive signals from the airplane. Lines
of position are still hyperbolas. A link is now re
quired for comparing the time or phase of recep
tion at the two ground stations ; an additional
radio link is needed to relay the information
back to the airplane. Range is limited by the
necessity for an airborne transmitter ; and, like
ground direction finding, the system is saturable.
While perhiJ-ps useful for some special military
applications, as in Micro-H, this method is
clearly unsuitable for a long-range self-sufficient
navigational aid.
5. Type D: Directional Transmitting Sys
tems

5.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLE

Here the fundamental principle is that the
transmitting antenna system has directional
characteristics ; that is, the radio signals trans
mitted in various directions from the station
are different in some measurable respect.
If the transmitter is located at a ground sta
tion, the radio lines of position are fixed straight
lines or great circles radiating from that point.
4.3 PHASE METHOD (DECCA , RAYDIST)
If airborne, type-D transmitters are generally
Differential-distance systems, like absolute limited to radar applications where antennas
distance systems, may employ continuous waves may be small ; range of service is then short so
instead of pulses, with phase comparison instead that meridian convergence is negligible. The
of direct time-delay measurements. This is the lines of position, however, are relative to the
principle of one form of Raydist, an accurate fore-and-aft axis of tqe airplanes as in airborne
system suitable for surveying, and of the Decca direction finding (see Fig. 2) ; but just such rela
system developed in Britain by the company of tive indications are useful in locating nearby
that name. In the latter, master and slave obstacles for anticollision service.
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Antennas are given directional properties by
making them large compared to the wavelength
or by using arrays of antennas suitably spaced
and phased. The principle is the same as in any
wave-interference phenomenon, as occurs also in
optics and acoustics, in which the waves from the
individual sources annul or reinforce each other
depending on how they combine in phase along
different directions.
Radar antennas are a special case in which,
because of the high frequencies used, the antenna
"dish" or array can be very large compared to a
wavelength and yet be small or moderate in
physical size. Such antennas can produce practi
cally one single sharp beam, and the radio line of
position is simply the direction in which the
antenna is pointing. Being small, the antenna
can be physically moved around so as to point
in any desired direction. Service range, however,
is limited to radio line-of-sight.
At lower frequencies, directional effects are
obtained by the use of two or more antennas
separated from a quarter to several wavelengths.
Actual size is large and practically precludes
physical rotation. Sharp beams are not produced
by such systems. At these frequencies, common
examples of directional radiation patterns or
graphs, which indicate the relative signal strength
in various directions, are shapes like the figure
of-eight and the cardioid.
This variation of signal strength cannot, by
itself, be used immediately to indicate direction.
This is because the actual signal strength existing
at a given point depends also on transmitted
power, distance, and propagation conditions,
which factors cannot be expected to remain con
stant. They must be made to cancel out in some
manner so that only the effect of the directional
properties of the transmitting antennas on the
signals remains. A radiation pattern, in fact,
indicates only the relative strength of signals in
different directions if all other factors are as
sumed to be constant. Fortunately these other
factors are constant at a given point for short
time intervals at lea�t.
Therefore in these systems, the transmitter
always emits at least two types of signals, cor
responding to two different directional patterns,
so that regardless of the actual strengths of the
two signals at � given time and distance, their
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relation to each other is constant and depends
only on the bearing of the observer. Both signals
may vary for one reason or another-even re
ceivers vary in sensitivity-but all these vari
ations affect both signals in the same proportion
provided the two types of signals are emitted
simultaneously or in very rapid alternation.
At the frequencies in question, it is impracti
cable to produce different directional patterns by
physical movement of the antennas. Instead,
they are produced by electrical means ; that is,
by switching to different pairs of antennas or by
changing the electrical excitation (current
strength, phasing, or both) of a given set of
antennas. Thus, with physical movement limited
to small electrical control devices, the lobes of
the directional patterns from a fixed antenna
installation may be rotated, shifted, reversed, or
interchanged, and so on, and at a fast rate. As a
result, along each direction two or more signals
of different strength, or other measurable char
acteristics, are repeatedly provided, which the
observer compares and from which comparison
the true radio line of position is determined.
The two or more types of signals, correspond
ing to different directional patterns, must be
distinguishable at the receiver so as to permit
comparisons to be made. For this purpose, the
radio waves corresponding to each directional
pattern are given some characteristic modulation
or other identifying feature, such as tone modula
tions, dot-and-dash code patterns, or certain
sequences or durations of emission. The method
of separating and comparing these signals and of
indicating their relation depends on specific
system details. The comparisons are not always
directly in terms of relative signal strength, but
may be in terms of other characteristics such as
modulation patterns (phase, code sequence)
which, however, depend on the directional
strength patterns. Also, usable signal relations
may exist only along a limited number of direc
tions as in single landing beams and two- or
four-course ranges, or at all bearings as in the
omnidirectional ranges (ODR) .

5.2 LIMITED-COVERAGE RANGES (A-N RANGE,
LANDING BEAM)
The four-course A-N ranges, though consid
ered old-fashioned, are the most extensive radio
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navigational aids at present in the U.S.A. , and
may be considered as a sort of prototype of type
D systems. The indications are aural and the
airplane needs no special equipment other than
a communications radiotelephone receiver and
headset ; but there are disadvantages in that the
indications in such methods are either inexact or
time-consuming.
In the A-N range, two pairs of antennas are
used, each located at opposite corners of a
square. Spaced from a quarter to a half wave
length apart, they are excited so as to produce
two figure-of-eight patterns at right angles. A
dot-dash A code character is emitted on one
pattern and a dash-dot N character on the other
pattern. The two figure-of-eight patterns inter
sect along four bearings or beams where, for
equal power in each radiation, both signals are
equally strong. Actually a continuous tone is
detected since the dot-dash alternations are
suitably interleaved ; this is the aural "on
course" indication of the radio line of position.
Along other directions either the A or the N
code stands out, and indicates on which side .of

fixes by means of intersecting beams from other
stations are only occasionally possible. The four
beams sound alike, so if the pilot is completely
lost, considerable ingenuity and time are re
quired to judge which of the four beams he is
on-if at all possible.
The equisignal intersecting-lobe or lobe
switching principle is a fundamental one, and is
often applied. Landing systems and other two
or four-course range systems use it, even though
the indication of equality or balance may be
presented visually on a meter. In landing sys
tems a single, but very accurate, beam is all that
is desired. For this purpose, larger arrays, in
terms of wavelength, are used to produce sharp
lobes, only one pair of which are used. The
alternating radiations have different audio-fre
quency modulations which can be separated by
filters in the receiver and applied to a zero-center
meter to pull the needle in opposing directions.
The principle is even used in some radar receiv
ing antennas to increase the directional sharpness,
for radar beams have some width ; two intersect
ing lobe patterns, at a slight angle to each other,

the beam the airplane may be. No means is

are produced electrically from one antenna, which

provided to make exact quantitative compari
sons of strength. Thus, only four useful fixed
beams result as will be seen from Fig. 8. Navi
gation along other routes is not provided for;

is accurately lined up by using some sensitive
balance indicator.
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Fig. 8-Principle of the A-N radio range system show
.
ing the two :figure-of-eight patterns alternately radiated
and the four equisignal sectors or beams.

5.3 INTERMEDIATE-COVERAGE RANGES (CONSOL,
SONNE)

Greater coverage of a given area with useful
beams or radio lines of position can be provided
if directions, in general, are quantitatively indi
cated in terms of the measurable ratio of strength
between the alternating signals. Operation is
not restricted then to equisignal directions.
Coverage is still not complete, because some
portions of the lobes are not useful ; at the nulls
or minima, signals are too weak to be heard ; at
the maxima , the variation of strength with di
rection is too gradual to permit accurate deter
minations. If, however, the available lobes from
a given set of antennas are rotated or shifted
enough so as to cover all sectors at one time or
another with useful portions of lobes, continuous
coverage is possible. Complete omnidirectional
service is still not possible by any schemes
using one pair of antennas ; the two angular
sectors along the line joining the antennas turn
out to be "dead zones" in this respect.
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The principles just described are used in the
British Consol system developed from the Ger
man Sonne system. Equipment for an American
form of the system has been built by Federal.
This system is also aural, requiring only a radio
telephone receiver and headset ; great accuracy
is possible because the lobes are narrow ; and
continuous coverage of wide, but not unlimited,
areas is provided. The readings, however, take
considerable time, special reference charts are
required, and there are many ambiguities which
depend on the number of lobes.
Two or three in-line antennas are used, spaced
up to as many as six wavelengths apart, resulting
in many narrow lobes. Successive, intersecting
pairs of lobes are produced by rapidly alternating
reversals of current. For identification purposes
the complementary lobe patterns are radiated
in a sequence of alternating dots and dashes.
At a slower rate, and with the rapid lobe switch
ing meanwhile continuing, the lobes are gradu
ally swept around in bearing by means of gradual,
uniform changes in phasing. The result is that
an observer at a given bearing hears a · peculiar
pattern of dots and dashes. The apparent coding
sequence that is heard depends on the observer's
bearing. He counts the number of dots and the
number of dashes heard during some specified
time interval, consults a special calibration
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main problem is devising a system which is
propagationally (frequency, bandwidth, etc.)
suitable for very long distances and which is
also omnidirectional, direct-reading, and free of
troublesome ambiguities.
One interesting example of a system for that
application, and which serves to illustrate the
general principles of directional transmitting
methods, is the N avaglobe system, 6• 7 now being
developed. This was proposed by Federal at the
national radio navigation conference in Washing
ton in February, 1946.
Three adjacent antennas are used for the
ground station installation. Three is the mini
mum theoretical number of antennas capable of
giving omnidirectional service. The antennas are
spaced triangularly, as shown in Fig. 9, about
0.4 wavelength apart. In turn, each pair of
antennas is equally excited so that in effect three
signals are radiated in rapid succession, over and
over again. The relative strength of each signal
depends on the direction of the receiver from
the array ; this is indicated graphically by the
6 H. Busignies, P. R. Adams, and R. I. Colin, "Aerial
Navigation and Traffic Control with Navaglobe, Navar,
Navaglide, and Navascreen , " Electrical Communication,
v. 23, pp. 1 13-143 ; June, 1946.
1 P. R. Adams apd R . I. Colin, " Navaglobe Long
Range Air Navigation Sye tern . " Pro.;?edings vi the National
Electronics Conference, October 1946.

chart, and reads off his true bearing.

The nature of the radio emission is such that
TRUE NORTH AXIS
0° L INE OF POSITION
the system may operate on any radio frequency,
even very low ; and very narrow bandwidths
RADIAL LINES OF POSITION.
L E
may be used. The ambiguities and the lengthy
����Ng�Hc��s��%1E� t�k�
aural presentation, together with the lack of
AND C .
THREE DIRECTIONAL
complete coverage, are the chief drawbacks.
PATTERNS SUCCESSIVELY

1
•

5.4 OMNIDIRECTIONAL RANGES (NAVAGLOBE,
CAA 0MNIRANGE)
For omnidirectional service, so that beams are
available through all 360 degrees, and so that
fixes by crossed beams are everywhere possible,
more antennas aligned in different directions are
needed. To avoid the need for an excessive
number of antennas, the previously described
principles of lobe sweeping or of non-equisignal
measurements may be used at the same time.
For very long distances, the straight lines of
position of ground-based directional transmitting
systems are desirable, but no entirely suitable
systems of this type have been installed. The

I

RADIATED

°
,0

·

A

TRANSMITTER
( THREE ANTENNA PAIRS )
Fig. 9-Directional transmitting principle on which the
Navaglobe system is based.
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radiation patterns or relative signal-strength
curves shown. Along each straight radial line,
the relative strengths of the three signals received
in rapid succession are constant ; at greater dis
tances all three signals are weaker, but in the
same ratio. The receiving system measures this
relation between signal strengths and translates
it automatically into the setting of a pointer
around a dial calibrated directly in degrees of
azimuth or true bearing.
In common with all ground-based directional
transmitting systems, and in contrast with
both ground or airborne direction-finding sys
tems, the indicated bearing is directly the bear
ing of the observer from the ground station, and
is at the same time observed directly on the
airplane. The radio line of position is that bearing
laid off as a great-circle bearing from the meridian
of the ground station. This is easily plotted on
the Lambert projection, commonly used in
government air navigational maps, as on that
projection great circles may be represented by
straight lines for even moderately long distances.
In any case, a straight line may be drawn on the
Gnomonic projection, which is also furnished
by the government for air navigational purposes.
For a fix, the bearing from another ground station
is observed and the intersection of the two lines
of position is noted. There are also devices which
quickly give the latitude and longitude of a fix
corresponding to two great-circle bearings from
known points without need for maps or calcula
tions. In short, ground-based type-D lines of
position and fixes are as simple and straight
forward as in ground-based direction-finding, yet
they arise from ground transmitters and airplane
observations instead of the reverse.
Furthermore, because the lines of position
are great circles, they are useful direct flight
paths or radio beams for traffic to follow. They
all lead to or from the ground station ; and if
ground stations were located at or near the main
terminals of long-distance air routes, the lines of
position would be direct fixed homing paths.
In addition, as Navaglobe is an omnidirec
tional system, the pilot could select any desired
radial direction as a flight path ; and could use
crossed lines of position for a complete fix at
any place as long as he is within range of two
stations. Moreover, since the Navaglobe indica
tor is a direct-reading pointer type, the pilot

could easily "keep on the beam" by setting an
index mark along the dial at any desired bearing
and steering so as to keep the pointer aligned with
the index. A differential left-right meter might
be added to give him corrective steering direc
tions still more conveniently, or to guide an
automatic pilot.
The nature of the system is such that the
operating wavelength may be of any value, even
very long. This is because the emissions may be
very slowly modulated continuous waves with
their attendant extremely narrow bandwidths.
The Civil Aeronautics Administration has de
veloped an omnidirectional visual radio range sys
tem, which is intended eventually to replace the
four-course aural A-N ranges for medium-distance
overland navigation. This new system uses
higher radio frequencies than does the old aural
system, partly because its modulation features
appear to require it. The antenna array, incident
ally, is smaller.
This omnidirectional range uses five antennas,
four being spaced at the corners of a square, and
one at the center. The effect of almost uniform
circular rotation of lobes is obtained electrically
by the rotation of small control devices or
goniometers instead of by movement of the
antennas. Suitable excitation of each pair of
antennas at diagonally opposite corners of the
square, in conjunction with the central antenna,
produces a cardioid or heart-shaped directional
pattern. By a scheme of modulation which fades
the four cardioid patterns in and out properly at
a slow audio-frequency rate, the effect is similar
to that of a cardioid directional pattern rotating
uniformly. The resulting signal heard at a dis
tance is a wave which has a corresponding audio
frequency modulation imposed on it, but the
phase of this modulation depends directly on the
bearing of the observer. An additional audio
frequency modulation is imposed on the radiation
through the central antenna, at the same rate ;
but this signal is nondirectional and has the same
phase at all bearings. This serves as a reference
signal.
The receiver on the airplane has automatic
means for separating the two modulations and
indicating the phase difference directly on a
meter, in terms of true bearing. There are no
ambiguities since the antenna produces a car
dioid, or single-lobed pattern. One degree of
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phase difference corresponds, almost exactly, to tion-finding systems have the same ambiguity,
one degree of bearing change. As there are no for the same reason. In direction-finding systems,
large moving parts in the transmitting system, however, it is possible to "resolve" the ambiguity
the rotation rate can be fairly high and the read by the use of an additional omnidirectional or
ing time of the indicator correspondingly short. sense antenna, properly connected, which pro
The system has all the features of observational duces a single-lobed directional pattern, the
convenience described under Navaglobe ; one familiar cardioid.
basic difference is that its system of modulation
In either case, however, there is no ambiguity
is more complicated and requires, in present in line of position. To illustrate, a line of position
form, wide bandwidths and high frequencies. of bearing 60 degrees is the exact backward
Thus, while it is propagationally suitable for prolongation of the line of position of bearing 60
medium distances, its suitability for very long degrees plus 180 degrees or 240 degrees. Both
ranges appears unsettled ; development work, bearings result in the same straight line. Thus
however, is being done on a low-frequency de two bearings, each with a possible 1 80-degree
sign of this system.
ambiguity, can result in no more than two
straight lines ; and two straight lines can inter
sect at only one point. Therefore, there is also
6. Ambiguities
no ambiguity in the fix, except for the antip
6.1 GENERAL NATURE
odal ambiguity caused by the fact that the lines
An ambiguity exists when a single navigational are actually great circles.
Other systems of type D may have ambiguities
observation corresponds to two or more lines of
position. Thus two observations may result in a in bearings by amounts other than 180 degrees,
fourfold or greater ambiguity of the fix. Ambigu in which case there are necessarily ambiguities in
ities exist even in celestial navigation, as in the lines of position and fixes. This, in general, re
most common method (Sumner lines of position sults from radiation patterns with many lobes,
by means of zenith distances) wherein two circles close together. Such systems, on the other hand,
of position intersect at two points. It might al are inherently capable of better qccuracy; that
most be said, in general, that all fixes are subject is, there may be a greater, more accurately meas
to an ambiguity caused by the fact that so-called urable difference between the radio indications
straight lines of position are really great circles corresponding to lines of position that are close
on the earth, and two great circles intersect at together. The reason for this is that with many
diametrically opposite points on the earth. A lobes, the lobes are narrower or sharper, the
navigator, however, is not generally lost to the signal strength varying more rapidly for a given
extent that he is ignorant of which hemisphere change in direction. Wider spacing of the indivi
dual antennas in terms of wavelengths, or in
he is in.
creased
number of antennas, causes this situa
It is possible, on the other hand, for the
tion.
In
any case, it is the number of lobes that
alternate lines of position or fixes to be so re
are
physically
indistinguishable from each other
lated as to cause troublesome ambiguity even to
by
the
means
provided in the system, which
good navigators ; this may be a major factor
determines
the
number
of ambiguities.
when appraising some radio navigational sys
In
the
A-N
type
aural
range, for example,
tems. Characteristic types of ambiguities occur
there
are
four
lobes,
created
by the two inter
in each type of system.
secting figure-of-eight patterns. The pilot can
only distinguish, directly, the fact th(lt he is on
6.2 DIRECTIONAL SYSTEMS (TYPES A AND D)
one of four possible equisignal intersections or
In these systems, ambiguities depend on how radio beams. If he is completely lost and wishes
many lobes there are in the directional patterns. to determine just which one he is on, rather in
The Navaglobe pattern, for example (Fig. 9) , volved mental (and aerial) gymnastics are
has two diametrically opposite lobes per antenna required, 8 and are then not foolproof.
and there is an ambiguity in indicated bearing
of e?'actly 1 80 degrees. Simple loop-type direcs Page 207 of reference 2 .
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The Consol system uses wider spacing of an
tennas, up to six wavelengths, so that there are
many narrow lobes. Accuracy is greater, but the
line of position corresponding to a given observa
tion is ambiguous to a manifold degree, for it
may occupy similar positions along some of the
other lobes.
The Civil Aeronautics Administration omni
directional range is unambiguous because the an
tenna pattern is essentially a broad but single
lobed cardioid figure, as in direction-finding
systems using a loop plus a sense antenna.
In directional transmitting systems of the
radar type, great accuracy can be obtained with
out ambiguity by using antennas very large
compared to the operating wavelength, so that a
single very narrow lobe is produced. The range
is limited to radio line-of-sight distances ; and
since only one lobe is produced, its movement
to cover all areas must result from physical
rotation of the antenna. In practice, this physical
rotation cannot be very fast ; not nearly so fast as
with the purely electrical scanning described
under longer-wave type-D omnidirectional sys
tems. Also, increased radar-beam sharpness
brings in other complications, involving practical
limitations on pulse-repetition rate, transmitter
power, and scanning rate.
If a set of observations corresponds to several
possible fixes, the ambiguity may be resolved if,
by some alternative means, one can determine
his position with sufficient accuracy to judge that
all but one of the fix locations is out of the ques
tion. The alternative means may be dead reckon
ing, rough celestial observations, or alternative
radio aids. Or one might have avoided the
ambiguity by having made observations continu
ously from some known point, and having kept
track of them so as to be sure that one has not
"slipped a whole cog" (lobe) en route. But if any
such procedures are absolutely necessary, the
navigational aid, whatever its other advantages
may be, cannot be called an independent or self
sufficient system, one that requires no previous
knowledge of position.
6.3 PULSE-DISTANCE SYSTEMS (TYJ;'ES B AND C)
In pulse-type absolute-distance or differential
distance systems, there is also a connection be-

tween the limiting accuracy of the system and the
existence of ambiguities. The accuracy with
which the time interval between two events can
be measured depends on the speed of the time
sweep. Though the time intervals are microscopic
and the measurements are performed electron
ically on a cathode-ray tube, the principle is
entirely analogous to using a sweep second hand
of a stop watch.
A fast time sweep "stretches out the time,"
and is analogous to measuring the time between
two swings of a pendulum by means of a watch
hand that turns at a rate of 10 times per second.
A slow time sweep "compresses the time" and is
analogous to measuring the same time interval
with a watch hand that creeps around the dial
at a rate of once per hour. In the latter case, only
a very rough measurement could be made of a

brief time interval.
In pulsed radio systems, the basic pulses occur
repeatedly at some fixed pulse-recurrence fre
quency (PRF) ; the time sweep or electronic
stop-watch hand is reset to zero and started
moving each time the basic pulse occurs. But one
basic pulse must not follow the previous one
until a sufficient interval has elapsed to allow
the delayed or echo pulse to arrive. If this safety
precaution is not followed, the delayed or echo
pulse might not arrive until after the "second or
third time around" of the watch hand ; one could
not be sure which. Thus the indicated time
interval would be ambiguous to the extent of
some integral number of whole time sweeps, or
pulse-recurrence-frequency intervals. The situa
tion is quite analogous to timing an interval
with a stop watch that has a sweep second hand
but no hand for recording whole minutes.
To avoid such possible ambiguities, the pulse
recurrence-frequency and, accordingly, the time
sweep speed, must be decreased to an amount
depending on the longest delays or distances ex
pected to occur in the radio distance-measuring
system. But slowing the time sweep decreases
the accuracy of time measurement as previously
explained.
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6.4 PHASE-DISTANCE SYSTEMS (TYPES B AND C)
In absolute-distance or differential-distance
systems using phase comparison of continuous
waves, the same general connection between ac
curacy and ambiguity holds true. At an operating
frequency of 100 kilocycles per second a wave
length is about 10,000 feet ; a phase difference of
as much as 10 degrees, for example, corresponds
to only 280 feet. At 1000 megacycles, a wave
length is about 1 2 inches ; 10 degrees of phase
difference correspond to a mere 7€ inch. As either
round trips or differential trips are actually con
cerned, the difference in a line of position cor
responding to 10 degrees phase difference may
be half that just quoted; Thus, by choosing a
suitable radio frequency, the phase method of
measuring distances (as in Decca, Raydist, and
related methods) can, in principle, be made very
accurate. In the Raydist system, a phase type of
absolute or hyperbolic system using heterodyne
methods for increased precision of measurement,
an accuracy of 1 inch to the mile is claimed.
The trouble, however, is that phase character
istics repeat themselves in cycles of 360 degrees
per wavelength. A phase difference of 10 degrees
is indistinguishable from one of 10 plus 360 or
370 degrees ; and so on. Thus, the phase-measur
ing device or distance indicator shows phase
differences from zero to 360 degrees only without
revealing the total number of whole cycles or
wavelengths involved. It is like having a very
accurate vernier or micrometer scale without a
main or coarse scale ; or like trying to measure a
long distance with a tape that is graduated in
sixteenths of an inch but has no whole inch or
foot figures printed on it.
One way out of this manifold ambiguity prob
lem is to use a recording or cumulative type of
phase meter, the instantaneous indication of
which at any time is actually the algebraic sum
of all phase changes occurring since a particular
setting was made at the start of the trip, or at
some other known point. This method is espe
cially feasible if the navigational system is of
such a type that the indications are given by a
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direct-reading mechanical meter. The Decca, a
phase type of differential-distance system, uses
this idea.
This scheme, however, has the fundamental
drawback, for any navigational aid, of depend
ence on unbroken continuity and unfailing ac
curacy of all past readings. There must be no
interruptions caused by propagation disturb
ances, such as static or severe fading ; by tempor
ary malfunctioning of transmitting or receiving
equipment, such as blown fuses ; or by human
errors such as pulling a wrong switch.
Furthermore, one could not risk tuning out a
station or pair of stations temporarily to get a
fix by tuning to another station for an intersect
ing line of position. The airplane would have to
carry two or more receivers and indicators for
reading two lines of position continuously and
concurrently for fix purposes. Navigation on a
long trip could not be by piecemeal guidance
from a succession of different stations of limited
range along the route, as this would also require
interruptions. A given ground station, or pair of
stations, would have to be sufficiently powerful
to serve an airplane at all points during its flight.
Or, as described in connection with ambiguities
in other systems, the difficulties might be re
solved by dead reckoning or other alternative
means of location having requisite precision. One
might use direction-finder bearings on the system
stations or on any radio stations within range,
for a fix sufficiently accurate for resolving the
ambiguities. Direction finding may perhaps al
ways be useful as an adjunct to other types of
radio navigational aids, for rough checks, ambigu
ity resolution, emergencies, or other auxiliary
purposes ; but no navigational method which
absolutely requires direction finding or other
schemes to resolve ambiguities can be called an
independent or a self-sufficient system. A naviga
tional aid should be capable of giving a fix at
any time "from scratch" no matter how lost the
navigator may be, how careless he may have been
at a past tim�, or what temporary interruptions
may have occurred in the past.
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II. Air Navigational Applications
7. General Navigational Requirements

7.1 TYPES OF INFORMATION
Navigation means to conduct a ship or air
plane to its destination via a desired route. For
the fullest and most convenient solution of the
problems occurring in navigation, the navigator
should have available :
A. Knowledge of his absolute position, in terms of latitude
and longitude, bearing and distance, or any other inter
section of lines of position. Aural, visual, celestial, and
radio means are at hand.
B. Knowledge of altitude above the earth. As flight is
three dimensional, this item is necessary for a really com
plete fix. Barometric and radio means are available. A
surface ship would like to know the depth of the water
below it, for which purpose sonic devices, the acoustic
analogues of radio altimetern, are available.
C. Knowledge of his position relative to a prescribed flight
path or intended track. One can use any line of position,
whether established by visual, celestial, or radio observa
tions, as a flight path, but directly indicated radio flight
paths are most convenient.
D. Knowledge of the true heading of the airplane. A
compass is necessary for this, radio means being at present
insufficient, except possibly in a round-about manner, using

a certain disposition of direction-finding beacons. A di
rection-finding transmitter at the north pole is one the
oretical solution.

Knowledge of time. A fixed time reference is provided
by a watch which may be corrected periodically by radio
time signals which are related to Greenwich time.

E.

F. Knowledge of speed. True ground speed may be deter
mined if (A ) and (E) are always available, but no single
instantaneously reading instrument is available for this
purpose. Certain approaches, however, are possible, as by
using rate meters on a radio distance indicator, or by
using the Doppler effect.
G. Knowledge of the presence and location of other
moving (i.e. non-charted) objects nearby. Radar is the
indicated radiO aid for this anticollision service. Knowledge
of weather conditions ahead might be construed as falling
within this requirement. Weather conditions may be
reported verbally by radio. from ground stations ; or anti
collision type radar might even be used to give direct
warning of certain types of weather conditions immediately
ahead.

It is seen that radio, or electrical devices in
general, are capable of providing the chief items
of navigational information, at least in principle.
At present, however, not all such devices have
been developed to the requisite degree of ac
curacy, reliability, range; convenience, or practi
cability.
7.2 RELIABILITY
Reliability, in a radio navigational system, has
two aspects. First, .since transmission over dis
tances is concerned, there is the matter of propa
gational reliability. The signals must come in at
all times and over all specified service areas with
sufficient strength to override interference and
noise. Propagational reliability is a problem
around which the general features of a system
must be designed at the outset. It involves
matters such as distance coverage, frequency,

Photograph courtesy of Weston Electrical
Instrument Corporation.

Modem type of cross-pointer meter or deviation - indi
cator. Vertical and horizontal pointers, respectively, give
left-right and up-down directions to the pilot for following
a localizer (or radio range) and glide path. The small ftags
marked "Off" are hidden from view in normal operation ;
their appearance is a warning of lack of signals or other
malfunctioning of the system. The marker-beacon lamp is
located at the lower left comer of the instrument.

bandwidth, polarization, static, transmitter
power, receiver sensitivity, interference, and
ionospheric effects, and is an especially import
ant problem in the long-range navigational case.
The second aspect of reliability is the con
ventional one that enters whenever life and
limb have to depend on electrical or mechanical
devices. In the case of airplanes, even more so
than in the case of sea or land carriers, which
can stop and wait things out if they are totally
lost, extremely high standards of reliability are
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required. Meeting these standards is especially
difficult because of the size, weight, power, and
drag limitations for airborne equipment.
In addition to the insistence on reliability for
any airplane equipments, another safety feature
has come to be universally demanded for air
borne navigational devices. That is the provision
for automatic indication of failure. It is recog
nized that no device can be 100-percent reliable
forever ; tubes may blow or wires may break in
the face of the most rigid manufacturing and
preflight tests. As a result of such a failure in a
navigational device, a navigator may be totally
lost. But bad as that may be, one thing that is
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definitely worse is if the navigator does not
know it and trusts the equipment, flying on
blindly in his happy ignorance. If, at least, he is
apprised of the fact that the device is out of
order, he may be able to repair the defective
part, radio for help, or use other means of
navigation.
In this connection, there are two points of
interest. The first is that those navigational
systems that give visible indications on a cathode
ray tube have a certain advantage. They may
be more bulky, more tiring to read for long
times, and require time-consuming manipula
tions before a reading is made ; but on the other.
hand they allow visual monitoring of the actual
Pilot's compartm�nt of a Douglas DC-6 airl�er. �
.
.
important group of mstruments supplies navigational �
quality of the incoming signals. This tells a great
formation and includes altimeters, compasses, and radio
deal about the propagation aspect of reliability
range and landing indicators. Standardization of appear
ance and placement of the newer radio navigational indi
and
something about the electromechanical
cators for safest and most effective use is an important
functioning,
but it is not a cure-all.
subject being studied by various coordinating committees.
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The second point is that emergencies will
always occur and preparations must be made
for them. Thus, it is highly advisable for airplanes
to have alternative navigational aids, even if
less accurate or convenient. A sextant can al
ways be carried, of course ; a direction-finding
receiver or attachment, as an alternative radio
aid, appears to be highly advantageous also.
In some systems-as in most directional trans
mitting (type-D) systems-a direction-finding
attachment could be provided to work off the
same receiver and the same ground stations, with
no extra ground station equipment and insignifi
cant extra airplane equipment. In any case, in
emergencies a direction finder can be used with a
communications receiver to take bearings on any
stations within range, such as broadcasting,
radiotelegraph, or surface-ship installations.
Reliability is not to be confused with accuracy.
The closeness with which a navigator can pin
point his location on the earth is one thing. It
may be within ten feet or within ten miles de
pending on the system. High reliability means
that whatever the limits of error are, they are
known in advance and will not be exceeded.
What limits of error might be desirable, or
sufficient, depend on circumstances.
7.3 ACCURACY
One might first demand 100-percent accuracy
for a radio navigational aid ; but this might be
obtained only at the expense of a number of
other factors of importance. Fortunately, some
thing less than 100-percent accuracy may be all
that is absolutely necessary, so that in practice
some sort of cm::promise between the various
factors is sought.
A fundamental law is that the total amount of
information that can be transmitted by a radio
system per unit time depends on the total amount
of radio channel space or bandwidth used. This
is a law of far-reaching implications in communi
cations work, instances of it being familiar to all
radio engineers. It is of equal fundamental im
portance in radio navigational aids, although in
this case the amount of information required per
unit of time is much less.
Total information per unit of time is a product
compounded of such terms as amount of in
formation given out in each direction, area of

service, accuracy of information, freedom from
ambiguities, quickness of indication, and con
venience of presentation. Engineers can improve
one or another of these factors by good design,
but the;e comes a limit, depending on the band
width, beyond which an improvement in one
factor is at the expense of deterioration of an
other. And the supply of available bandwidth is
limited since it must be shared by many users
without mutual interference.
The physical relation between two of these
factors, accuracy and ambiguity, has already
been described. Some proposals suggest getting
around this complication by providing, in es
sence, two systems side by side : one a coarse
system, good enough for quick work and for
resolving ambiguities ; the other a very accurate
or fine system. Similarly, some proposals for
improving the coverage of an essentially non
omnidirectional system entail construction of
two installations, suitably oriented to fill in each
others' gaps.
Such solutions involve increase in the total
bandwidth used, of course, but may be valid
solutions since the accuracy-ambiguity relation is
one of the most troublesome among the factors
mentioned. But for a practical single system,
using a bandwidth dictated by other considera
tions (propagational, legal, etc.) , one must decide
which of the two properties is more important,
razor-sharp accuracy or complete lack of am
biguities ; or else make a reasonable compromise.
For certain special military applications, which
like atomic bombs one hopes may never be used,
pin-point accuracy may be essential. Everyday
civil air navigation is something else.
The type of mental gymnastics required to
unravel complex ambiguities might intrigue a
professor of logic, a cross-word-puzzle expert,
or other "armchair navigator." The crew of a
big airliner completely lost at sea, with time and
fuel fast running out, might favor a navigational
device that tells them directly and positively
that they are somewhere within a circle 10 miles
around Bermuda, rather than a device that tells
them they are exactly 12.863 miles due east of
Bermuda, but possibly also 104.394 miles due
south of Halifax or 0.875 mile due west of the
Empire State Building.
The distance that an airplane may be off
course without serious danger or inconvenience,
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the time allowable for making readings and
playing around with ambiguities, and the likeli-·
hood that the airplane may at all cross zones of
ambiguity, depend on the exact purpose of the
radio navigational aid.
In landing systems, for example, the need for
precision is greatest ; being "off" by 100 feet,
even less, might well be fatal. Also time is short so
that indications must be very quick and direct.
A complete fix dare not be given by methods re
quiring successive tuning to different stations
and reading different instruments ; all the nec
'
essary information must be given concurrently.
On the other hand, omnidirectional or wide
coverage is not necessary ; is not even desired.
The pilot is supposed to keep on one unidirec
tional beam, once he gets started on it ; thus he
runs little risk of being so far off as to "slip a
cog" or end up on a wrong line of position even
if ambiguous lines were around somewhere.
To get him safely started on the correct beam
while far out, other navigational aids that are
less accurate but give wider coverage and less
ambiguity are depended on, after which the air
plane keeps strictly on the one landing beam. In
short, in landing systems the highest precision is
necessary; but is feasible because the airplane's
route is such as to avoid situations where
ambiguities are significant.
In cross-country medium-distance nagivation,
on the other hand, provision should be made for
omnidirectional lines of position and fixes. As
the pilot cannot fly a whole trip by sticking to
one beam, and may have to tune to different
stations for a fix, ambiguities do have to be con
sidered. By the time the pilot has tuned back to
the original station, after getting an intersecting
line of position from a second station, he may
have "slipped a cog" or moved across one or
more zones of ambiguity, such as lobes, wave
lengths, pulse-recurrence intervals, etc., without
knowing it. Therefore, ambiguous zones should
at least be a certain distance apart, depending on
the speed of flight and on the reading time of the
navigational aid. In short, in overland ranges,
ambiguities should be totally absent or at least
fairly wide apart, which is feasible as the need
for precision is not extreme. The navigational
facilities need only enough accuracy to guide
airplanes into airport areas and to landing beams
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far out from the airport where they are wide, and
to segregate traffic safely into lanes perhaps 500
or 1000 feet apart. For this application, there are
possibilities of using radar-type systems which
give the requisite accuracy and yet are omni
directional, free of ambiguities; and sufficiently
quick-reading.
In very-long-distance transoceanic service,
traffic is less dense and there is more room and
time available, so that ambiguities or slower
reading times could be tolerated to increase
accuracy. In this connection, it is to be noted
that the total b andwid th limitation for the long
distance case is more stringent than for the short
or medium cases because of propagational re
quirements ; very great accuracy could not be
obtained without excessive deterioration of other
desirable factors. Great accuracy, fortunately,
is least necessary in the long-distance navigation
case. All that is necessary is the ability to follow
a definite flight path at midsea with a precision
of, say, 10 to 20 miles ; and the ability to make a
fix within about the same distance to initiate a
"square search" for disabled craft in emergencies.
In directional-type systems, this prec1s1on
amounts to an angular precision of approximately
one-half to one degree, at a maximum range of
1500 miles. For the same angular precision, the
lateral distance accuracy increases proportion
ately as the ground station is approached ; thus
the beam, even though it may be fairly wide far
out, brings the airplane using it for track guid
ance close in to the ground station, like a funnel.
In any long-range navigational aid, relatively
poor accuracy is permissible at midsea , where
most of the time exact knowledge of position is
merely of academic interest ; closer in, however,
the precision shQuld at least permit a reasonably
close landfall or permit the airplane to strike
somewhere within the service area of a more
accurate medium-range radio navigational facil
ity, extending say 100 miles offshore, which can
guide it to a specific airport or radio landing
beam.
In short, for the very-long-distance case, the
total bandwidth limitation is severest so that all
factors must suffer ; but fair amounts of ambigu
ity and inaccuracy can be tolerated in practice.
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7 .4 PRESENTATION
The way in which the navigational indications
are presented is not of basic importance, com
pared to reliability and accuracy, but it is some
thing that interests the navigator ; or would
especially interest the second pilot, radio oper
ator, or flight engineer, in the event that navi
gators are dispensed with even on long-distance
flights. It is more important on aircraft than on
surface ships because airplanes do not have the
time and space facilities for long drawn-out ob
servations and calculations; that indeed is one
of the reasons why radio navigational aids are
at all favored over celestial navigation, even when
visibility conditions are good.
Automatic direct indications, requiring noth
ing other than pushing a button to receive a
desired ground station, are of course ideal.
Meter or dial indications are direct ; radar plan-

pos1t10n displays are direct and even pictorial.
At present, cathode-ray screens are not quite
bright enough for viewing in a daylight-illumin
ated cockpit ; but this may be remedied in time.
Cathode-ray screens are more tiring on the eyes
of observers than are meters, especially when
protracted observations are necessary. Cathode
ray tube indicators, especially of the radar plan
position type, are at present rather bulky pieces
of equipment for a cockpit. It is conceivable that
graphic automatic position plotters, simulating
a plan-position · display but more suitable for
daylight viewing, could be provided, if desirable,
with meter-type indications. For this, two lines
of position would have to be indicated concur
rently.
Certain types of cathode-ray indicators, such
as used in pulse-timing systems, require con
siderable time before a reading can be made, but
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ca�or s creex;i showing combined normal-radar and assisted-radar displays. Range circles
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•
e pip at top is beacon response from an airplane. Prominent pips at lower right are natural
ec oes from structures on t e ground. Other illumination is due to ground clutter, permanent echoes, and random noise
With the natural-radar receiver off, the screen becomes completely dark except for the bright airplane beacon response
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have the advantage, already mentioned, that
the quality of the signals is visually apparent at
all times. Meter indicators are quickly read, but
must always be provided with an automatic
warning feature to show that the meter and
everything behind it is in working order. Meters
also have the advantage that the mechanical
motion of the pointer can more feasibly be trans
mitted to operate an automatic pilot, if desired.
Aural indications have the great advantage of
not requiring special indicating equipment, the
airplane's regular radiotelephone receiver being
used and, incidentally, providing continuous
monitoring of the quality of the signals. This
may be an advantage for pilots of small private
airplanes ; but aural indicating systems appear
to be on their way out. The indications are
tiring, and are either quite approximate or time
consummg.
The necessity for quick, convenient, and direct
indications depends on the particular purpose of
the system, being, as already described, most
pronounced in landing systems and least urgent,
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though still desirable, in long-distance naviga
tional aids. It should be remembered, moreover,
that other things being equal, the simpler the
type of presentation and the simpler the skills
required in making various receiver and indicator
adjustments, the less likely are ordinary human
errors and careless mistakes.
7.5 INDEPENDENCE
Self-sufficiency or independence has been
stressed as a fundamental requirement for radio
navigational aids, regardless of type of service.
This means that there is no need for reading

any additional instrument, like a compass, to
determine a line of position or a fix ; anq that the
indications are given directly on the airplane,
instead of occurring on the ground for a second
party to relay to the airplane.
Table I shows how each of the four basic
types of radio navigational aids compare on this
requirement. In each type, two possible de
signs have been separately considered : a design
in which the basic or primary transmitter is

TABLE I

CHECK-LIST OF BASIC RADIO NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEMS
Bearing Systems

Distance Systems

Basic Type of System
Directional Receiving

Directional Transmitting

Ground

Primary Transmitter Located on

Ground

Plane

Examples

Radio
Compass,
Aural and
Automatic
Visual
Direction
Finders

Ground
Direction
Finder,
Huff-Duff

Independent of Plane's Compass

No

Yes

Yes

Original Observations on Plane

Yes

No

SYSTEM MAY BE SELF-SUFFICIENT

No

No

Plane

Absolute Distance

Differential Distance

Ground

Plane

Ground

Plane

Oboe

DME,
Shoran,
Distance
Part of
Airborne
Radar

Gee, Loran,
Decca,
Popi

Micro-H

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

YES

No

No

YES

YES

CAA
Ranges,
Directional
Consol,
Part of
Sonne,
Airborne
Navaglobe.
Radar
Rotating
Beacon

··- ----

Yes

--- ---- ----

No

---

No

Number of Radio Links Required for Establishing One Line of Position Including Links for Speech, Synchronization,
Natural Echoes, and Active Response
Ground Station to Plane
Ground Station to Ground Station
Plane to Ground Station
Total Number of Links Required

SUITABLE FOR LONG RANGE AS No
EMISSION REQUIRED FROM PLANE
YES ON BOTH COUNTS

1
0
0

1
0
1

1
0
0

1
0
1

2
0
1

1
0
1

1

2

1

2

3

2

YES

No

YES

No

No

No

--- ----

v
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1
0

1
1
2

3

4

YES

No

---- ----
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Radio altimeter measures absolute height of the airplane_ by timing echo signals reflected from the terrain below.

airborne, and another in which that transmitter
is on the ground.
From the first half of Table I, it is seen that
systems of only the following types are funda
mentally capable of being independent : ground
based directional transmitting, ground-based
differential distance, and airplane-based absolute
distance.
It appears, incidentally, that an airborne radar
installation cannot be a completely independent
navigational aid. The absolute-distance part is
self-sufficient, but the directional-transmitting
part gives relative direction, requiring a compass.
A ground radar, considered as a navigational
aid, is also incomplete. The directional part may
or may not be, but the distance indications have
to be relayed back to the airplane.
Even among the three preferred types of
systems, different specific types of radio aids
appear necessary for short-, medium-, and long
range navigation because of the different char
acteristics of various types of radio emissions
and because of the different kinds of practical
problems concerned. For the short-range appli
cations such as landing systems, the chief prob-

lem is the extreme precision of guidance required.
The medium-distance applications for overland
navigation and traffic control present a great
problem in the multiplicity of indications that
must be provided and the large number of air
planes that must be cared for simultaneously.
In the long-range case, traffic density is negligible
and great accuracy is not a primary requirement,
the chief problem being that of providing reliabl�
signals at the large distances involved.
A brief outline of some of these special prob
lems and a discussion of some present and future
solutions follows, all based on the principles
outlined under the four basic types of radio
navigational aids.
8. Short-Range Applications

8.1 RADIO ALTIMETERS (TCI)
Radio methods that are used for measuring
absolute distance (type-B systems, Section 3)
are applicable to making a determination of the
vertical height or altitude of an airplane. As
they indicate the height above the terrain im
mediately below the airplane, not above sea
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level, and without regard to barometric weather
fluctuations, radio altimeters are also called
absolute altimeters or terrain-clearance indicators
(TCI).
The ground immediately below the airplane
reflects radio energy emitted from the airplane.
Any of the forms of type B may be used : pulse
timing, continuous-wave phase comparison, or
saw-tooth frequency modulation. Two special
problems have to be taken into account. First,
short distances have to be measured with a
sensitivity at least equal to a barometric altim
eter, 10 feet or so. Any one of the three radio
methods described results in ambiguities which
limit the maximum altitude range of the system.
Often, two range settings are provided, a Iow
altitude high-sensitivity range using high pulse
recurrence frequencies and fast time sweeps, and
a high-altitude lower-sensitivity range using a
low pulse-recurrence rate and slower time sweeps.
Secondly, one must be sure that the echoes
used for measurement are those returned from
ground points directly underneath. Fixed beacon
responders obviously may not be used in radio
altimetry, nor are they necessary for adequate
signal strength for the distances are short and
the natural reflecting surface is large. To ensure
that the echoes come from straight below, the
transmitting antenna must have a certain
amount of downward directivity. Although no
scanning or motion of the antenna is needed,
this directivity requirement does increase the
size and drag over that of a plain antenna. The
indicator can be a cathode-ray tube or meter.
If the transmitter were fixed on the ground, an
airborne responder might be used ; the distance
indicated would not be the vertical terrain clear
ance, but the slant range. Also, the information
would have to be relayed back to the airplane.
Any conventional ground radar, in fact, meas
ures the slant range of the airplane. The vertical
height may be computed from this by trigono
metrical formulas or devices if the angle of eleva
tion of the airplane is known. This is done, in
some military applications such as height finders,
by using a sharply directive antenna that can
scan up and down and noting the vertical angle
at which the echoes appear.
It should be noted that regardless of the state
of perfection of radio altimeters, they may sup-
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plement conventional barometric altimeters but
not supplant them. A radio altimeter, or terrain
clearance indicator, gives indications with respect
to the terrain below and is thus useful for avoid
ing collisions with large fixed objects such as
mountain tops. Its indications are not suitable
for establishing a system of assigned altitude
layers for safe segregation of traffic. An airplane
in perfectly level flight over rough country would
have constantly changing terrain-clearance indi
cations, which would differ from even those of
nearby airplanes flying at the same actual level.
For traffic regulation and avoidance of collisions
between airplanes, altitude indications should
be with respect to a datum level that is the same
for all airplanes near each other. "Pressure
altitude" indications, as given by a barometer
type instrument, meet this requirement because
the reference datum is sea-level pressure ; this
is actually variable with weather conditions but
the variations are common to all airplanes in
the same general region.
In this connection, there is a quite recent
air-navigation principle known as "pressure
pattern" flying, which makes use of information
gathered simultaneously from radio and baro
metric altimeters. Comparison of absolute and
pressure altitudes enables the wind factor to be
determined, which in turn increases the accuracy
of dead-reckoning procedures. An exten�!on of
this method theoretically allows airplanes to fly
the shortest air course between two distant
places, the point being that, because of wind
effects, the direct great-circle route is not neces
sarily the route of minimum flying time and Juel
consumption.
8.2 LANDING-SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Instrument approach or "blind landing" sys
tems require basically one fixed straight-line
track ; thus ground-based directional transmit
ting systems (type D, Section 5) are in order.
The antenna array, on or near the runway, must
be small ; the range need not be long, 10 to 20
miles or so ; but the line of position must be
exceptionally precise. For all these reasons,
landing systems use very high radio frequencies.
What have been heretofore referred to as
lines of position are actually parts of surfaces
of position. Ordinary antennas radiate energy
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Fig. IO-Instrument landing system principle used in Navaglide.

in all directions, vertically as well as horizon
tally. Thus, for example, in an absolute-distance
system a given echo-time measurement means
that the observer is somewhere on a spherical
surface, of corresponding radius, centered on the
ground station like a giant dome. The intersec
tion of this spherical surface with the earth's
surface gives the conventional line of position.
For most navigational purposes, however, one is
concerned with only that line on the earth's sur
face ; this is because the altitude of an airplane
is negligibly small in comparison with its hori
zontal distance from the ground radio stations.
In directional transmitting applications con
sidered up to now (except in the angle-of
elevation application) the surfaces of position
are vertical plane surfaces, whose intersections
with the earth's surface produce the conventional
straight radial lines or great circles of position.
In landing systems, a true line and not a sur
face of position must be furnished, for now the

altitude of the airplane and the proper gradual
change of_it are of vital concern. This true line
of position should be a straight one rising at a
certain small gliding angle from the desired
touch-down point on the runway, and should be
aligned with the runway.
8.3 INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS (ILS)
Examples of instrument landing systems are the
glide-path localizer such as the so-called Civil
Aeronautics Administration Indianapolis and
Army SCS-5 1 systems,9• 10 types in the develop
ment of which Federal played an active part ;
and other equipments developed by Sperry,
Bendix, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and other organizations. Two intersecting sur• H. H. Bu ttner and A. G. Kandoian, ··· Development of
Aircraft I nstrument Landing Systems, " Electrical Com
munication, v. 22, n. 3, pp. 1 79-192 ; 1945.
10 S . Pickles, "Army Air Forces Portable I nstrument
La.nding System," Electrical Commuwication, v. 22, n. 4,
pp. 262-294; 1944.
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faces of position are created by two directional
transmitting arrays, horns, or dishes, properly
oriented. Generally the switched-lobe equisignal
principle, as described under type-D radio
ranges (Section 5 ) , is used for extreme precision
of each surface of position. Each lobe transmis
sion has a characteristic tone modulation, thus
enabling a receiver to separate the two and
compare their strengths.
As seen in Fig. 10, the localizer transmissions
result in a vertical plane surface of position
aligned with the runway. The glide-path trans
missions result in a plane surface of position
slightly inclined up from the horizontal. The
intersection of the two plane surfaces creates
now a true line of position, which constitutes the
landing flight path or beam. On the airplane,
both vertical and horizontal deviations of that
airplane from this line of position are indicated
automatically and visually by the cross-pointer
or left-right and up-down meter. There are two
pointers, one for the equisignal glide path, the
other for the equisignal localizer path. If the
pilot is off the beam laterally or vertically, the
corresponding signals are out of balance and the
pointer for that direction moves off center. In
doing so, it indicates the direction in which to
steer to get back on the beam.
For safest and smoothest landings, especially
if completely automatic landings are contem
plated, a complete three-dimensional fix should
be given at all times and must include position
along the beam. In the Navaglide system being
developed by Federal out of its earlier landing
systems, a direct-reading indicator giving the
distance to the touchdown point is included on
the airplane. This is of the pulsed absolute
distance (type-B, Section 3) principle, the
responder-beacon being situated at or near the
touchdown point.
It is conceivable that distance along the
landing beam could be indicated by a precise
directional transmitting station (type D, Section
5) off to one side of the runway ; but in view of
landing speeds of airplanes, the indications would
have to be direct, quick, and simultaneous with
the beam indications. Conceivably, also, the
information could be provided by sensitive
barometric or radio altimeters. An airborne
direction-finding indicator (type A, Section
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2.2) might also be used in conjunction with
one or more transmitters located to one side of
the localizer course, and in fact this system of
compass locators has been used as a supplement
to or substitute for marker beacons along landing
beams.
8.4 GROUND-CONTROLLED APPROACH (GCA)
In this so-called talk-down system, both the
distance of the airplane and its deviations from
the prescribed landing path are determined by
essentially ground-radar means of high precision.
This type of landing system was developed by
the Radiation Laboratories at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Equipments were manu
factured for wartime service by Gilfillan, Fed
eral, 11 and Bendix. The system is now being
adopted for civil use. Extended surfaces of
position are not created, but only small angular
sectors of the surfaces as shown in Fig. 10. Two
antennas, very sharply directive in directions at
right angles to each other, are used. These are
relatively small radar antennas or parabolic
dishes, and are scanned through a small search
or exploring angle, one left and right, the other
up and down, from the landing path. One of
these two type-D (Section 5) directional trans
mitters (both using pulses) is also used as a type
B (Section 3) absolute-distance system. If the
airplane is on or not too far off the beam, the
directional antennas, during their scanning or
searching, will detect it and also measure its
distance. The position of the airplane relative to
the prescribed path is displayed pictorially on a
cathode-ray screen. These observations, how
ever, are made on the ground. The information
concerning the airplane's deviations from the
beam, its distance, and corrective steering
instructions, must be relayed to the pilot over
another radio link, usually by radiotelephony.
Such procedu�e may be advantageous, especially
in emergencies, as it is possible to guide to a
landing an airplane which has no special equip
ment other than a radiotelephone receiver. Also,
the ground-controlled-approach system allows
the ground observers to see any other airplane
that is near the landing path at the time.
11 J.

S. Engel, "Landing Aircraft with Ground Radar, "
v . 2 4 , pp. 72-8 1 ; March, 1947.

Elertrical Communication,
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Since the sectors of search about the beam are
small, and the airplane has no detecting mech
anism, it is very unlikely that the airplane could,
coming in from a distance, get started into the
beam by itself. Accordingly, a conventional
omnidirectional search radar of the plan-position
indicator type is used to spot the airplane far
out and guide the pilot into the beam ; after
which the more precise radar takes over. The
search radar information must also be relayed to
the pilot.
In instrument landing systems, the surfaces of
position are quite broad and the airplane has
direct indicators. Thus, even if he should enter
the airport area quite far away from the landing
beam, the pilot may be able to locate the beam
by himself. Or, knowing in advance the bearing
of the beam, he could guide himself into it by
using other medium-range navigational facilities.
At least, the pilot will known immediately and
directly when he comes somewhere near the
beam by observing his own cross-pointer.
The relaying of information for a ground
controlled approach might possibly be done by
other nonverbal methods, but the system still
requires an additional radio link and intermedi-

. Yfartime model of a mobile

ary personnel to make the observations on the
ground, just as in ground-based direction finding.
Thus the ground-controlled-approach system is
not an independent or self-sufficient navigational
aid.
8.5 RADIO MILEPOSTS (MARKER BEACONS)

Because of unavoidable errors in observational
methods and in electrical and mechanical devices,
no navigational indications are 100-percent ac
curate. Knowledge of position is thus always
inexact to some extent, even when systems and
devices are well engineered. A surface of position
thus is actually a thin shell or wedge ; a line of
position on the earth is actually a narrow strip
of position ; a fix is not a mathematical point but
a small area or solid volume of position, its size
corresponding to the amount of uncertainty.
Aside from all this, it is possible intentionally
to devise a directional-transmitter installation
so that it produces a fairly extended and definite
volume of position. This principle is used in
so-called marker beacons (fan, Z, cone of silence).
The aural or visual indication is of the simple
on-or-off type, and the pilot knows only that the

ground-controlled-approach (GCA) installation. Power and air-conditioning equipment

is m truck at left ; radar and communication antennas are seen on the roof and side of the trailer unit. The trailer con
tains all equipment and indicators required to enable the operators to "talk down" an airplane.
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airplane is inside or outside of a specified region.
The marked space may be shaped like an in
verted cone with ii:s vertex resting on the ground
station, or like a thick fan standing on end as in
the fan type. It is effectively liqiited horizontally
by the directional properties of the antenna array
(type D , Section 5 ) , but being limited in height
by transmitter power and receiver sensitivity, it
is indefinitely high and intercepts airplartes at
any likely altitude.
These radio markers may be coded for identi
fication to inform the pilot of the zones through

stations may be installed to cover larger areas or
distances. Convenient direct beams between
important air terminals are desirable, as is
omnidirectional coverage, so that navigators can
use radio aids for both track guidance and fixes
at any location. At present, the most extensively
used radio aids in the U.S.A. are the Civil Aero
nautics Administration's aural A-N four-course
ranges, but these will be supplanted by improved
types which are visual, omnidirectional, or both.
There is some use of airborne direction finding,
and this will probably continue ; even ground

which he is passing, the system being similar to

direction

that of mileposts or buoys for surface traffic. In
air navigation, the markers have been used to
provide rough indications of important points
along radio ranges such as the entrance to air
port control areas, intersections with other
ranges, or for local warning purposes. They are
thus a sort of radio curtain, used for much the
same purpose as the curtain of wires (telltale)
before the entrances to railroad tunnels or low
bridges. A series of two or three marker beacons
is also used to give knowledge of position along
landing beams of the instrument landing type.
Marker beacons for all these purposes are essen
tially makeshift devices, are on their way out,
and will no doubt disappear completely when
omnidirectional radio ranges are installed for
cross-country use so that a radio fix is possible
at any point, and when landing systems include
automatic distance indicators.
Marker transmitters may perhaps be retained
for ground observation and control of air traffic.
Automatic responders in the airplane might be
tripped when passing through the marker region
and report to the ground coded information
revealing identity, altitude, direction, and time
of the transit. This would be analogous to the
block signal in railroad traffic organization, where
the trains trip switches along the tracks and
cause indicating lights to flash in the dispatcher's
office.

finding is

used

somewhat.

For the

ranges required, medium radio frequencies may
be used, but the trend seems to be toward higher
frequencies where antennas may be smaller,
power less, static less troublesome, and accuracy
greater.
This trend is heightened by the exhaustion of
available channel space in the medium- and high
frequency bands. The still-higher frequencies
offer more room for expansion, and the line-of
sight propagation limit permits frequency assign
ments to be repeated at fairly close geographic
intervals without danger of interference. Hence
the current intensive developments in the 9601 2 15-megacycle band, allocated in the U.S.A. for
many future air-navigational and traffic-control
aids, largely of the pulse type (wide band).
Further raising of the frequency, except for
specialized aids, appears questionable, for at
appreciably higher frequencies there arise con
siderable problems in respect to tuning, fre
quency stability, transmitter power, and atmos
pheric absorption.
Ambiguities are undesirable because the cover
age should be omnidirectional, flights may be
short, and traffic quite dense. While there is
no need for the extreme precision that is re
quired in landing beam systems, high frequencies
may be used for aircraft navigation for the alti
tude at which airplanes fly extends the line-of
sight considerably beyond the sea-level-horizon
distance. It is extended to about 150 miles for an
9. Medium-Range Applications
airplane at 5000 feet. Thus radar or allied sys
9. 1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
tems, with their very small antennas, pulse
For overland traffic service, ranges of about transmissions, and other advantages, may be
100 miles or so are sufficient since chains of put to good use.
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9.2 DISTANCE INDICATORS (DME)
Distance indicators are absolute-distance
(type-B , Section 3) devices, similar in principle
with radio altimeters, and may likewise use
pulse, continuous-wave, or frequency-modulat�d
transmission. The range is greater than for radio
altimeters, extending out to possibly 100 miles,
or as far as the power or line-of-sight propagation
allows. The accuracy need not be so great and,
consequently, ambiguities are not prevalent. The
indicated distance is again the slant range ; but
the horizontal distance is generally so great,
compared to the height of the airplane above the
earth, that the two are practically equal.
Unless the airborne distance indicator is part
of a complete radar plan-position indicator, a
ground responder-beacon is necessary. Distance
indicators which are not part of a radar are gen
erally of the meter type, and therefore require
stronger pulses than do cathode-ray indicators.
They give no directional information. The loca
tion of the reflecting landmark may be definitely
established by using responder-beacons which
either code the aided echoes, or respond on a
definite radio-frequency channel, or both. The
use of a special transmission frequency for the
responder-beacon permits echoes from other
reflecting bodies to be disregarded by the airplane
receiving apparatus as in assisted radar. Re
sponder-beacons are obviously saturable if a
number of airplanes make simultaneous use of
their facilities. This number can be increased by
giving each airplane's interrogation signal a dis
tinctive pulse-recurrence rate. The receiver must
then incl�de not only a time-measuring device
but also an automatic "tracking" mechanism
(strobe) for recognizing the desired echoes from
those put out by the ground beacon in response
to challenges from other airplanes.
Distance measuring equipments (DME) are
very desirable operationally, as distance to des
tination may be read directly without the need
for plotting a fix by crossed lines of position and
then scaling off the distance on a map. The
service is limited to moderate distances by the
requirement for airborne transmitters ; the prac
tical limitation is actually to radio line-of-sight
distances because the short pulses required for
accurate time measurements necessitate the use
of very high radio frequencies.

The various national and international policy
making bodies in aeronautics such as the Civil Aer
onautics Administration, Provisional Interna
tional Civil Aviation Organization, and Army Air
Forces"have recognized the urgent need for auto
matic meter-type distance indicators _':to make
possible a complete distance and bearing (Re)

R�

�

Simple meter type of presentation for an
radio navi
gational system. Distance in miles and tenths is shown y
the number-wheel type of indicator ; bearing or azimuth is
shown in degrees by the pointer. As distance and bearing
.
are indicated simultaneously from the same radio land
mark, complete information for a position fix is constantly
presented in direct terms.

navigational system in conjunction with existing
or proposed directional-type aids. Development
of distance-measuring equipment operating in
the 960-1215-megacycle band is in intensive cur
rent progress by Federal, Hazeltine, and other
organizations. Equipments were demonstrated at
the October, 1946, session of the Provisional
International Civil Aviation Organization at
Indianapolis, and are scheduled for extensive
flight testing preparatory to commercial and
military installation. The associated directional
system which, with the distance-measuring
equipment, will provide a complete polar-co
ordinate or Re navigational system along air
ways, cross country, and around airports, is to
be the new Civil Aeronautics Administration
omnidirectional range system operating in the
1 12-1 18-megacycle band.
9.3 RADAR FOR NAVIGATION AND ANTICOLLISION

Radar essentially gives a pictorial display in
the form of spots of light on a screen and reveals
the location of distant objects with respect to
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the position of the radar station. This informa on the display. Navigation then might be very
tion could be used in reverse to ascertain the skillful, even in close quarters. Several impor
location of the radar station itself, if the true tant considerations, however, enter the pic
positions of the distant objects appearing on the ture. If the radar is ground based, observa
radar display were known.
tional information must be relayed back to the
The first use is well fitted for military purposes, airplane ; therefore the system is not an independ
spotting objects which the enemy may prefer to ent one. If the radar is airborne, a compass may
conceal. With responder-beacons on airplanes to still be necessary because all airborne radar
increase the range or clarity of service, the use of bearings are relative to the axis of the craft. (If
radar for civil aviation as part of the problem of two or more known landmarks could be depended
ground observation and control of air traffic is on always to appear on the plan-position indica
very promising. The return pulses from the air tor, true directions could be determined,) Finally,
plane could even be coded to reveal, always or on a radar installation requires heavy bulky rotat
demand, the altitude, identity, or similar infor i ng directional antennas ; thus mobile radar,
mation regarding the airplane. Use would be made though quite practical for surface ships, appears
of the principle of identification-of-friend-or-foe for the present to be impractical for most civil
(IFF) systems of Section 3.4. For this pur aircraft.
pose, radar is a direct
and independent system ;
the basic transmitters are
on the ground, indica
tions are in convenient
pictorial form, and var
ious elaborations and re
finements are possible.
The use of radar for a
number of observational
and automatic reporting
functions may ease the
load on pilots and on ra
diotelephone channels
for routine reports, . and
possibly, by remote in
dicating systems, the
control tower may avoid
use of radiotelephone
channels for routine
orders to airplanes.
The second or reverse
use is as a navigational
aid. A ground station
obviously needs no such
aid ; but a ship or air
plane might use radar
to locate itself by refer
ence to known land
marks, such as coded
responder-beacons, har
Photog1•aph courtesy of Raytheon Manufacturing Compan�/.
bor buoys, coastlines,
Mariners Pathfinder shipborne radar installation, an all-weather aid in marine navi
Marine radar is being increasingly used. Sets are generally of the short-range
bridges, or other nat gation.
_
type, showing nearby objects with great accuracy, so that other ships,
buoys, and
ural features appearing obstructions may be located.
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This is unfortunate because radar as a navi
gational aid can do one thing that no other
system can do. It can show the presence and
location of other moving objects for anticollision
warning service. Knowledge of one's own position
alone, no matter how exact, is inadequate for
this purpose ; the need for anticollision service is
becoming more and more urgent with increasing
density of air traffic. The fact that the airborne
plan-position display shows the position of other
objects relative to the axis of the airplane is just
what is wanted. Limited airborne radar for
anticollision use only and not providing a com
plete navigational service is less impracticable.
Low transmitter power will do as the range need
only be several miles or so, very sharply direc
tional antennas are not required, and only a small
sector ahead of the airplane must be scanned ;
thus space, weight and drag requirements are
less burdensome.
The physical movement of an antenna to cover
all desired directions is an advantageous feature
of radar and allied systems. By making the
antenna very sharply directional, the trans
mitted power is concentrated instead of being
spread out, thus increasing the effective radiated
power and range of service. The rotational rate
of the antenna, however, must be slow enough to
permit a sufficient number of pulses to hit each
reflecting object. The pulse rate might be in
creased to insure this, but at the expense of
increased transmitter power.

radiates a rather broad beam. The whole antenna
is bodily rotated at a fairly slow rate, say once
per minute. Each time the radiation is to the
north, a distinctive reference or marker signal
is emitted. With an ordinary stop watch, the
observer measures the time elapsed between re
ception of the north signal and of the rotating
beam. Knowing the rotational rate, this time
interval is a measure of the angle through which
the moving beam has turned from the north
until it momentarily points at the observer, and
gives the observer's true bearing from the ground
station. The stop watch could be calibrated
directly in degrees of azimuth.
A fully automatic indicator could also be
devised. Other interesting forms may suggest
themselves. The rotating directional transmitter
might have a modulation changing uniformly
with time so that its instantaneous value cor
responds to the instantaneous bearing. Different
audio-frequency tones might be used for this
purpose. The direction of the antenna might
even be recited by phone modulation every five
degrees or so, each observer hearing only his
bearing. Systems of this sort were used during
the war as rough homing aids for airplanes.
This method is very simple in principle but,
at medium frequencies, antenna systems are
either insufficiently directional to be accurate or
much too bulky for physical rotation. Thus this
system has not been extensively used.
9.5 NAVAR PRINCIPLE

9.4 ROTATING-BEACON PRINCIPLE (0RFORDNESS
RANGE)

That same principle, however, is promising
for use at higher frequencies, where antennas
The uniformly rotating unidirectional ray may be sharper in directional characteristics,
feature which is characteTistic of plan-position smaller, and capable of faster rotation so as to
indicator radar can be applied in other ways, give quicker indications. Furthermore, the
even at comparatively low frequencies. In one de principle opens up an interesting attack on the
sign already described, the Civil Aeronautics Ad problem of integrating the ground traffic-control
ministration omnidirectional range (Section 5.4), problem with the navigational problem, for
which is a medium-distance method and may medium-distance overland traffic.
possibly be applicable also for long distances, the
One would start with a conventional ground
uniform rotation is produced electrically rather radar station of the plan-position-indicator type
than by physical means. Before these methods for ground observation of air traffic. This type
were invented, the use of actual physically ro of radar always has a physically rotating, sharply
tating antennas of large size, operating at me unidirectional antenna as its basic element. To
dium frequencies, was tried.
extend this into an omnidirectional and unam
An example of this type of directional trans biguous rotating-beacon type of radio range,
mitting system is the British installation at practically all that is needed is the additional
Orfordness. A fairly large directional antenna emission of a distinctive omnidirectional north
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signal, each time the radar beam passes through
north.
This is the principle of the omnidirectional
range or azimuth-meter service which is one
part of the Navar system being built by Federal.
The timing is done automatically and true bear
ings or azimuths are indicated visually and
directly on the airplane by the pointer of a 360degree-type meter.
The other basic navigational part of the Navar
system is a direct-reading distance indicator on
the airplane. This uses pulses sent out by the
airplane, as described under distance indicators
(Section 9.2). The responder-beacon is at the
ground station ; its transmitter, in fact, may be
the same one that produces periodic omnidirec
tional north signals in the direction-indicator
system. A large number of airplanes may use
this simultaneously without interference by use
of the random�pulse-recurrence principle, also
described in Section 9.2.
The Navar system resembles radar but is not
identical with it ; Navar and radar may work
together. In radar, both the distance and direc
tional transmissions and indications are on the
ground. In Navar, the directional transmissions
occur at the ground but their indications are
produced in the airplane ; the distance trans
missions, which require no bulky directional or
rotating antennas, take place from the airplane
and the indications occur directly in the air
plane. Moreover, a large part of the equipment,
both on the ground and in the airplane, may
be used in common for the bearing, distance,
ground plan-position indicator, and possibly
other functions.
Like radar, Navar gives a complete fix by
means of a bearing line of position and a distance
line of position, both on the same landmark and
both indicated directly and concurrently. Fur
thermore, both indicators may be small easily
read meters instead of bulky and not-too-bright
cathode-ray tubes. In fact, for the medium-dis
tance overland navigational problem, the pre
sentation is practically the same as the ideal
instrument shown in Fig. 1 , except that indica
tions are in terms of bearing and distance rather
than latitude and longitude. This is even pre
ferable for land orientation, where latitude and
longitude are not particularly meaningful at first
glance. Where air terminals are theJmportant
·
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reference points, bearing and distance from them
are most pertinent. The Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization has recommended
that overland air navigation be standardized
according to a distance and bearing system of
reference. This implies a combination of some
form of airborne distance-measuring equipment
and omnidirectional azimuthal service.
For track guidance, any straight-line radial
path leading to or from the ground station could
be flown with facility by keeping on a line of
position of fixed bearing ; any circular flight path,
such as an orbiting or holding maneuver, which
is common near airports in preparation for land
ing procedures, could be easily flown by keeping
on a line of position of fixed distance. A left
right meter or an automatic pilot could be used
for guidance of the airplane along such paths, or
even along any desired offset straight-line path,
if a computing device which worked off both
bearing and distance indications simultaneously
were provided. Development of such computers
is in progress by Minneapolis-Honeywell, Collins,
and other organizations. Fig. 1 1 , shows useful
types of flight paths possible with a distance-bearing system.
9.6 AUTOMATIC POSITION PLOTTING (APP)

It is conceivable that the Navar type bearing
and distance indicators could be provided with a
mechanical polar-coordinate tracer to indicate
the position of the airplane graphically and con
tinuously on a map centered about the region of
the ground station.
Any radio navigational system that indicates
two intersecting lines of position concurrently
gives a continuous indication of fix. The two
lines of position might be radial as in any type-D
system (Section 5 ) , or as determined by com
bining direction finding (type A, Section 2) and
compass indications, or they might be two
circular lines of position from an absolute
distance (type-B, Section 3) system, or even
two hyperbolic lines from a differential-distance
(type-C, Section 4) system. In all such cases,
it is conceivable that the two simultaneous
indications could operate an automatic position
plotter. This has been proposed by Bendix for
the direction-finder and compass case.
The bearing-distance combination, however,
has a number of advantages over any other
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combination of lines of position. First, the bear position displays and is uniquely suited for anti
ing-distance indications are from a single land collision service. Airborne radar, however, has
mark and may occur from use of one radio-fre the installation drawbacks already noted. The
quency channel, thus requiring only one tuning idea has therefore been proposed to use a ground
operation. Bearing and distance from a single radar station to collect such information as
place, even as numerical quantities, give a clearer distance and bearing of airplanes and terrain
mental picture of a location than do two bear features for display in conventional form for
ings, two circles, or two hyperbolas, from two ground observation and control of air traffic.
landmarks. Finally, the airplane needs to be All this information might then be relayed to the
within range of only one station, rather than airplane by radio for navigational purposes. The
two widely separated, specially related stations airplane would require a relatively small radio
at the same time.
installation without bulky directional and rotat
The automatic position plotter would be ing antennas and would require no powerful
mechanically much simpler with the polar co transmitter.
ordinates of bearing and distance than witp t�o
This scheme would seem to allow one powerful
bearings, circles, or hyperbolas, especially as in ground radar station to serve a large group of
the latter cases the distance and direction be airplanes with navigational and anticollision
tween the two landmarks would not be any information cheaply. The information preferably
fixed amount. A manual adjustment would have should not be relayed to the airplanes verbally ;
to be provided for introducing these factors into the airplanes should be provided with either a
the apparatus, depending on the relative location picture or a duplicate of the original ground plan
of the available pair of ground stations. Also, the position display.
The picture method has been proposed by the
two ground stations might not always appear on
Radio
Corporation of America as the essence of
one sectional map. Finally, with crossed straight
lines, circles, or hyperbolas, fix errors are liable its Teleran system for air-traffic control and
to be greatly magnified
o•
under certain circumstances, as when the two
330°
lines of position are not
close to being perpendic
300°
ular ; whereas distance
RADIAL PATHS,
CIRCULAR PATHS,
and bearing lines of posi USING DISTANCE METER,
USING AZIMUTH METER,
TO FLY CONSTANT
TO FLY CONSTANT
tion from one landmark
DI RECTION
DI STANCE --c:_
are always at right angles,
the best angle of inter
section for high accuracy.
9 . 7 RELAYED RADA R
(TELERAN, NAVASCOPE)

Radar, together with
the advantage of giving
simultaneous bearing
and distance lines of posi
tion from one landmark,
can give pictorial plan
-

240°
OFFSET PATHS
USING BOTH
METERS A ND
A COMPUTER

180°

Fig. 1 1-Useful types of flight paths possible in an· Ra or distance-bearing radio navi
gational system. Tracks may be accurately followed by reference to a distance-azimuth

meter like that shown in a previous illustration.
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Principle of remote radar a s used for the Navascope, o r airborne duplicate of the ground radar plan-position display.

navigation. Principles of ordinary television
practice are to be used. The ground radar display
is produced in the usual manner ; the plan-posi
tion indicator is scanned by a television camera
and broadcast by an omnidirectional television
transmitter. The picture is displayed on an air
borne television receiving set. This scheme offers
a Number of interesting possibilities ; for example,
additional information, map indications, traffic
orders, etc., could be written on the plan-position
indicator or held in front of the television camera,
and would instantly appear on the airplane tele
vision receivers.
The duplicate or remote radar method has
been proposed by Federal as one part of its Navar
system for traffic control and air navigation.
Again a conventional ground radar station pro
duces a plan-position display in the usual man
ner. Airplanes are given a duplicate of this dis
play in much the same manner that an additional
display would be produced in an adjoining room,

except that radio instead of wire links are used.
The incoming echo pulses are used not only to
create the light spots on the ground plan-posi
tion indicator, but are broadcast in original
form but on another radio channel in all direc
tions. Other control pulses for synchronizing the
time sweep and the bearing sweep are likewise
broadcast, all in proper time relationship, so
that the airplanes use essentially the same
pulses to create a plan-position display as does the
ground station and in the same manner. Certain
extra information could also be put in at the
ground station by special electronic means. Also,
the pilot can vary the content and manner of
presentation, such as scale, heading, or offset, to
suit his purposes.
This type of relayed radar, which has been
used for certain wartime applications involving
the repeating of radar displays between surface
ships and airplanes, is proposed as part of the
integrated Navar system to give a pictorial
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display on the airplane in addition to the pri
mary meter-type indications of distance and
bearing. In this connection the remote radar or
Navascope display would use, to a certain extent,
the same ground and airborne equipment in
stalled for the airborne distance and bearing in
dicators as well as for the ground radar display.
\!Vhile relayed radar, whether televised or
remoted, appears to obviate the need for a
complete airborne radar, on closer analysis three
fundamental defects appear.
In the first place, the system is a "second
hand" one as indications originally assembled on
the ground are relayed to the .ultimate user over
an extra radio link, whereas independence has
been stressed as a desirable feature for any
navigational aid.
Secondly, the original radar display uses
assisted techniques; cooperating equipment, such
as responders, are required on all airplanes,
and only those so equipped will appear on the
display. However, until airborne radar is made
more practical, relayed radar may be a useful
compromise solution to the anticollision problem.
Thirdly, the information given by relayed
radar alone is necessarily incomplete ; the system
is not a self-sufficient navigational aid.
The ground station collects only directional
and distance information regarding the airplanes.
Airplanes are not identified ; they are just so
many spots of light on a cathode-ray screen,
indistinguishable from each other. When the
ground display is transmitted to the airplane, the
center of the picture is the ground station and
the spots of light still look alike. The result is
that the observer on a particular airplane, look
ing at the radar picture, does not know which
of the many spots of light corresponds to his
airplane. The only way he could identify his own
light spot is by knowing his own bearing and
distance, the information he is trying to obtain.
Attempting to resolve this vicious circle is like
trying to lift oneself by one's own bootstraps.
The fact that the ground radar antenna acts
as a rotating beacon, irradiating an airplane once
during each rotation, could be used to determine
bearing. This principle is used to actuate the
direct-reading azimuth indicator which is one of
the basic parts of the Navar system. Other air
planes, however, might be at the same bearing at
the same time.

Additional schemes may be used to aid in
judging which spot of light corresponds to a
given airplane. If, however, an independent
source of distance information were also con
tinuously available, then the question would
be answered completely. If desired, the bear
ing and distance information could be com
bined automatically to mark in some distinctive
manner the light spot corresponding to the
observer's airplane. This principle is incorporated
in the remote radar part of the Navar system, for
independent airborne distance and bearing
indicators are already provided as primary navi
gational devices.
For complete identification and really effective
anticollision warning service, the relayed radar
display should give altitude information also.
The observer, for anticollision purposes, does
not need to know the actual altitude of his
or other airplanes ; he need only know which
other airplanes are near his own airplane. He
does not even need to see on the display those
airplanes which are at considerably different
altitudes. By the following prineiples, in either
televised or remoted radar, this might be ac
complished at least effectively enough for the
purpose.
The ground radar display originally shows all
airplanes regardless of altitude ; but each air
borne relayed display is devised so as to be
altitude selective. To accomplish this, the aided
echoes from the responder-beacon in the airplane
are coded in accordance with a barometric altim
eter mechanism. The coding thus corresponds
to the instantaneous altitude of the airplane.
This feature permits each airplane to include in
its radar or television display only those spots
of light indicating airplanes whose return pulses
have the particular altitude coding correspond
ing to any altitude layer selected by the pilot.
Furthermore, in remoted radar there is the
possibility of an automatically adjusted altitude
presentation, that is, the barometric coder can
control the relayed radar indications so as to show
only airplanes at the same altitude region as the
observer's airplane and this display level will
follow the airplane as it changes in altitude.
Only true mobile radar, however, may be a
first-hand, pictorial navigational aid and anti
collision indicator. For anticollision service, it is
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unique and is the ultimate device. For practical
reasons, mobile radar is only suitable at present
for surface ships and possibly for very large
aircraft. If anticollision service or a pictorial
radar display is nevertheless wanted on airplanes,
it might well turn out that some sort of relayed
radar is the practical solution, especially for
small or moderate-sized airplanes where weight,
power, drag, and e�pense must be held down.
For fundamental reasons, however, an independ
ent self-sufficient navigational system, one with
unambiguous observations made directly on the
airplane, is still desirable as a primary naviga
tional aid, with or without relayed radar as an
adjunct.
10. Long-Range Applications

10. 1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Navigational aids for transoceanic routes or
routes passing over large desolate areas like the
polar regions present special problems.
Relayed radar, for example, is out of the
question, for this facility requires chains
of ground stations of limited line-of
sight range. If anticollision service should
be desired, pure airborne radar is a
necessity. As regards the main naviga
tional items, great accuracy is not too
important. Reliability of service over
great distances is the big problem ; in
midocean there are no emergency land
ing fields. Midocean landings, even for
seaplanes, are not too safe ; and the trend
seems to be toward land-type planes for
transoceanic traffic. Good track guid
ance is desirable since · on a long trip
much time and fuel may be wasted
by erratic wanderings off the· direct
course.
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must be within range of at least two ground
stations whose lines of position cross at a
usable angle ; and that ground stations are to be
at actual land points, coastal or island, and not
on moored ships or man-made islands. A recent
study12 indicates that if a reliable range of about
1500 miles is postulated, sufficient land sites are
available. With this range, 4 to 6 stations could
service the important North Atlantic area, and
some 60 stations could cover all oceanic and
polar areas. For differential-distance type sys
tems (Section 4) , where for each family of lines
of position two widely separated suitably related
sites must be found, the situation is more com
plex, especially at midsea where islands may be
few.
At 1500 miles, any radio navigational aid that
requires transmissions of any sort, including
echoes or responses, from an airplane appears to
12 P. R. Adams and R. I. Colin, "Frequency, Power, and
Modulation for Long-Range Radio Navigation System ,"
Electrical Communication, v. 23, pp. 144-158 : June, 1946.

10.2 DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS

The first question that occurs when
discussing radio navigational systems
that are to be ultimately capable of
covering all oceans, polar areas, etc. ,
is just what distance range is required
for the ground stations. It may be
assumed that to establish a fix by
crossed lines of position, an airplal).e

Base map copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, Ill., R.L. 4728.

Globe view showing possible l ocations of ground transmitters of
1 500-mile range, for providing radio navigational service at all
points in the North and South Atlantic oceans.
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be out of the question, because an airplane can
not carry an adequate transmitter and antenna
installation. The various basic types of radio sys
tems are analyzed with respect to this require
ment in the lower half of Table I. It is seen that
only airborne direction finding, ground direc
tional transmission, and ground differential
distance types may meet this condition. But
among these, only the last two also meet the
requirement of self-sufficiency or independence
as analyzed in the first half of Table I .
This does not mean that all directional trans
mitting (type-D, Section 5) and differential
distance (type-C, Section 4) systems necessarily
meet all the requirements ; this depends on speci
fic system details. It does mean that in looking for
a radio navigational system that meets the two
basic requirements for long-range use, no other
types of systems need be considered. The ques
tion of which of the two types, or which specific
system of either type, is the best or the most

-

promising, can only be answered after thorough

technical study of such details as accuracy,
reliability, frequency and bandwidth require
ments, availability of suitable sites, ambiguities,
shape of lines of position, convenience of indica
tions, degree of omnidirectional service, weight
and complexity of equipment, and so on ; and
ultimately, only by actual test. Some general
comparisons of the two favored basic types are
next given.
10.3 DIFFERENTIAL DISTANCE VERSUS DIREC
TIONAL TRANSMITTING

In a sense, these two types of systems favored
for long range are different only in degree. In
both cases, sets of two or more antennas are
used and the emissions from the individual an
tennas must be accurately related. In both, the
lines of position are necessarily hyperbolas be
cause they result from a differential effect be
tween two or more antennas. The hyperbolas,
however, degenerate into sensibly straight lines
at distances from the array that are greater than
about 5 to 10 times the spacing between individ
ual antennas ; this condition holds true for all
practical purposes in type-D systems. The line of
demarcation between the two types of systems
appears in several other ways. One may say that

in directional transmitting systems the antennas
are from a fraction of a wavelength to several
wavelengths, say a few feet up to a mile, apart ;
while in differential-distance systems the an
tennas may be hundreds of wavelengths, up to
hundreds of miles, apart. The latter condition
has it advantages ; as in trigonometric surveying
and plotting, a long control base line results in
more accurate indications, other things being
equal. Also, errors caused by nonuniformity in
the terrain in the immediate vicinity of the
antennas become less serious.
In differential-distance systems, the signals
from individual antennas are received inde
pendently and then compared in phase or in
time. In directional transmitting systems, the
signals from the individual antennas merge, so to
speak, and only the net effect is observable ; this
net signal is compared with other net-effect
signals produced by the same or nearby antennas.
In differential d istance systems, the antennas
are so far apart that a radio link and very careful
procedures must be used for synchronizing the
two distant transmitters. The signals from the
two antennas travel to the distant observer by
quite different paths over the earth. In direc
tional transmitting systems, the antennas are so
close that a short wire link may be used for
synchronizing the signals ; generally, the identical
transmitter is used for all antennas. On the other
hand, the antennas in differential-distance sys
tems may be of the simplest, nondirectional type,
whereas in the directional transmitting systems
the layout, polarization, modulation, balancing,
and current relations of the individual antennas
of the array must be carefully attended to, so
that the correct directional patterns are always
produced and are correctly modulated. All the
signals, however, travel to the observer over a
single propagation path.
The site-location problem is more stringent in
type-C (Section 4) systems because two sites,
suitably related, must be found to produce one
set of lines of position. In certain regions, this
might require raising the distance requirement,
thus increasing the construction and power cost.
Two sites mean two bases, se1vices of supply,
and groups of operating personnel. As Fig. 7 and
the check list (Table I) shows, three distinct

·
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radio signal links per airplane are requi;ed for
one line-of-position observation ; this means fun
damentally greater chance of breakdown.
All types of systems are subject to certain
basic sources of error, which limit the accuracy
of even the best-designed and engineered system.
For very-long-range systems, radio propagation
occurs via sky waves, that is, by waves which are
reflected down to the receiving station by the
various ionospheric layers. This always affects
radio communication and navigational services.
In directional systems, inherent errors may arise
because of certain changes in the polarization of
the reflected waves, and because of distortions
of the wave front caused by certain terrain
features. In any distance systems; inherent
errors may arise because of deviations of the
path of the radio signals from the most direct
path, caused by irregularities in the ionspheric
layers ; in differential-distance systems, more,,
over, there are two distinct paths to the receiver,
and each path may be affected differently. In
all systems, errors may arise because of inter
ference between signals arriving via the ground
path and via the sky path or paths from the same
transmitter. They may vary in time of arrival,
phase, polarization, etc. Systems using very short
pulses and cathode-ray tubes have an advantage
in that the ground-wave pulse, arriving first,
may be visually distinguishable from the pulses
arriving over longer paths.
The comparative seriousness of the various
inherent errors in the two types of systems, and
the limiting magnitude of them in each system,
have not yet been determined well enough to
judge which type of system is preferable in this
count, or to predict the limits of accuracy one
may expect in long-range radio navigation in
general.
The above sources of error are not in the
transmitting or receiving apparatus but in the
physical medium of propagation between the two,
a medium over which engineers have little or no
control. Outside of such inherent errors, which
are characteristic of the basic type of system, in
each specific system there may be errors caused
by ambiguities, misadjustment, or mechanical
malfunctioning, which errors may be reduced
by good design and engineering and by careful
and intelligent operation.
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10.4 PROPAGATION PROBLEMS
For short-distance applications, high frequen
cies are generally preferred because sharp direc
tive effects are desired with small installa
tions. For medium-range work, up to 100 miles
or so, certain frequencies may be preferred for
practical reasons, but almost any frequency
would do. In both cases, the power requirements
create no great problem. For a 1500-mile reliable
range, however, the question of proper frequency
for reliable transmission is a critical one as
power, transmitter, and antenna costs are not
inconsiderable.

The study12 previously referred to .has gone in to
these questions starting from first principles, and
the results of the investigation prove to have
some direct implications with regard to the
suitability of specific systems for reliable long
range use.
For long-range propagation, only the low
frequency, very-low-frequency, and high-fre
quency bands may work. Medium frequencies,
such as used for broadcasting, have very short
ranges in the daytime and are variable at night.
Very-, ultra-, and super-high frequencies are
restricted to line-of-sight distances, about 250
miles for an airplane at an altitude of 20,000 feet.
High frequencies, as used in international
broadcasting and communication, may travel
long distances with comparatively little power
and small antennas. Interruptions and disturb
ances, however, are very frequent and serious, the
ionospheric layers being highly variable with
respect to these waves. Fading is common and,
at intervals that may be frequent and protracted,
there are complete blackouts of reception, con
nected in some way with magnetic storms and
sunspot activity.
Low and very low frequencies, as used since
early days for very-long-distance communica
tion, propagate quite steadily day and night,
during all seasons and years, as the ionospheric
layers that reflect them are less subject to up
heavals. Also, one frequency serves for all dis
tances, directions, and times of transmission,
while for long-distance high-frequency communi
cation, a transmitting station often has to choose
among three or more available frequencies to fit
the circumstances. Low frequencies are especially
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Laboratory-equipped airplane used for gathering experimental data on performance of ground and airborne equipment
·
during the development of a radio navigational aid (SCS-51 instrument landing system) .

useful for radio communication in polar regions,
where air traffic may be expected to increase in
the future to take advantage of direct great
circle routes ; in these regions high-frequency
transmissions are subjected to such excessive
ionospheric disturbances as to be practically use
less, except for short distances.
Thus, from the all-important consideration of
reliable and uniform propagation, low frequencies
seem indicated for long-range navigational sys
tems. Low-frequency transmitters, however,
require very large antennas and considerable
power. Also, the bandwidth should be extremely
narrow for two reasons. First, static or noise,
which may be very disturbing at low frequencies
(less so in polar regions and more so near tropical
areas) , may be reduced in effect by use of narrow
band reception. Secondly, the low-frequency
band does not have room for many or wide
channels. Therefore, if a number of navigational
stations are to be accommodated without inter
fering mutually or with other radio stations,
their emissions must be so narrow in bandwidth
as to use up very little channel space. The general
conclusions of this study regarding the desirabil
ity of low-frequency and narrow-bandwidth
operation for long-range radio navigational aids
have found agreement in the recommendations
and experiences of others. A great amount of
experimental development work is being done on
specific systems meeting these conditions.
In a subject with so many ramifications, ac
curate quantitative predictions cannot be made ;

but the aforementioned study concludes that for
a 1500-mile service range, the greatest reliability
may be expected with least power cost at a
carrier frequency in the neighborhood of 80 to
100 kilocycles. The input power requirement, per
ground station, for a receiver bandwidth of about
20 cycles, is stated as ranging from about 10 to
100 kilowatts, depending on the nearness of the
station to the tropic zone. It is interesting to note
that 100 kilowatts when translated into mechani
cal power is equal to about 140 horsepower or
about one tenth the power output of a single
modern airplane engine.
10.5 SPECIFIC SYSTEMS
Up to the present, no system satisfying all the
basic requirements, let alone the features of
convenience, of a fong-range navigational system
has been built. Some have been proposed or are
being developed. In a number of cases, the sys
tem is merely an extension of a type used more or
less successfully for medium distances. The
difficulty is that mere increase of power is not
always sufficient ; the particular modulation,
frequency, or other features being such that the
systems are propagationally unsuitable for long
distance work.
The principal systems under discussion for
long-distance use may, however, be mentioned
and their long-range features itemized briefly.
The first requirement is, of course, reliable
service, which implies low-frequency narrow-
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band operation ; then ambiguities, convenience,
omnidirectional coverage, antenna complexity,
etc., may be considered.
Loran and Decca are propounded as promising
differential-distance systems, the hyperbolic
lines of position and other general features being
the same as already described under type-C
(Section 4) systems. Standard Loran, which
has had extensive wartime use, uses brief pulses,
which require wide bandwidths and fairly high
frequencies. Some promising work is being done
on low-frequency forms of Loran ; the inherent
and practical problems (channel space, etc.) are
considerable, and the final answer is not avail
able. Decca, a recent development, uses pure
continuous waves and is thus eminently suited
for low frequencies and narrow bandwidths. The
phase-comparison method, however, brings in
the great problem of ambiguities which has been
already described, and which may only be re
solved by using recording meters, carrying double
equipment for the receiving of two pairs of sta
tions for a fix, and using extra high powers in the
transmitters. Loran (at least in high frequencies)
and Decca are capable of great accuracy, one
requiring cathode-ray-tube observations and
manipulations, the other requiring careful treat
ment of ambiguities. In Loran, although rather
wide bandwidths are used, several stations 'can
operate on the same radio-frequency channel
without interference, through the principle of
different pulse-repetition rates as described under
distance indicators (Section 9.2) . In Decca,
even the two stations of one pair must operate
on different channels so their signals may be
distinguished at the airplane, where they are
subsequently changed to identical frequencies for
phase-comparison purposes. This requires es
sentially two receivers for observing one line of
position and a special schedule of frequency
allocations. Coverage is fairly wide so that many
lines of position are available, though of hyper
bolic shape and requiring special charts. In all
cases, antennas may be the simplest nondirec
tional types, but accurate and reliable long
distance synchronization is required.
Among the directional transmitting systems pro
pounded are Consol or Sonne, Civil Aeronautics
Administration omnidirectional range, and Nava
globe. Consol and Navaglobe are inherently suit
able for low-frequency narrow-band operation.
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The Civil Aeronautics Administration system,
which was originally developed at high fre
quencies to replace the four-course A-N ranges,
has special modulations that make the problem
of adapting it to low-frequency narrow-band
operation difficult, but some interesting work is
being done on low-frequency designs of it. The
Civil Aeronautics Administration and Navaglobe
systems are omnidirectional and direct indicat
ing, with little or no ambiguities. Sonne, which
has been operationally used during the war, is
capable of great accuracy, but the coverage is
not completely omnidirectional, and alternative
means, direction finding, for example, must be
used to resolve ambiguities. I ts aural indications
require no special receiver but take considerable
time. Sonne or Consol require an array of only
two or three antennas ; the omnidirectional
Civil Aeronautics Administration and Navaglobe
systems require five and three antennas, re
spectively. Navaglobe has not been in operational
use, but an experimental model is under con
struction. In all type-D systems, the observations
may not be as accurate as in differential-distance
systems but should be precise enough for ordin
ary commercial purposes, and the antenna lay
out and excitation are critical. The lines of
position are of the more convenient shape of
great circles and require no special charts.
1 1 . Conclusion

The foregoing descriptions of specific radio
navigational systems were restricted to funda
mental characteristics ; in each system there
may be hosts of other quite important considera
tions, intimate technical and other details, which
further add to or detract from the suitability of
the systems. Only tests over a period of years,
especially for the long-range case, will give the
final answer, insofar as any technical develop
ment can be considered final. In radio naviga
tion, as in any other field, developments are not
cheaply attained ; Edison's well-known char
acterization of invention as being 10 percent
inspiration and 90 percent perspiration still holds
true. Credit for the ultimate developments in
radio navigational aids, whatever form they may
take, must be shared among the large number of
individuals and organizations in many countries
who have contributed to the advancement of
the various branches of radio and electronics.
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Fre quency-Shift !(eying in the I.T.&T. System
MPORTANT international circuits of Inter
national Telephone and Telegraph Corpora
tion associate companies are now employing
frequency-shift keying for Morse and printer
codes, and many others are scheduled for conver
sion to this method of operation during 194 7 .
This method of operation makes possible utiliza
tion of printer and time-division-multiplex
equipments on international circuits without
increasing the power of the transmitters. On
circuits where manual transcription methods
are retained, frequency-shift provides the same .
circuit efficiency with an appreciable reduction in
radiated power.
Historically, frequency-shift transmission was
first employed with the old Federal-Poulsen arc
transmitters. As they could not be keyed on and
off, signaling was accomplished by changing
frequency. This was referred to as back-wave or
compensated-wave keying. However, no use was
made of the back wave at the receiving point ;
it was considered to be a troublesome effect which
at times actually interfered with reception.
Proposals were advanced from time to time to
forbid this method of signaling by international
agreement.
The advantages of frequency-shift signaling
were recognized as far back as 1 923, and several
satisfactory systems were demonstrated over the
years. It was not until the success of wide-band
frequency-modulation transmission in improving
signal-to-noise ratio was demonstrated, that
narrow-band frequency modulation for telegraph
service was recognized as possessing great merit.
Application of this principle resulted in the
development of keying involving shifting the

carrier frequency alternately between two dis
crete frequencies, generally separated from 300
to 1000 cycles. One frequency transmits the
mark elements and the other the space elements
of code.
Receivers employed with this mode of opera
tion are arranged to respond only to frequency
variations in the received signals and not to
amplitude variations. Inasmuch as the receiving
equipment is not affected by large variations in
signal amplitude caused by fading, amplitude
modulation, etc., and, as noise is predominantly
amplitude modulation, frequency-shift operation
gives improvements in signal-to-noise ratio aver
aging from 6 to 12 decibels over on-off single-fre
quency operation.
Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company
has designed special frequency-shift equip
ment for use on its international circuits.
This embodies the principle of space-diversity
reception to combat further the effects of signal
fading. Profiting by experience under actual
operating conditions, further improvements are
being incorporated in the equipments, which
include transmitter-exciter units, diver�ity
receiving sets, and monitoring or measuring
apparatus.
Many converted radio circuits are now being
operated with 5-unit printer apparatus, and
time-division-multiplex equipment is being de
veloped. In all of this work, the long experience
of Mackay in radiotelegraph operation, com
bined with that of the associated cable companies
in cable and land-wire operation, is providing a
wealth of useful information.
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Institute of Radio Engineers 1947 Convention
HIRTY-SIX organizations contributed in future issues of Electrical Communication.
1 1 8 technical papers to the 1947 na
It is of interest to note the effect on this con
tional convention of the Institute of vention of wartime expansion of the telecom
Radio Engineers in New York, New York, on munication fields. The attendance was 1 1 ,895
March 3rd to 6th. Included were 1 2 from Fed and about 170 companies, including Federal
eral Telecommunication Laboratories, the lar Telephone and Radio Corporation, occupied the
gest number accepted from any single organ exhibition space at Grand Central Palace.
ization or system. Summaries of these papers Banquet facilities restricted attendance at that
follow ; certain ones will be published in full
function to some 1600 members and guests.

T

First Tests on Navar System for Aerial Navigation and Air Traffic Control
By P. R. ADAMS, S. H. M. DODI NGTON, and J . A. HERBST

Background and features of the Navar series
of radio aids to air navigation and traffic control,
which are being developed under U. S. Army Air
Forces sponsorship, are briefly reviewed. A de
scription is given of equipment and its perform
ance in an experimental ground and airplane
installation, assembled for preliminary tests of

basic principles and the gathering of flight data
on the four key facilities of the Navar system, as
follows :
A. Airborne distance indicator, pulse type,
with meter presentation ; B. Airborne azimuth
indicator, omnidirectional radio-r ange facility of
physically rotating antenna typ e, with meter

Navar ground installation and the flying laboratory of Federal Telecommunication Laboratories at Indianapolis
for the meeting of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization at which the first phase of the Navar
development was demonstrated. Two stacks of discone antennas may be seen above the house.
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presentation ; C. Normal ground search radar,
with plan-position presentation ; D. Assisted
radar, using an airborne responder, with presen
tation on the same plan-position indicator.
Incidentally, signals suitable for operation of a
relayed radar plan-position indicator oh the air
plane were provided.
In particular, features of integrated operation
are described : A. Ground radar antenna utilized
also as a basis of the azimuth-meter service ; B .
Ground distance-measuring-equipment responder
useful also as an auxiliary transmitter for the azi
muth service, as well as for radar relaying ; C.
Airborne distance-measuring-equipment trans
mitter performing also as part of radar responder ;
D. Airborne distance-measuring-equipment re
ceiver, in conjunction with receiver part of radar
responder, utilized also for azimuth service and

for radar relay service. Station selectivity
for azimuth service is attained in spite of com
mon-channel operation of all ground radars.
Multipurpose electromechanical type of azimuth
measuring unit is described ; principle of time
sharing of pulses and method of differentiation
between various types of pulse signals on same
channel is explained.
Performance of the experimental installation,
which was also set up at Indianapolis Airport in
October, 1946, for demonstrations to Provisional
International Civil Aviation Organization dele
gates, is discussed. The second stage of develop
ment of the system, with emphasis on the earliest
availability of a distance-measuring facility, is
outlined and features of service-test models of
equipment under construction for delivery and
operation early in 1947 are described.

Relations Between Bandwidth, Speed of Indication, and Signal-to-Noise
Ratio in Radio Navigation and Direction Finding
By H. BUSIGNIES and M. DISHAL

Information is transmitted and received at a
very slow rate, electronically speaking, in most
navigational and direction-finding systems. Ac
cordingly, quite small bandwidths, probably of
the order of only 10 to 100 cycles, are actually
required. Thus simple modulation shapes to
convey the desired intelligence should be used
to conserve bandwidth.
In considering the relations between band
width and signal-to-noise ratio, narrowing of the
pass band before and after final detection is
compared. If large signal-to-noise ratios are al
ways to be used, there is no choice. However, for
the important case of small signal-to-noise ratio
(e.g. , 3 to 1 ) , it is shown that for predetection
narrowing, the signal required for a given signal
to-noise ratio is proportional to the square root
of the bandwidth. ratio, whereas for postdetection
narrowing, the signal is proportional to the 4th
root of the bandwidth ratio. Experimental con
firmation of these relationships is cited.
Impulse noise cannot be limited at a "band
width level" equal to that required to pass the
signal being received. Illustrations are given
showing the excellent results which can be ob-

tained first by impulse limiting in a wide-band
portion of the receiver and then passing the
signal through the narrow band. For pulse
systems using wide bands, a "bucking out"
system is described which cancels received im
pulses but does not affect the signal so long as
the impulse and pulsed signal do not occur
simultaneously. In this system, the outputs of
two diodes are subtracted from each other.
Each diode operates from pass bands of equal
widths, and the carrier frequency is placed in the
middle of only one of the pass bands. Similar
results may be obtained by effectively using
three pass bands and subtracting the output of
two from the third.
A possible new method of reception is de
scribed which may allow signals to be reproduced
at e�tremely low signal-to-impulse-noise ratios.
This system utilizes the previously mentioned
bucking detector scheme described above and
measures the resultant impulse-noise output,
which is dependent on the signal input, when
carrier and impulse are simultaneously present.
A graph showing the peak impulse output versus
carrier input is given.
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The required speeds of indication are con ally be required. However, it is pointed out that
sidered for various aids to navigation, such as the in some of the systems, the extra bandwidth is
aircraft radio compass, distance-measuring used to obtain greater accurracies and greater
equipment, long-range navigational systems, discrimination, e.g., radar.
Loran, and radar. Considering the rate at which
A practical narrow-band (20-cycle pass band
information is transmitted in these systems, it is width) navigational system is described. This is
indicated that in some of the systems apparently the Navaglobe and narrow-band automatic
more bandwidth is being used than should actu- direction-finding system.
Multiplex Microwave Radio Applied to Telephone Systems

By T. H . CLARK

The first telephone systems used a single wire
and a ground return to establish a circuit for a
single voice channel of communication. Improved
characteristics were obtained when an additional
wire was used for the return. It then was found
possible to transmit two simultaneous conversa
tions over such a circuit ; one between the two
wires and ground and the second between the
two wires of the pair. The most commonly used
long-distance circuits today consist of four wires
(two pairs) . Three conversations can be trans
mitted, two on the pairs and a third phantomed
between the two pairs. The introduction of carrier
techniques and, particularly, the coaxial cable
further increased the number of conversations
that can be carried over a single pair of
conductors. All of these advances were made
in the continuous effort to reduce the cost of the
wire plant comprised in the telephone system.
Despite all these improvements, the wire plant
still is the major portion of the cost. The next
logical step is the use of radio transmission.
Low-frequency radio was used for long circuits
such as transatlantic telephone links at about the
time of the first World War. High-frequency
circuits for ship-to-shore and intercontinental
communication were introduced in the 1920's.
Fixed circuits at very-high frequencies came
into use in the 1930's for short overwater carries
where the cost of the submarine cable was exces
sive. About the same time, a number of experi
ments were carried out in ultra- and super-high
frequencies for the same service.
At the present time, a number of microwave
communication systems, called "microwave
links," are under development. The principal
purpose is still to reduce the amount of copper

used to carry voice-frequency channels. Several
of these systems are sufficiently advanced so that
microwave links may become a reality in the
1940's as very-high-frequency links did in the
1930's.
Two principal
types of systems are in advanced
.
stages in I.T.&T. System laboratories. One
system furnishes a single wide-band channel
capable of transmitting by radio the frequency
spectrum presented by a conventional frequency
division-multiplex carrier system. At the radio
receiving terminal, the carrier spectrum is re
obtained and the signal can be applied, as carrier,
to wire lines or cables or it can be handled by the
receiving terminal of the carrier equipment and
be reduced to the separate voice channels.
A second system is capable of taking a number
of telephone conversations and applying them as
voice bands to time-division-multiplexing equip
ment. The carrier can be modulated by conven
tional methods such as frequency modulation,
amplitude modulation, or pulse modulation. A
system of pulse-time modulation with time-divi
sion multiplex has reached a high state of de
velopment. A 24-channel system is in experi
mental operation between New York and
Trenton, New Jersey. Two unattended repe<cjters
are used.
Microwaves were exhaustively explored for
radar and similar uses during World War II. The
techniques evolved have been of considerable
assistance in the further development of micro
wave links. The frequency spectrum above 1000
megacycles is becoming very crowded as a result
of the many wartime developments.
Absolute reliability is a primary requisite for
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telephone systems. The anomalous propagation
effects discovered in the early 1930's are being
studied more carefully at the present time. Be
cause the microwave systems are limited ap
proximately to line-of-sight distances, repeaters
must be used for transmission over long distances.
Reliability of these repeaters is of utmost im
portance and automatic features of protection,
switch-over to auxiliary equipment or power,
and operation under extremes of temperature

and humidity have been carefully studied.
Repeaters, to be economical, must be capable of
reliable unattended operation.
Telephone systems have attained a perfection
and a complexity that is awe inspiring. The radio
engineer must engineer the radio system to have
the same reliability and to accept any of the
complex systems of dialing, signaling, super
vision, etc. , which are m common use in the
telephone plant.

Considerations of Moon Relay Communications

By D. D. GRIEG, S. 1VIETZGER, and R. WAER

The moon offers possibilities as a passive moon to be a perfectly diffuse reflector. The first
repeater for radio links. Such a system requires assumption indicates that signals of all types,
the evaluation of various phenomena, which are including telegraph, speech, and even color
of no importance in conventional radio com television , would be reflected without distortion.
munication systems. One such phenomenon is the On the other hand, the second assumption leads
Doppler shift in the frequency of the received to the conclusion that the distortions are such
signal as a result of the relative motion of the that the transmission of telegraph or teletype
earth and the moon. Another is possible inter signals is practicable, narrow-band speech is
ference by electromagnetic disturbances from possible, but the transmission of television
the sun or other astral bodies, i.e., cosmic noise. signals is doubtful.
It must also be remembered that contact can
be established only while
the moon is visible at
both the transmitting
and receiving points.
As the exact nature
of the radio reflecting
properties of the sur
face of the moon is not
known, calculations have
been made for two ex
treme cases. The first as
sumes the moon to be
perfectly smooth, while
the second assumes the
Hemispheric broadcasting,
utilizing the reflecting prop
erties of the moon, offers
interesting possibilities. Radio
transmissions beamed at the
moon are reflected back to
earth and irradiate all points
on earth facing the moon.
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The conclusions from either assumption indicate
that the transmitting power required for com
munication by telegraph, teletype, or speech, is
available with existing equipment. However, the
requirements for large antennas and facilities
for continuously tracking the moon seem beyond
the reach of a home receiver for this purpose, so
that for the time being moon-reflected signals
would have to be utilized by rebroadcasting.
The meager information available from the
United States Signal Corps moon radar experi
ments indicates that the amplitude of successive
echoes varies widely. An attempt has been made
to explain this phenomenon by assuming the sur-
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face of the moon to be diffuse, but with a number
of smooth spots, each not necessarily more than
two or three miles in diameter. The echoes from
smooth spots of this size have been shown to be
alike and about the same as that from the whole
diffuse moon. The echoes resulting from a sur
face of the type assumed thus could interfere with
each other in such a manner as to add to one
pulse and cancel a pulse sent several seconds
later. Calculations indicate that two such spots
located most anywhere on the moon would pro
duce the results observed in the moon radar
experiments.

Power Loads at Very- and Ultra-High Frequencies

By A. G. KAN DOIAN and R. A. FELSENHELD

The design of satisfactory loads to handle and
measure large amounts of power at very- and
ultra-high frequencies has always been an an
noying, though not necessarily a difficult, prob
lem. There are a variety of possible solutions but
each has its own particular defects. Some have
poor impedance characteristics and are nonlinear,
some cannot stand large voltage or heat gradi
ents, some are very difficult to calibrate accu
rately, and others dissipate an appreciable
portion of the power in electromagnetic radiation.
Nearly all are difficult to cool if large powers are
involved.
To overcome some of these defects, a study has
been made of several new designs, which appear
to have definite advantages over existing units.

from 20 to 50 ohms is readily accomplished by
one or more quarter-wave transformers.
In practice, such a load has been used for
average powers of the order of a kilowatt and
peak powers of several hundred kilowatts in the
neighborhood of 500 to 1 000 megacycles. · It is
adaptable to both lower and higher frequencies,
and for higher average power.
RADIATOR-TYPE LOAD

Another load, which has proved useful and
very convenient, is of the radiator type. The
radiator or antenna is totally enclosed in a tank ·
of water. Again, as a result of the high dielectric
constant and high losses, the radiated electro
magnetic energy is converted to heat in the
water, which may be circulated for cooling pur
TRANSMISSION-LINE LOAD
poses. The amount of power is easily calculated
The first of these is a transmission-line type of from the rate of flow and the difference in tem
load. It is made up of a length of coaxial line perature between input and output water.
In practice, such a load has been used for
using water as dielectric between the center and
average
powers of the order of one kilowatt and
the outer conductor. The water is circulated to
peak
powers
of several hundred kilowatts. It is,
provide necessary cooling. Because of the high
however,
not
quite as satisfactory from a peak
dielectric constant of water, approximately 80,
power
standpoint
as the transmission type of
it is not convenient to obtain a desired surge
load.
impedance in the neighborhood of 50 ohms. A
surge impedance of 20 ohms, however, is easily
feasible with a nominal-sized outer conductor. RESONANT-CAVITY TYPE OF LOAD
A third type of load is the resonant-cavity
As a result of high dielectric constant and high
type.
It is well known that one may couple into
propagation loss in water, an equivalent infinite
line is easily obtained with a total length in air a tuned cavity so that the input impedance will
no greater than one wavelength. Transformation be any desired value, a particular example being
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a 50-ohm pure resistance. If the Q of the cavity and Kovar tubing for the inner conductor, Q's of
is very high, the 50-ohm relationship will hold the order of 30 may be obtained. The coupling
over a very narrow frequency range. Under these consists of a direct tap into the center conductor
conditions, any amount of power transmitted to near th� current-maximum point.
Cooling is obtained by circulating water
this load will be dissipated in the ohmic loss
within the cavity. Because of the high Q of the through the Kovar tubing which forms the center
cavity, very large circulating currents will be set conductor, where the dissipation is concentrated.
A load of the resonant-cavity type has been
up along with extremely high voltages in the
used for testing frequency-modulated broadcast
current-minimum region.
When such a cavity is specifically designed as transmitters. Average powers of the order of 10
a load , however, the Q is deliberately made low. kilowatts have been handled and such a design
By using a quarter-wave coaxial resonant circuit for 50 kilowatts appears feasible.
Ultra-Highw Frequency Multiplex Broadcasting System

By A. G. KAN DOIAN and A. M. LEVINE

Because of the apparent need in the near
future for a supplement to a:mplitude- and fre
quency-modulation broadcasting, time-division
multiplexing and pulse-time modulation has been
developed. This ultra-high-frequency system
may be used for high-fidelity low-noise broad
casting for educational and other purposes.
Pulse-time modulation was chosen because of
the many advantages it offers at ultra-high
frequencies over other systems in size, simplicity
of equipment, economy of power, high-quality
low-noise reception, and improved stability.
·High transmitting efficiency is obtained with
pulse-time modulation because the signal is
converted to a sequence of pulses of very short
time duration. The transmitter is, therefore, in
operative most of the time and a very low average
power produces high peak powers when the
transmitter is keyed. A further improvement is
realized by the use of a high-gain omnidirectional
transmitting antenna, which concentrates the
power radiated vertically in a thin fan-shaped
beam extending to the horizon.
At ultra-high frequencies, coverage area is
limited approximately to line-of-sight distances.
Maximum coverage for the service area is as
sured by centrally locating the transmitter at the
highest elevation possible.
As all programs originate from the same trans
mitter, a highly directive receiving antenna is
utilized which is permanently focussed on the

transmitter. This feature reduces interference
from near-by buildings or other fixed objects.
The receiver itself is fixed tuned to one trans
mission frequency, eliminating the cost of com
plex ganged tuning controls. Program selection
may be accomplished by push-button selection
of simple timing circuits. This makes the prob
lems of oscillator drift and warm-up period un
important.
The particular pulse-time modulation system
that has been developed simultaneously trans
mits eight programs of 9500 cycles each over a
single radio-frequency carrier of 930 megacycles.
The eight programs pass through control
panels to the time-modulation mixer. Here the
audio-frequencies are converted to 0. 5-micro
second pulses at a base repetition rate of 24,000
per second. The various channels are then mixed
and a marker added. The video-frequency out
put consists of a series of pulses having a band
width of 3 megacycles. A 70-ohm coaxial cable
transmits the pulses to the modulator.
The receiving system consists of a directional
antenna, a fixed-tuned radio-frequency section,
and a pulse-time demodulator. The radio-fre
quency section includes a local oscillator, crystal
mixer, and a 30-megacycle intermediate-fre
quency preamplifier. The pulse-time demodulator
includes final intermediate-frequency amplifica
tion, video-frequency detection and tuning, and
audio-frequency detection and amplification.
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New home of the Institute
of Radio Engineers on Fifth
Avenue in New York City.
Built about 1880, this replica
of a portion of Chemonceaux,
a famous French chateau,
was one of the prominent
mansions in an era of ele
gance. Funds for the pur
chase, refurbishing, and fur
nishing of the building were
contribu t e d by Institute
members and the radio
industry.

Broad-Band Very-High-Frequency Amplifiers
By A. M . LEVINE and M. G. HOLLABAUGH

The presen t trend in ultra-high-frequency re
ceivers is toward use of increasingly higher inter
mediate frequencies. Broad-band amplifiers are
being constructed for operation in the upper part
of the very-high-frequency range. This is a region
of transition from lumped to distributed circuit
parameters, where tube damping, undesired
feedback, and related effects assume important
magnitudes. These effects, in f�ct, exercise a
controlling influence in many designs.
Calculations for input damping, instability
caused by feedback, and similar factors have been
made. Calculated and measured values are given
for various tube types and for frequencies be
tween 30 and 300 megacycles.
Graphed values of effective input resistance
were found to follow the customary frequency
squared approximation in the lower very-high
frequency region. For higher frequencies, smaller
resistances were observed. For design purposes,
f 2·5 lines have been found to be sufficiently
accurate with three common tube types, 6AG5,
6AH6, and 6AK5.

The tube damping values were taken for
amplifier stages where short cathode leads were
used but without other means of input-admit
tance compensation. The input resistances
determined under this condition were consider
ably smaller tha,n those measured by a Q-meter·
with all electrodes except the grid at ground
potential. For example, the Q-meter input
resistance of a 6AK5 at 100 megacycles was
in the 15,000-ohm region, whereas the re�istance
obtained from the same tube in the amplifier
stage was in the vicinity of 5000 ohms.
It was shown that tube damping limits the
minimum bandwidth obtainable, unless special
precautions are taken to eliminate the effect.
This minimum bandwidth may be expressed by
equations or curves.
Tube damping must also be considered in
connection with the choice of interstage coupling.
The more complex interstage networks, i.e. ,
those designed for greater gain and bandwidth
capabilities, require higher termination or damp
ing resistances and this may easily be in excess
of the tube damping resistance present.
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It is generally recognized that at high fre
quencies it is difficult to obtain large stable
gains when the bandwidth is very small relative
to the carrier frequency. Intermediate-frequency
amplifiers for various frequency-modulation re
ceivers often present this problem. It is shown
that capacitive coupling caused by the grid-to
plate capacitance in amplifier tubes is sufficient
to give rise to instability in amplifiers in the
very-high-frequency region. A limit to the mini
mum bandwidth obtainable with a given gain is

determined as a function of the grid-plate capaci
tance of the amplifier tube. Or conversely, a
limit to the maximum gain obtainable with a
given bandwidth exists as a function of the grid
plate capacitance. A 100-megacycle amplifier,
using four stages of 6AKS's, will be unstable if
the bandwidth is less than approximately 2
megacycles, assuming that the gain is not in
tentionally reduced or that some form of
neutralization is not used.

Compensation of Phase Shift at Low Frequencies
By F. McGEE

The formerly unimportant low-frequency
phase shift has recently come into the position of
a first-rate problem. Terman, Hewlett, Palmer,
and Pan, 1 and Sturley 2 have analyzed the
resistance-capacitance amplifier and presented
forn;rnlas and graphs representing low-frequency
phase shifts in terms of circuit elements and tube
constants. These relationships may be presented
in somewhat more practical form for design
purposes. A new method of phase compensation,
which allows for the simultaneous correction of
phase errors in cathode, screen, and coupling
networks, is discussed.
The basic circuit equations
ip = gmCg + g.c.
i. = G,,, c0 + G.c.
c0 = c - ck
c. = - i.Z. - ck
Ck = (ip +i,)Zk
iP = plate alternating current
i. = screen alternating current
c0 = grid-to-cathode alternating voltage
Ck = cathode-to-ground alternating voltage
c = grid-to-ground alternating voltage
Zs = screen-to-ground alternating-current

Im
pedance
zk = cathode-to-ground alternating-current im
pedance

F. E. Terman, W. R. Hewlett, C. W. Palmer and W. Y.
Pan, "Calculation and Design of Resistance-Coupled
Amplifiers Using Pentode Tubes," Transactions of the
A . J.E.E., v. 59, p. 879; 1946.
2 K.
R. Sturley, "Low Frequency Amplification,"
Electronic Engineering, November and December, 1944;
and January, February, March, April, and May, 1945.
1

the dynamic screen resistance r,)

of

are solved simultaneously by means of fifth
order determination yielding :
(2)
in which for simplicity
(3)
Assume for the moment that the screen im
pedance to ground is z�ro. By algebraic manip
ulation, the approximate formula
(4)

in which :

----

gm = grid-to-plate transconductance
Gm = grid-to-screen transconductance
g. = screen-to-plate transconductance
G. = screen-to-screen conductance (reciprocal

where cf>k is the phase shift in the cathode circuit
at the frequency f caused by the capacitor ck
providing the phase shift is less than 10 degrees,
and Gk and Rk have normal values. Then as
suming that the cathode phase shift is negligible
and using similar manipulation and conditions,
9

(5)

C. = -- ,
cf>,fr"

where cf>s is the phase shift caused by the screen
by-pass capacitor C. at the frequency f when the
dynamic screen resistance is r It is then shown
that under the condition named, the total phase
shift, when both cathode and screen contribute,
is the sum of cf>k and c/>. as given by these two
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formulas. I t i s observed that any phase shift form
resulting from the impedance in the plate circuit
9
( 7)
C
adds to the phase error in the current as does
. = <t>cfR;
that caused by a coupling network. Under where the capacitor Cc causes the phase error
video-frequency conditions, the phase shift <Pc at the frequency f. Re is the output resistor
resulting from plate decoupling is derived and, and is assumed large with respect to the im
by algebraic manipulation, is put in the form pedance in the preceding plate circuit.
It is observed that if all conditions are met
9
Cp
(6) simultaneously, the total phase shift ¢ T is

(

= - ¢pfRL'

9 GK

1

1

1

)

where the phase shift ¢p is caused by the de
( 8)
<i>T = J Ck + C.r. + CcRc - CpRL .
coupling capacitor Cp at the frequency f, and
RL is the plate load resistor. Again <PP must be It is, therefore, possible to obtain zero phase
less than 10 degrees and RL must be at least shift over the stage by making
Gk
1
1
1
equal to the decoupling resistor. The phase shift
(9)
=
in the coupling network is derived and put in the
ck + Cars + CcRc CpRL.

- --

�

Noise- Suppression Characteristics of Pu se Modulation
By S. MOSKOWITZ and D. D. GRIEG

The utilization of pulses for the multiplexing
of communication channels has received con
siderable attention during the past few years.
In an analogous manner to the well-known fre
quency or phase modulation of continuous
waves, pulse-time modulation offers an improve
ment in signal-to-noise ratio over that obtained
by the common amplitude modulation of either
continuous or pulsed waves. It is shown that the
improvement is proportional to the radio-fre
quence bandwidth used in the transmission link.
In terms of the pulses, the improvement is
proportional to .the time-modulation displace
ment and inversely proportional to the build-up
or decay time, whichever is the smaller.
An important measure of protection against
noise interference offered by time-modulated
pulses results from the high ratio of peak-to
average power used. The threshold of improve
ment is reached when the peak pulse amplitude
is about twice the effective noise peaks. Hence,
devices such as limiters may be used to consider
able advantage. Experiments have been made
and the results are given illustrating the outlined
theory. The effectiveness of various noise-sup
pression devices such as limiters, differentiators,
and multivibrators is demonstrated by experi
mental data.

The greatest degree of noise suppression is
obtained when successive stages of limiting and
differentiation are incorporated in the receiver.
This result may be understood by considering
the following manners in which noise can enter
the pulse system :
A. Amplitude modulation of the pulses.
B. Width modulation of the pulses.

C. Noise occurrence between pulses.
D. Displacement in time of the leading or trailing edge of
the pulses.

Noise entering by amplitude modulation of
the pulses and between the pulses may be re
moved by proper limiting providing the input
signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 6 decibels.
Following this stage, a differentiator serves to
extract the proper pulse edge thus removing
width-modulation noise. However, as some edge
slope variation may be introduced by noise, the
output of the differentiator may again contain
some amplitude and width noise. Such secondary
noise modulations may be further suppressed by
successive stages of limiting and differentiation.
The operations may also be obtained by the
action of a multivibrator.
Noise entering by displacement in time of the
leading or trailing edge of the pulse is of the same
form as the modulating signal and is inherent in
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the system of modulation. However, the noise
displacement may be reduced by decreasing the
build-up or decay time of the pulses, i.e. , in
creasing the bandwidth of the system.
In a similar manner, impulse noise, such as

that derived from electrical machinery, auto
mobile ignition, and interfering pulse communica
tion systems, may be suppressed. The degree of
suppression is usually greater than that obtained
with random noise.

Video-Frequency Negative- Feedback Amplifiers
By M. G. HOLLABAUGH, J. A. RADO, and A. M. LEVINE

Video-frequency amplifiers having bandwidths
of four or five megacycles may be readily de
signed using well-known methods such as shunt,
series, or series-shunt peaking to achieve a
uniform gain over the required frequency band.
These techniques have been developed largely
empirically and are adequate for relatively nar
row bands and low gains. Design alignment is
simple and the technique is widely known.
In color-television and pulse-modulation sys
tems, the need for much wider bands in the range
from 10 to 50 megacycles is encountered and it is
necessary to exploit as fully as possible the
capabilities of components to realize a practical
result. Almost ten years ago, H. A. Wheeler
foresaw this need. 1 His paper set down the
fundamental relation that the gain-bandwidth
product equals the transconductance over the
geometric mean of the input and output capaci
tances. Filter theory was applied to the problem
of interstage coupling of wide-band amplifiers
and resulted in the realization of as high as 95
percent of the above criterion in practical
amplifiers.
The complexity of design and manipulation of
these high-performance filters, each of which may
require adjustment of five or six interdependent
parameters, led to the consideration of a simpler
means of attaining equivalent performance, that
of inverse feed-back. \Vheeler proposed the use
of inverse feed-back but the development and
use of it was largely limited to band-pass or inter
mediate-frequency amplifiers and was shrouded
by wartime security regulations.
Simplicity is the most important advantage to
be gained in using feedback and the advantage
increases with the number of amplifier stages for
1

H. A. Wheeler, "Wide-Band Amplifiers for Television,"

Proceedings of the I.R.E. , v. 27, pp. 429-43 7 ; July, 1939.

two reasons. First, adjustments need be made
only on the terminating filter of the whole am
plifier instead of on each interstage coupling filter
because the interstage coupling consists of only a
feedback resistor. Second, the performance of a
feedback amplifier approaches more closely the
theoretical criterion as the number of stages is
increased. Other advantages arise out of the use
of feedback, such as the reduction of distortion
resulting from nonlinearity:
Analysis of the generalized feedback amplifier
reveals its similarity to a transmission line or
ladder network. In fact, it is a ladder network
with negative-conductance shunt arms. This is
the function of the amplifier transconductance
which is a negative quantity. A mathematical
analysis has been based on this assumption. The
solution for stage gain established the fact that
these amplifiers have a gain-bandwidth capabil
ity equal to that of an ideal amplifier. In actual
amplifiers, the ideal has been approached very
closely.
Using 6AK5 tu.bes, amplifiers have been con
structed having video-frequency bandwidths of
13 megacycles and 20 megacycles. In these
amplifiers, simple terminations were used con
sisting of the characteristic resistance of the net
work in series with a peaking inductor.
A means has been developed for correcting the
low-frequency response of the amplifier resulting
from the practical limitation on the size of the
interstage coupling capacitor. As this requires the
introduction of shunt resistance, an examination
was made of the effect of shunt dissipation. It
was proved that shunt resistance may be reduced
to a value as low as that of the feedback resist
ance, at which point for equal bandwidth the
gain per stage is reduced by Yz decibel. Larger
values have negligible effect.
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Ideally, it has been pointed out that the feed
back path should be unidirectional in the back
ward direction just as Gm is unidirectional in the
forward direction. Actually, if the network is
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properly terminated, this is unimportant as the
mathematical analysis shows the backward
traveling wave is negligible and decreases.
·

Circularly Polarized Antennas
By W. SICHAK and S. M I LAZZO

A formula is derived which gives the variation
in received voltage as an elliptically polarized
antenna is rotated in a plane transverse to the
direction of propagation of an incident ellipti
cally polarized wave. It is shown that a circularly
polarized antenna will not receive any reflected
energy from a smooth metallic reflector while an
elliptically polarized antenna will receive some
energy, the magnitude of which depends on the
ratio of the axes of the polarization ellipse. If
circular polarization is used for communication,

both the transmitting and receiving antennas
. must produce the same screw sense of polariza
tion, otherwise no signal will be received. If the
antennas are elliptically polarized, some signal
will always be obtaine<f. Some methods for ob
taining circular polarization are discussed. For
the case of a horizontal loop and vertical dipole,
the currents in the loop and dipole must be in
phase to get circular polarization. Experimental
results are given to confirm the theory.

Monitoring Equipment for Frequency-Modulation Broadcasting
By M. SILVER

This paper deals with the design of monitoring
equipment for frequency-modulation broadcast
ing and in the measurements required to prove
performance.
Briefly, the equipment operates as follows :
A portion of the transmitter output is mixed
with a crysta1 standard so that the difference
frequency is 150 kilocycles. This voltage is ap
plied to a counter-type discriminator which is
used both to measure the line transmitter fre
quency and monitor its audio-frequency output.
The required linearity for this application is
extremely high and in the case of this equipment
it is 0.02 percent. The output of the counter dis
criminator is filtered and then applied to an

audio-frequency amplifier for acoustic monitor
ing and measurement purposes. In addition, the
discriminator feeds a suitable vacuum-tube
voltmeter for percentage-modulation measure
ments and a thyratron flasher circuit for over
modulation indication.
The equipment is capable of meeting the re
quirements of the Federal Communications Com
mission and surpasses them in many aspects.
The monitor is capable of measuring noise to
- 80 decibels and distortion of 0.2 percent.
Station carrier frequency can be measured to an
accuracy of ± 100 cycles under full-modulation
conditions with a long-time stability of one part
in S X 105•
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Recent Telecommunication Developments
CVEY AWARDED KERNOT MEDAL-Daniel
McVey, Chairman of the Board and
Managing Director of Standard Telephones and
Cables Pty Ltd. , has been awarded the Kernot
Memorial Medal.
This medal was established to perpetuate the
memory of William Charles Kernot, the first
professor of engineering at the University of
Melbourne. It is awarded

M

For distinguished engineering achievement in Australia

and for that achievement which is placed first in order of

INIATURE THERMAL DELAy SWITCH-Stand
ard Telephones and Cables (London) has
developed a delay switch of the thermal type
which has been coded ULS63 1 . It may be used
to control the time between applying heater
voltage and anode voltage in indirectly heated
vacuum tubes or gas-filled rectifiers. The ele
ments are mounted in an evacuated glass en
velope having a seated height of g'.i' inches and
a diameter of % inch. Its ratings are as indicated
in the table below.

M

merit by the Assessors.

The three assessors, who are appointed by the
council of the university, were unanimous in
designating Mr. McVey as the recipient of the
medal.

TCHINGS OF HEINRICH HERTZ-Starting in
1935, a series of etchings of men famous in
the telecommunication field has been issued by
Bureau de l'Union Internationale des Tele
communications, Effi.ngerstrasse 1 , Berne, Switz
erland. Recently added to the series is an etching
of Heinrich Hertz. Reproduced on luxury paper,
each portrait measures 23 by 1 7 centimeters (9
by 6% inches) including margins. Copies of
etchings of Hertz, Morse, Hughes, Bell, Marconi,
Baudot, Gauss and Weber, Maxwell, Ferrie,
Siemens, Popov, and Ampere may be obtained
for 3 Swiss francs each, including carriage and
packing. Hertz is credited with having discov
ered the wave character of electrical transmission
through space and through wires. His work on
wave propagation paved the way for the devel
opment of wireless telegraphy. Always an exact
ing scientist, Hertz demonstrated his principles
with carefully worked out experiments. These
demonstrations proved that electromagnetic
waves, or Hertzian waves as they became known,
could hot only be transmitted through space, but
could be reflected, absorbed, polarized, and made
to perform in other ways similar to light waves.

E

•

•

TABLE OF CHARACTERISTICS
Heater, Volts
Nominal Heater Current, Amperes
Nominal Delay at 20 Degrees Centigrade,
Seconds
Ambient Temperature Range, Degrees
Centigrade
Maximum Open-Circuit Voltage Between
Contacts, Direct Volts
Maximum Contact Current on Make,
Amperes
Maximum Surge Current on Make, Am
peres
Maximum Contact Current on Break,
Milliamperes at 50 Direct Volts

•
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6.3
0.5
50-60
- 350 to +s5
220
1 .0
5.0
100
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INTERNATIONAL TELEPHON E AN O TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
Associate Man.uEad:uring and Sales Companies.

UnUed States oi Ame.rica

Le Materiel Telephonique, Paris, France

Corporation,

International Standard Electric
New York

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation,
Clifton, New Jersey

New

York,
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Poland
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Europe and Far East
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Antwerp, Belgium
Electric Comp aILy , Limited, 8hanghai, China
Sta,ndard Electric Doms .A Spolecnost, Prague , Czechoslovakia
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Compafiia Telet6nica Argentina, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Compafila Telegrafico-'l'elef6nica C omercial , Buenos Aires,
Argentina
Compafiia Telegrafico-Telefonica Del Plata, Buenos Aires,
Argenti na
Companhia Telefonica Paranaense S. A., Curitiba, Brazil
Companhia Telefoniea Rio Grandense, Porto Alegre, Brazil
Compaiita de Telefonos de Chile, 8an.tiago, Chile
Compafiia Telef6nica de Magallanes S . A . , Punta Arenas, Chile

Cuban Telephone Company, Havana, Cuba
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vana, Cuba
Mexican Telephone and TelegI'aph Company, Mexico City,
Mexico
Compaiifa Peruana de Telefonos Limitada, Lima, Peru
Porto Rico Telephone Company, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Shanghai Telephone Company, Federal, Inc., U.S.A.. Shanghai, China

Radiol:elephone al\d Radiotelegraph Op1tt at:ing. Companies.
Compafiia Internacional de Radio, S.A., Santiago, Chile
Internacional de Hadlo, Buenos .Aires, Argentina
Compaiita Internailional de Radio Boliviana, La Paz, Bolivia
Radio Corporation of Cuba, Havana, Cuba
Companhia Radi o Internaeional do BrnsH, Rio de .Janeiro,
Ra.dio Corporation of Porto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico1
Brazil
1 Radiotele
phone and Radio Broadcasting services.
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Cable and Radio.t:elegr-aph Operating Companies
& Radio Corporation)

(Con.trolled by American C able
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y, New York, New York•

All America Cable & and Radio,

JVla1ikay Radio 1tnd Tele11:t'aPh Company, New York, New

The Cuban All .America Cables, Incorporated, Havana, Cuba•
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2

Inc., New York, New York'

Soei edad Anonima R adio Arg,entina, Buenos Aires, Argentina'
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·I Cable and. Radiotelegraph services. 5 Radiotelegrap!J. service.

Cable service.

' International and

Laboratories
Intecntational Telecommunication Labor atories , ln.c., N ew
York, New Y ork
Fed&al TE>leeommunication L aboratories , Inc., Nutley, New
JeFsey

Standard Telecommunication
England

Laboratories Ltd,,

London,

Laboratoire Cen.tral de Telecommunications, Paris,. France
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